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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines a fundamental concern in rhetoric and
composition and across academic discipiines~the notion of context Theories
of context create practical problems because the temn refers to potentially
everything around a text This complexity manifests in four ways; 1) Context first
appears in publications as unexplained evaluations of speech and writing.
These assumed contexts are problematic because evaluation, or judgment,
should follow invention, not proceed it. The term appears as a given, not as an
invention. 2) Writers must reduce contexts to define the specific dimensions of
particular cases and issues. Kenneth Burke details these reductions when
defining contextual thinking as a paradoxical process, an "alchemic moment,"
one where "transformations" occur (Grammar 23-24). Other writers later refer to
the 'ti^ansformative' power of context without acknowledging these paradoxes
and reductions. 3) Many writers claim that contexts detennine the meaning of
words and the appropriateness of particular rhetorical strategies. If contexts
determine meaning, what choices do rhetoricians have to determine meaning in
contexts? 4) Anthropologists, linguists, and historians develop ideas of
contexts that do not account for tiie rhetorical origins of the term. Composition
scholars in turn borrow from disciplines other that rhetoric when explaining
context
I explore these issues with an etymology of context in classical, professional,
and curricular discourse. This etymology shows how compositionists use
context to do three things for writing instruction; evaluate discourse; suggest
situations; arrange details and intentions. I argue that these three categories of
context can be better understood in terms of an active rhetorical style; Cicero
and Quintilian offer style as decorum, perspicere, and ornare. Teachers rely on
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these styles to evaluate writing, to render situations dearly, and to configure
details and intentions. This active sense of style mediates notions of context
that emerge from the social sciences and provides rhetorical background for the
important work that context does in composition and other disciplines. I end this
dissertation by returning to Giamt>attista Vico's etymological work on classical
rhetoricians. I Identify from him a triangular invention: how memory,
imagination, and perception combine with style to construct contexts.
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CHAPTER ONE
Preparing for Disciplinary Contexts with Rhetorical Style
Writers in many academic disciplines frequently use the word context to suggest
a sense of the common dimensions where purpose shapes meaning. This term,
which arises from a Latin verb meaning to weave,' has antecedents in the
Greek rhapsoidein, as Homer braids together songs and stories. Just as the
originating situations of tiiese songs and stories have disappeared in history, an
historical analysis of context uncovers a series of vanishings tiiat complicate
issues in composition.
These problems arise with the term's beginnings because the Latin contexo
suggests mysterious relationships in the material and spiritual world. Lucretius
first uses contexo as a noun to describe how matter coheres and eventually
loses coherence. The "contexture" of rain drops, tree bark and other physical
tilings holds until natural forces disrupt tiie atoms and molecules of tiiese
objects. Then tiieir "texture" dissolves (1.244-255). This dissipation Is most
pronounced in deatii, and Lucretius argues tiiat the spirit must die with the
corpse because the immaterial soul is so closely connected to the body that it
must perish when tiie person does (3.689).
Lucretius's use of the tenn suggests tiiat material forces shape human
choice and action; contexts are physical places that consti'ain purpose and
intention. Cicero writes a few years later that we can determine some elements
of situations with the active weavings of contexo. Cicero claims, for example,
that rhetoricians must understand history. We should weave our lives into the
lives of our ancestors, contexitur (120). The ideal orator threads tiie abstract
inquiry of philosophers with the specificities of individual lives and particular
circumstances. This weaving constiiicts sitijations, but this action is lost when
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Quintiiian later introduces a more literary idea of the term by placing memory,
tropes, and teaching in contextus (1.1.24-26; 3.7.15; 9.2.46). Quintiiian
eliminates Cicero's active sense of the word and reintroduces a passive
context, the notion of a place that coheres and contains meaning. Unlike the
physical situations that Lucretius describes, Quintiiian limits the term to
locations in speeches and texts. This idea influences twentieth century theories
of rhetorical situations and tends to flatten the more active rhetorical notions of
the term that Cicero deploys.
The idea of context as a place, or a noun, is reinforced in 1923 when the
ethnographer Bronisiaw Malinowski develops ideas of the context of situation.
Malinowski dismisses etymology from tiie analysis of these places; A philologist
studies "dead, inscribed languages," while an ethnographer grapples with "the
living tongue, existing only in actual utterance" (296). Historical influences are
discounted as ethnographers study these speech settings. The written word is
less important than the gesture, the environment, the power relations among
members of a community. The text vanishes from these speech contexts.
Context is further reduced to a stimulus response model with the emergence
of contemporary riietoric.

I. A. Richards develops a behavioral notion of context

with C. K. Ogden in The l\^eaning of Meaning. Richards complicates these
causal ideas in subsequent years, showing how particular words come to
stand-in for "absent causes and conditions" in the making of contexts, and how
the memory interferes with the perception of present situations {Philosophy 3450). Kenneth Burke later develops the paradox of contextual definitions;
Because a thing's context is located outside or beyond the thing, to define some
thing contextually is to define it as "something that the thing is not" {Grammar
23).
The dismissal of etymology, the influence of absent causes and memories in
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present situations, and the paradox of contextual definitions tend to create
dilemmas for rhetoric and composition: Students must understand how
historical texts inform academic discourse, how "absent causes and conditions"
are represented by words, and how paradox attends to contextual definitions.
These three demands prompt me to invoke ancient notions of context against
more contemporary concepts that arise from disciplines other than rhetoric.
I make this invocation with an etymology of Cicero and Quintilian, and tiiis
historical research exposes additional disappearances attending to theories
and applications of context My readings in Latin show how Cicero uses
contexo fifteen times in his rhetorical and philosophical works, but there is just
one instance where a twentieth century translator renders this term as the
English "contexT (Pro Caelio 18). Conversely, English translators use "context"
when the Latin term is missing from the ancient source {Institutio 2.4.31; 7.1.37).
My etymology also uncovers a series of terms that can be used to constiuct
situations as contexts. One such word is facultas. Rhetoricians can adapt to
every kind of circumstance, character, and emotion with tiiis ability, eloquindi
facultas {Insltutio 10.1. 69). For Giambattista Vico. facultas is an ability to make
connections across diverse discursive situations, to discover the means to
reference material contexts in configurations tiiat suggest the different
perspectives and purposes of the people who act in tiiese places.
I argue that these faculties are enacted witii the rhetorical topics and with
figurative language. These categories of rhetorical style are in fact a means to
constiuct contexts across disciplines. In Topica, for example, Cicero recalls
Aristotie's system of invention to present a rhetorical discipline that discovers
arguments, disciplinam inveniendorum argumentorum (2). We define, classify,
relate, and compare objects in the worid and ideas in communities to construct
contexts: In fact, loci are the places or regions in the mind where we can
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discover ways to represent contexts in the world, loco facUis invento est (7).
The topics are strategies to discover arguments about what is inherent and
closely connected, eis rebus quae quodam modo affectae, as well as
arguments about what is external and widely separate, quae absunt longeque
disiuncta sunt (8). The topics are strategies that connect and separate ideas,
things, and people.
These strategies gain additional shape with the figures of metaphor,
synecdoche, metonomy, and irony—the four-stage system that Vico develops
from Cicero, Ramus, and subsequent Renaissance rhetors. Kenneth Burke
later aligns these tropes with English studies, and Hayden White applies these
tiropical configurations to the study of history, psychology, and political science
(New Science] Grammar, Tropics). These four tropes are fundamental
because metaphor configures similarity and difference, metonymy shapes
spatial relationships, synecdoche fashions part to whole relationships, and
irony arises from our reflections on these processes. I argue tiiat the most
salient features of any situation must be ti'anslated, abstracted, condensed, and
rean^anged on the page or on the screen. Friedrich Nietzsche addresses these
actions when acknowledging the tropologic nature of knowledge, how we
translate, ubertragen, a nerve impulse into an image, and then into sound and
word (248). These ti'anslati'ons continue each time we apply the faculty of
perception to situations, as our memory and imagination arrange varied cultural
and psychological contexts in multiple ways.
My etymology of context in professional discourse also shows how ideas and
methods of contextualizing atrwe to composition from disciplines other tiian
rhetoric. While Wayne Booth, Lloyd Bitzer, and Anne Berthoff began referring to
rhetorical situations as contexts in the 1960s, a study of the Oxford English
Dictionary shows how tiie word contextualize begins in linguistics, sociology.
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and philosophy (Rrth; Coulter; Pepper). Composition scholars begin to use the
term in the 1980s, as do writers in anthropology, psychology, and feminist
studies (Geertz; Gilligan; Alcoff). The rhetorical histories of this term are implicit
in these discussions, but they are not acknowledged. For example, when the
linguist J. R. Rrth first contextualizes a speech event in 1952 and his student
Michael Halliday does the same to a text six years later, both admit how the
style of discourse is crucial for these methods; style determines how the subject
matter can be analyzed (3; 14). Yet neither researcher mentions rhetoric.
Furthermore, compositionists have in the last fifty years used context as a
noun to suggest how oratorical, textual, and material situations detemiine
meaning. Only recently do writers acknowledge how contexts can be
constructed with purpose, and no one acknowledges how Cicero first made
these weavings with language. In one of the more complex definitions, for
example. Chaim Perelman and L Olbrechts-Tyteca refer to Richards to suggest
in 1958 that a context gives a word Its meaning. However, these context can
range from a particular setting in a story to "^e total expanse of the natural and
supematural worid" (124). Clarity is thus achieved in a text when an author
limits the context026). I contend that these reductions are metonymic. tropical
processes that have their basis in rhetorical style.
When students are asked to contextualize their writing, they rely on spatial
tropes and analogies. Our styles of discourse must be apt, dear, and
suffidentfy figured to suggest the spatial and temporal relations that bracket
contexts. These weavings must also be appropriate for common sense ideas,
in sensu hominum communi (De Oratore 2.67-68). Rhetorical style has, of
course, long been used to mediate matter and fonn, but style has been
disparaged as mere omament or surface detail. Style is tom to shreds over the
centuries when philosophers and scientists dismiss rhetoric as a concem for
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surface embellishment for fancy words and/or bombast that have limited import
for accurate portrayals of the material worid.
However, ail researchers use language to thread their findings together, and
these stitchings begin in rhetorical histories. Cicero uses /7/0 along with contexo
and texo to suggest this synthesis between matter and form. Filo means to
weave' and to thread.' Matter receives shape from the "general texture and
style of the speech" (De Oratore 3.103). Some speeches are "lightly woven"
while others have a "luxuriant texture of style." The "thread of argument" should
be positioned appropriately in a speech; If a particular case is tenuous, the
argument will be slighf tenue filum {Ad Familiares 9.12.2; De Oratore 2.93).
These generative notions of style are lost when figures are perceived to be
separate from matter.
Additional disappearances manifest when we imagine the literal structure of
the tenm confext There is a fundamental fading in this figure of weaving; the
weft and warp, or the horizontal and vertical threads on a loom, aitemately
appear and disappear in the formation of fabric. Some thread remains behind
other thread as support These necessarily vanishing threads make weaving
an apt image for context When teachers ask students to write about the
contexts surrounding particular issues, varied perceptions are applied to these
diverse situations. We depict tiiese contexts in different ways by selecting
varying relationships to amplify and to reduce, and by styling these
amplifications in a number of linguistic configurations. Past experience affects
our translations of present situations as well. Writing teachers do similar kinds
of translations as we reduce complex ideas of context to students, who in turn
must translate their experiences of texts and the world to us in prose. When
positing ideas of context as clear sites tiiat can be fully recovered and
represented through language, we may be glossing tiie complexities and the
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figurative nature of the term.

Disappearing Topics and Dismissed Generaiities
The relative dismissal of topics in discussions about contexts are predated by
ancient attacks on these rhetorical strategies. One instance of this dismissal
occurs when Cicero is discussing the rules for ornate style near the end of De
Oratore. Recalling the words of Antonius from an earlier section of the text,
Cicero writes that we begin invention by accumulating a supply of matter
(3.103). However, the English translator fails to include the topic of comparison
in this sentence, what Cicero writes as comparanda est This topical category,
which means to find through contrast denotes how essential the topics are for
the invention of matter. This matter is then arranged in relation to wider realms
of meaning with style, "the general texture and style of the speech." formanda
filo ipso et genere (103). The topical category of comparison is lost in this
translation, and this vanishing repeats tiiroughout

history.

The notion of topics as inferior to dialectic and style as mere embellishment
as something separate from the matter at hand, is precisely what Cicero refutes
tiiroughout

his writings. He consistentiy tiles to recoup a wide range of

knowledge that philosophers remove from rhetoric. Cicero laments how
Socrates and subsequent philosophers devalued ideas of style and reduced
notions of eloquence to surface figures and tropes. Orators are thus left with
small rhetorical possessions, nostra possessione depuisi in parvo (3.108).
Compositionists inherit tiiese diminished possessions when we view style as a
surface concern and not as a strategy to apprehend and generate
representations of physical and psychological contexts. Cicero admits the
necessity of figures when faced with the complexity of the worid: The metaphor
"sprang from necessity due to tiie pressure of poverty and deficiency" (150-

154). Such needs may be forgotten when we rely on ideas of contexts that
arise from the social sciences-notions that deny the importance of style for the
constructions of contexts and that pass over the fact that all symbolic contexts
are constructed rhetorically, with topical strategies and tropical structures.
These methods are what Cicero renders from Greek as the general
strategies for invention in every dass of persuasion, omnis ratio... disserendi
{Jopica 6). Topics, or loci, mean place {Topica 7.8; De Oratore 2.130; Brutus
49). indeed. Quintilian's use of loci is translated in 1921 as "contexT {Institutio
7.1.37; 8. pr. 21; 10.2.24). The loci are "the homes of ail prooT for invention (De
Oratore 2.162). These domiciles fumish us with means to reference the world.
Classical rhetoricians use these topics to synthesize the general and the
specific, the abstract and the concrete, the philosopher and the orator. These
blendings are rhetorical contexts, active places where matter takes shape with
rhetorical strategies and fonms.
These fonns are informed by the wide learning that Cicero demands. The art
of rhetoric has no defined range, no borders that enclose it, non habet definitam
aliquam regionem {De Oratore 2.5). Rhetors are concerned with the widest
possible situations as well as with specific situations and cases~in matters that
are specific and detenninate as well as at}stract sorts of inquiry, an infinite
forest of topics (65-66). The orator must take diverse topics and weave them
thoughtfully into discourse, intexere (67-68). These weavings are made with
style as humanitas, with a wide leaming that brings forth language clearly,
appropriately, and with figures that suggest some of the complexities of
experience.
While composition researchers and students continue to Investigate specific
sites of discourse, rhetorical histories continue to infomn these situations.
Aristotle applies rhetoric to three particular domains, but he acknowledges that
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rhetoricians are not solely concerned with definite and particular classes of
things. No art has the particular in view, he writes, because the particular is
infinite (1.14; 2.11). Cicero translates these Greek ideas to suggest that the
subjects and questions for rhetoricians are unlimited and vast infinita et
magnitudinem, and that these wide demands make oratory a part of all arts and
fields of study, et pluribus ex airbus studiisque cottectum (De Oratore 1.16).
These ancient concerns for the general are t}ackground for Quintilian's
reiteration that the three genera of rhetoric comprise all species of argument;
The indefinite question is always more comprehensive than a definite question;
the genus precedes the species (3.4.15; 3.5.8). The indefinite tends to
disappear if ideas of context remain as a noun, as a place tiiat contains
meaning; tiie definite fomn of these sites limits synthesis with the background,
with the past. Speech scholars make these critiques about contexts, but tiiese
critical assessments remain missing from many discussions of context in
composition.
As writing teachers encourage students to investigate a wide array of
situations and to relate tiiese places with the general academic constraints of
our tasks, we need metiiods for tiie general tiiat rhetoricians provide. Rhetorical
topics and ti'opes are general strategies to constixict specific contexts and to
synthesize these particular settings with wider areas of experience. Each writer
must translate how their purposes shape particular situations and how these
situations in tijm shape tiieir purposes. Our judgments for tiiese tasks may be
improved, our arrangements of contexts may be more rhetorical, if we
remember tiiat topical strategies tianscend contexts: Regardless of
circumstance, writers define and divide with the topical categories genus and
species; compare and contrast with similarity and difference; relate with cause
and effect, contraries and corrtradictions.
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These wide arrays of situation are woven with rhetorical figures. Cicero
writes that speeches consist of matter and words, and these innumerable topics
must be engaged and integrated with ornate, figured style. The Latin ornare
originally means to equip' or to prepare.' Hence, Cicero writes that wherever
language goes, a supply of matter and the equipment of style go with it,
instructu ornatuque comitata (De Oratore 3.23). An orator first discovers ideas,
but these ideas gain distinction with style, verborum ornatum inveniri posse
(24). These styles must be pleasing and effective for particular audiences and
must present proofs from a wide collection of cases (91-92). Cicero uses a
superiative of this term. ornaV'ssimae, to define the ideal rhetor as one who can
combine particulars into a "knowledge of the nature and character of the matter
as a whole" (120). He concludes this discussion of ornament by ascribing a
philosophical power to figures and tropes: Ornate speeches have the widest
range and move from the particular issue to explain tiie meaning of the general
issue, Omatissimae... se ad universi generis... genere et universa (120; see
also Bmtus 21).
Latin rhetoricians can inform our threading of specific situations with larger
realms of experience, our correlating individual writings with wider classes of
prose. The topics help us meet the referential demands of expository discourse,
to define, classify, compare, and relate diverse issues and diverse situations.
Rgurative language provides generative ways to invent new relationships in
tiiese places witii words (see Corbett; D'Angelo; White; Kellner). These
rhetorical topics and ti'opes arise from the first uses of context, and tiiey remain
relevant but relatively unseen, woven into the fabrics of discourse that we create
from tiie analogies and metaphors that comprise a domain of discourse. One
such set of analogies and metaphors emerges in a discussion about the
difficulties of teaching writing.
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Vanishing Arguments in Discussions About Composition
As the larger social forces of poverty, radsm. unemployment, and
homelessness influence actions and outcomes in the writing classroom, some
teachers call for new methods for teaching writing. Writing teachers
increasingly rely on the notion of context to explain these methods. However,
some contradictions emerge from these uses, and these contesting
deployments of the term outiine the tensions that I explore in tiiis dissertation.
In 1988. a composition teacher wrote to tiie president of tiie Conference on
College Composition and Communications to lament the difficulties of teaching
a composition course. Students bring many problems to the classroom, and
many of tiiem are unable to compose adequate essays at semester's end, the
teacher writes. CCCC president Miriam Chaplin uses this letter in her keynote
address to stress how cultural, economic, and political issues affect the success
of composition teachers. Chaplin argues that tasks in writing classes should
encourage students to explore tiiese social issues, and that writing teachers
should rely on their interdisciplinary strengths and use their experiences from
outside of the academy to identify and develop effective teaching practices for
these diverse learners. "We can use these experiences to accommodate
student differences in our classrooms by broadening the scope of materials
used in Instruction." However. Chaplin claims. "Composition is not contextbound. Students cannot read reading or write writing. The content of
composition is open-ended and should be chosen from many fields" (59; italics
added).
This rhetorical ideal soon fades: The open-ended realm of composition, a
discipline that draws content from many fields, is partly dismissed with the use
of context While not referring specifically to her claim, several writers in
subsequent CCC articles erase Chaplin's point tiiat composition is not context-
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bound, in one representative sample. Mike Rose reviews research in cognitive
studies to argue that writing is a process that is emfc)edded in the particular
events in life. Rose critiques a tendency by researchers in American education
to ascribe monolithic and stereotypical explanations for a broad range of
unsatisfactory school performances. Researchers follow Jean Piaget's ideas of
cognitive growth to create binary notions of literacy-some students have more
difficulty fomning generalizations than do other students, for example. These
labels omit important social, political, and cultural issues. Rose claims. These
binary characterizations of writing also constitute academic prose as a
decontextual literacy- academic discourse is defined by the ability to transcend
context, that context-bound thinking is less sophisticated than are contextindependent academic abstractions (Bruner; Bernstein; Goody). The other end
of tiiis spectrum is a contextual process, whereby meaning depends on factors
surrounding a text Basic writers are frequentiy labeled contextualist. Rose
writes, because they have not had tiie opportunity to develop sti'ategies for
contexfindependent writing. Rose argues tiiat cognitive action is "lied
specifically to contexf and that writing is a "context-dependent activity" (285).
Certainly, writing occurs in particular situations witii specific readers. If our
conceptions of composition remain bound to particular context, however, it will
be difficult to attain the wide learning that Cicero demands.

Reviewing Contradictions of Context
The contradictory stances of these two arguments are represented in other
disciplinary discussions about context The opposing notions of context that
Chaplin and Rose expose appear in diverse academic domains. A review of
these discussions demonsti'ates tiie importance of context in disciplinary
discourse, and exposes some of the theoretical and practical complexity that
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attends to the term. These complications should be admitted by compositionists
who use confext to evaluate writing and to suggest the situational factors that
influence writing processes.
For example, the historian Hayden White writes that historical discourse has
since the eariy 1800s featured "contextual" rules to suggest how relationships
are presumed to have existed at specific times and places. A contextualist
historical account is achieved when a writer isolates some aspects of an
historical time as a subject of study. This element of history can be as large as a
war or as small as a day in the life of a particular person. The historian then
picks out the threads' that link the event to be explained to different areas of the
context The threads are identified and traced outward, into the circumambient
natural and social space within which the event occurred, and both backward in
time" (Mete/7/story 17-18). However, the "first, final, and material causes of
[these contexts] can never be known" (18).
In a later text. White notes how literary theorists suppose that a context, or a
historical milieu, is more accessible, more concrete, and less indeterminate
than a text These contexts surrounding texts are products of a fictive and
figured intellectual process {Tropics 89). White also notes that the text-context
relationship, once an unexamined presupposition of historical investigation, is a
problem in the sense of becoming "undecidable, elusive, uncreditable" (Content
185). Similariy. the historian Oominick LaCapra writes that an appeal to the
context is misleading. "One never has the context" (35). The assertion that a
specific context or set of contexts exist In a given case has to be argued, and
not simply assumed (36).
A more intense critique emerges from Jacques Demda's assessment of J. L
Austin's speech-act theory. Derrida acknowledges that a context is constructed
by a "structurally vague consensus" (310). Derrida goes on to deconstruct the
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term, to suggest ix)w a context is never fully determinable (310). These
skeptical complications of contexts are given a more simple explication when
Jonathan Culler follows Derrida's claim. Culler admits a paradoxical quality
about the notion of context, "meaning is context-bound." he writes, "but contexts
are boundless" (123).
Some of these dilemmas are repeated by researchers in rhetoric and
composition. James Kinneavy acknowledges how the components of contexts
frequently function unconsdously (94-95). Art Young. Alton Becker, and
Kenneth Pike add additional complications to tine term when offering a ninecelled tagmemic field for invention. "Questions of context are limitiess, bounded
only by the writer's imagination, persistence, and perspective." they write.
"Everyttiing in the universe, now or in the past, is conceivably the context for any
single experience" (57-58). Thomas Huckin more recently acknowledges how
there are a broad range of contextual facltors tiiat are not easily formalizable
(89). Some researchers frankly admit tiie difficulty of detemiining contexts in
writing tasks. Elaine Chin writes that contexts are "not always clear... when we
move beyond the boundaries of a texT (445). Context is problematic because,
in Stephen Witte's words, contextual interpretations are formed from an array of
texts tiiat "extend indefinitely through time and space" (237).

Problems and Paradoxes
These disciplinary critiques inform the problems and paradoxes tiiat I
investigate throughout tiiis dissertation. Four fundamental complications arise
for theories and practices in rhetoric and complication witii the use of context,
and tiiese complexities are erased in many uses of the term; 1) Context first
appears in publications in rhetoric and composition to evaluate the
effectiveness of speech and writing-often with little or no explication as to the
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nature of the context These assumed contexts are problematic because
evaluation, or judgment should follow Invention, not proceed it Cicero
dismisses the Stoics for precisely the same reason (De Orators 2.160).
Inventing new rhetorical relations in situations is made more difficult because of
the adjudicative connotation this term carries. Judgment preempts discovery.
2) Context as situation suggests potentially everything that is around a text
Writers must reduce these surroundings to define the specific dimensions of
particular cases and issues. Kenneth Burke details these reductions when
defining contextual thinking as a paradoxical process, an "alchemic moment."
one where "transformations" occur {Grammar 23-24). Other writers later refer to
the 'transformative' power of context without acknowledging the paradoxes and
reductions that this temi suggests. 3) One such paradox centers on the notion
that context determine the meaning and the appropriateness of particular
rhetorical strategies. The meaning of speech "depends on the context of
situation." as Malinowski writes (313). Or, as editors of one textbook suggest
"the context defines the effect an image, a phrase, or a word can have on the
reader" {Guide 1994A50). If contexts determine meaning, what choices do
rhetoricians have to determine meaning In context 4) Anthropologists,
psychologists and historians develop ideas of contexts that do not account for
the rhetorical origins of the term. Composition scholars In turn bon-ow on
disciplines other that rtietoric when explaining context These borrowings lead
to suggestions that context are literal places, areas with identifiable
boundaries and discrete beginnings and endings that can be fully translated
into prose. The temi appears as a given, not as an invention.

Major Claims about Context
I explore these complications in this dissertation to argue that contexts are
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constructed with ttie topics and tropes, and these weavings suggest a merging
of matter and fomi. Material situations gain shape in writing only through the
translation of matter as styles of prose. These translations are dismissed when
figures and topics are dismissed. When we use the term without
acknowledging its figurative foundation, we may forget the rhetorical nature of
these places. For Cicero, tropes can t)e used to reference ail things in the worid
{De Oratore 3.161). I rely on classical explications of tropes to reconsider
Richards's more recent ideas of contexts that function on a process of
abridgement, how our interpretations of contexts are abbreviated, how signs
emerge through memory to stand for absent causes and conditions {Philosophy
34). Quintilian offers explanations of these complex processes with his
discussions of synecdoche. This trope assists inventive strategies; synecdoche
allows meaning to be discovered from something that has not been expressed,
in contextu sermonis quod (8.6.19-21). The meaning of a whole can be
gleaned from the parts; the parts can be shaped by the whole. Quintilian also
explains metonymy, which works as container for contained, as does Cicero
(8.6. 23; De Orator 3.155; Orator 94). Contemporary constructions of contexts
can be characterized as synecdochies and metonymies. These
characterizations allow us to see the multiple ways that contexts can be
reduced and configured to reference material, cultural, historical, and
psychological situations.
Contexts are always abstractions and distillations of particularities in
experience that we translate onto the page. Writers must reduce situations,
arrange ideas in parts and wholes, define in terms of similarity and difference,
and recognize contradictions and contraries of these processes during revision.
All contexts in composition are figured. We lack the words for complexity so we
rely on 'context' to suggest these complexities.
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I examine throughout this dissertation how contexts are constructed with spatial
tropes and analogies. These contexts range from simple spatial placements of
'in' and 'out' to more paradoxical notions of 'getting beyond' the limits of
situations. There are metonymic and synecdochic workings here, as well as
causal sequences and reductions. More specifically. I identify three styles as
tropes In curricular and professional discourse in composition. I call tiiese three
styles the etiiics of 'revealing,' transforming.' and 'connecting.' Professional
writers, texttxx)k editors, and students use these three ethics to construct
context, evaluations are increasingly revealed; an attention to contexts can
transform teaching and learning; and literacy allows for a
separation from particular intellectual settings but compositionists argue for the
need to maintain connections. Because any constixiction of context is a
reduction of a wider place in the world to a smaller place on the page, I
concentrate on ti'opes of conti'guity-those words tiiat connote spatial
connections in particular sites, tropes that place discourse in the historical world
of events and situations. As Thomas McLaughlin puts it, metonymy is "a transfer
of meaning that develops out of assodations in particular contexts" (83).
These spatial arrangements are necessary to reference contexts, and they
are infonned by ancient notions of style. In De Officiis, Cicero argues that duty
is characterized as moral action, which emerges from the four Cardinal Virtues:
the full perception and intelligent development of the true, tiie

maintenance of

organized society, the sti'ength of spirit and the orderiiness and moderation of
all that is said or done (1.4.15). Clarity, perspicientia veri, emerges here as the
first virtue, upon which the other virtues are grounded. This clarity infomis
invention: The more clearly we observe tiie trutiis in any given case, in re
quaque verissimum sit, the more quickly we can see and explain the reasons
involved in the case, and the more wise we can become, pmdentissimus (16).

Knowledge must be conveyed in dear, appropriate, and figurative ways for the
most powerful effects. Although Cicero acknowledges that the uncertainty of
perception leads to skepticism, probable sensations are enough to guide wise
action (Academica 2.64-148). Our knowledge of probable contexts can be
conveyed with this concern for style-language that is appropriate, clear, and
figurative, decorum, perspicere, and omare. 1 will show how scholars and
students use these three styles for their constructions of contexts in the
indefinite, probable worid where form fashions matter into meaningful subjects
for school and life.
These pattems in probability must be styled for disdplinary success.
Because context \s such a common tenn in most academic disciplines, topical
and tropical categories can assist rhetoricians to examine how contexts are
constructed across cunricula. Biologists consider cells and tissues in terms of
organisms and ecosystems; psychologists relate individuals with family
members and communities; historians integrate hours and days with months
and years to weave accounts of the past; composition students orient tiieir
personal experiences with wider issues in the classroom.

We can equip for

diverse situations by realizing style as a method to clearly and appropriately
render discoveries, arrangements, and memories. We construct complex
wholes that arise from relationships among words and sentences, among
different texts, among writers, readers, and the worid. These ideas of style are
philosophical and riietorical

because orators can survey the most general and

abstract issues and turn these ideas into lines of argument and exposition that
are appropriate for particular audiences and readers.

The Topics, The 'Homes of All Proofs'
The use of context appears in strategic arguments about writing, teaching.
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research and ieaming~as the excerpts from Chaplin and Rose demonstrate.
An additional appearance~and disappearance- results from contemporary
critiques of Cicero's presentation of the rhetorical topics, and this negative
assessment centers on the idea of context In Book 2 of De Oratore, Cicero
relies on the character of Antonius to present how the topics can be used to
discover and present diverse subject matters. One scholar recently
characterizes this as an "acontextual" rendering of rhetoric when explaining the
idea of contextfor The Encyclopedia of Rhetoric. Gregory Clarke writes that
Antonius presents a rhetoric "acontextually" (142). Rhetoric is not a discipline,
Clarke writes, but a practice "necessarily emtiedded in context of time" (142).
However, while Antonius does admit that rhetoric deals with opinion and is
largely the result of natural ability and not training (De Oratore 2.30), Antonius is
in fact lauded by Cicero as one with the highest ability, summis ingeniis (2.11).
Most importantly for my purposes. Antonius presents the topics as strategies to
integrate the general and the specific, and concrete and the abstract, the
background and the foreground. When context is perceived as something
particular, as some place bounded by definite lines and dimensions, then the
more rhetorical dimensions of these constructed places can vanish. Certainly,
material sites such as classrooms and laboratories and neighborhoods do have
specific boundaries. However, these static dimensions must be made more
riietorical by considering how the particular integrates with the general, how the
past influences the present These blendings of the concrete and the atjstract
are discovered with topics and configured with tropes.
These relationships are detailed in Book 2 of De Oratore. Cicero, through the
character of Antonius, discusses the topics as general methods to invent
arguments about particular cases, as general methods for inventing material in
forensic cases (121). These general strategies are effective for those persons

with experience in public and with scholarship, and who can prepare for
arguments with practice, listening, reading, and writing (130). Professors of
rhetoric make a mistake by dividing speeches into the general, where no
particular persons or issues are involved, and the specific, where particular
persons are involved. There is in fact no case wherein the issue for decision
turns on the personalities of the parties, and not on the abstract discussion of
general conceptions" (134). The evidence for both defense and prosecution
must reference general themes and qualities: to convict of extravagance, for
example, orators must refer to profusion (135). "All of the evidence for the
defense will have to turn away from the particular occasion and individual to
general conception of circumstances and kinds... in reality it is the charges
and lines of defense, not the commonplaces, which are endless in their variety"
(136). Cases are endless when dealing with individual persons.
Antonius continues his treatment of the topics by evaluating Greek
philosophers who come to Rome. These philosophers employ dialectic and
judgment, but they ignore rhetorical invention as topical strategies for the
discovery of how matter is fornied. This dismissal of the topics leads to these
philosophers binding themselves up into unfortunates weaves of thought. This
dismissal of the topics also violates Cicero's notion of common sense, whereby
invention should precede judgment Antonius claims that the Stoic doctrine
"contains no directions for discovering the truth, but only for testing it" (158).
These philosophers have "too little to say when proofs are t)eing thought out.
and too much when they are being assessed" (160). Their dialectic posits
propositions, hypotheses, and conclusions to present difficulties they cannot
solve and to inappropriate styles. When philosophers ignore the topics as
means to invent arguments, they encounter "webs already attacked, or rather
well-nigh unwound, [and they] are tangled up again," detexta... retexantur
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(159). When compositionists forget that contexts are an invention of the forms
ttiat matter can assume, then we may also get caught up in wet)s that would
otherwise be avoided. One such tangle is the dismissal of style as surface
ornament When style is understood as a reduced form of rhetoric, as a
superficial embellishment that is separate from matter and knowledge, then we
remain in a realm where we rely on ethnographers, anthropologists, and
linguists to explain ideas of context that originate with rhetoricians.

Methods/Outline
These claims arise from the etymological basis of this dissertation. I Identify
how context appears in classical rhetoric, composition research, and
pedagogical discourse to suggest three senses for the term: the arrangement of
words in texts and orations, or textual contexts', the situations surrounding
rhetorical actions, or situational contexts; the methods and strategies of
rhetorical production, or contextualizations. The term context is used in
scholariy articles and the pedagogical discussions of a composition program I
am using as a case study. The temn context is employed first as an evaluative
frame for sample essays, then as a theoretical term to orient writers with the
multiple situations and relationships among readers, texts, and topics, and
finally as a method for writing. Students are encouraged to focus on the
author's purpose as a framework for creating and interpreting rhetorical
situations, and to consider how their own purposes can be arranged to best
represent the salient relationships within and across these environments of
meaning.
I analyze how these categories of context enter into and are used in three
sites: selected works of Cicero and Quintilian; representative articles from
College Composition and Communication; and A Student's Guide to First-Year
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Composition, a textbook used at the University of Arizona for twerrty years. The
CCCs allows me to identify how the word enters into the professional discourse
of composition and to locate disdplinary sources for our applications of this
temri. The Guide provides examples of how one writing program applies the
term in practices of writing and in explications of theory, and how students
respond to these demands in essays. The classical sources become an
historical and theoretical frameworic for the other two sources: Cicero and
Quintilian offer instances of contexo that I apply to a theory of context as
rhetorical invention, a notion of context that integrates the specific with the
general and that acknowledges the importance of rhetorical style for the
discovery of meaning in any given case.
In Chapter Two. I first explore the denial of figures in the construction of
contexts and the complications that Richards's offers for theories and practices
of writing in rhetoric and composition. Richard's "purely causal" ideas of
contexts are comprised of absent factors, and the memory influences present
situations. Richard's develops his first ideas by relying on Malinowski; this
anthropologist dismisses etymology from the analysis of the contexts of
situation. My more detailed etymology of contexo in classical discourse
demonstrates the figures used in these translations, and how the English word
context is missing when translators represent the Latin texts. These absences
are partially filled in by Alton Becker, who develops a complex idea of context in
1970 with Young and Pike, and who more recently calls for a new philologist an expert in contextual relationships.
in Chapter Three, 1 analyze how textual contexts first appear in College
Composition and Communication and the textbook at the University of Arizona
as a noun to refer to textual and oratorical passages that can be used to
evaluate writing and speech. These places are assumed and remain relatively
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unexplained. These unstated commonplaces emerge historically when
Cicero's active uses of the term vanish. CorrtexT functions as a container where
discourse can be assessed. These ideas of context are made more explicit
over the years; the evaluative becomes increasingly detailed as writers reveal
their assumptions about good writing. Tropes of exposure and disclosure enter
into discourse. I characterize these textual contexts in terms of praise and
blame. Quintilian for example characterizes panegyric with contexo, noting how
the genus precedes the species. Cicero weaves the present with the past in the
Orator. I show how students and teachers do similar acts. These topical
processes are necessary for assessing complex arrangements of symbols and
situations: the unstated is made operative with topics; the indefinite is revealed
with relationships of parts and wholes, similarity and difference, time and space.
in Chapter Four, I analyze how confextappears as a noun to suggest the
discursive and material situations that tend to determine and shape meaning.
These situational contexts become increasingly complex as students are
encouraged to investigate different communities on and off campus. Student
writers can 'transform' their views of the worid with analysis of contexts, and
teachers can 'transfonn' their classrooms by attending to contexts of situations.
If tiie "social contexT of required English courses were changed, writing abilities
would be "transformed" (Kampf 248). A rhetorical analysis can "change the way
[students] view the worid" (Guide 1990;103).
These transformative ideas begin when Burke characterizes contextual
definitions in a paradoxical way~how a particular thing is defined by what
surrounds it. These definitions allow for an "alchemic moment," one where
"transformations" occur (Grammar 23-24). Some important ambiguities and
vanishings go unacknowledged in these transformation, however. For
example, if context detenmines meaning, as Richards says it does for words in
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verses of poetry {Practical 202), we may lose some rhetorical choice in these
settings. We may be bound to situations, just as Cicero claims that Stoics are
bound to fate (De Fato 32). We should not forget the original riietorical notions
of contexo as a verb; this recognition may allow for more agency in situations.
Meaning and purpose arise in and are bound to situations, but rhetoricians
must be able to access multiple, shifting, indeterminate contexts.
In Chapter Rve, I analyze how context appears as a verb in rhetoric and
composition in 1984 to suggest how we can weave or contextualize different
ideas, perspectives, and texts into coherent prose arrangements.
Compositi'onists argue tiiat writing, teaching, and research should be connected
with tiie contexts where these processes take place. Kathleen Welch writes, for
example, about an "absence of connection" in many composition texts, how
good writing "depends on connection" {Ideology 275). When these
connections are ignored, important practices become decontextualized. These
omissions and disconnections manifest best in discussions on literacy. I use
these discussions to argue that conceptual separations and connections can be
correlated with the topics: literacy requires connection and separation. Cicero's
De Re Publica provides examples of how literacy allows for an examination of
things and issues at a great distance from everyday life; humanitas allows for
separation and connection.
In Chapter Six, I provide an historical rational for tiie spatial tiropes that are
common in explications of context I continue my etymology by retuming to
Giambattista Vico's notion of ingenium - a power that syntiiesizes what is
distant and separated. The spatial ti'opes that frame discussions of contexts
have their bases in the rhetorical idea of Ingenium as invention. This term is
etymologically linked with genus or genera. These words arise from gens,
which means to beget,' or 'to create.' I show how tiiese rhetoridans
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acknowledge the generative faculties of language can construct the scenes
required for discussions on writing. Ingenium is a faculty that combines powers
of memory, perception, and imagination. Richards and Burke refer to memory,
imagination, and perception when offering their complicated and paradoxical
accounts of contexts. I look to the classical rhetorical ideas to suggest how we
can construct and interpret contexts with these faculties.
This notion also involves a triangular invention: how memory, imagination,
perception affect the constructions of contexts. The triangular invention is an
historical framework for Ogden and Richards's contention tiiat "the whole past
history is relevanf for contextual understanding, and that the imagination
combines with memory to complicate perceptions of contexts (52-80). I address
tiiese complications with passages from Quintiiian. He demonstrates how
memory is essential for recalling contexts as the arrangement of words in
arguments, as combinations of parts and wholes when remembering speeches,
and when coordinating ideas for tiie future (11.2.2; 24; 43). I end this
dissertation with the textual contexts tiiat Quintiiian offers because at the end of
each class and each semester, the only material remains of student work are on
the page. We may reconstruct these students with memory, but the situational
contexts that they embody are reduced to the textual contexts we hold in our
hands. Contexts are always reduced, particulariy for writing teachers.
In each chapter I apply classical uses of context to add more rhetorical
history to this term and to address some of tiie complications tiiat Richards and
Burke provide. The notions of context as a concrete, particular site is made
more rhetorically complete when we consider how these places can be
integrated witii wider areas of experience, a relationship detailed by tiie topical
strategies of genus and species. Genus, or genera, can mean the description
of absti'act tilings, such as tiie kinds of deiit)erative speeches or tiie classes of
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honor (De/nventrone 2.157, 165). Cicero consisterrtiy uses genera to explain
style as a blending of philosophy and rhetoric. I rely on these syntheses to
explore a philosophical notion of rhetorical ajntexts-How the general directs
the specific, how the particular correlates with the abstract Furthermore,
Quintilian argues that writing allows rhetoricians to improve their abilities to
premeditate on important issues. These premeditations, or prewritings. can be
accomplished in many places, in loci plurimum (10.6.1-2).
Meaning arises and is applied in particular circumstances, but rhetoricians
must be able to quickly assess the discursive dimensions of these multiple
settings. The powers of literacy are not co/7^ex^bound. We need to assess and
be sensitive to persons and issues in all situations, but our rhetorical choices
cannot be completely defined by these particular contexts: we can recognize
what Is generally true in specific settings, and this recognition requires a
rhetoric that is philosophical, rhetoricians who understand the specific and the
general. Topical strategies and tropical language are general rubrics for any
kind of situation. In Orator. Cicero describes the ideal rhetor as one who can
investigate the general relationships that exist across particular places, times,
events. This person handles, tractatos locos,the commonplace topics of
philosophy, and then weaves these issues into historical discourse superiorum
aetate contexitur (120).
Cicero and Quintilian explain tiiese issues at length when discussing how
orators must be equipped with style. As I show in the passages from De Oratore
above, figures and tropes are commonly seen as surface adornment and
embellishment Actually, though, style emerges from the verb eloqui, which
means tiie production and communication of all tiiat a rhetor conceives
{Institutio S.pr.lS). Without elocutio, the other powers of rhetoric are useless,
supen/acua (15).
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We can prepare to weave arrangements in the world and in specific settings
with a return to style as wide learning, as humanitas. I apply a three-stage style
as decorum, perspicere, and omare to identify and generate methods for
understanding how to integrate specific settings with more general concerns in
discourse, and for inventing ways to weave these settings in language that is
sensitive and appropriate to persons and issues in and across situations, but
that is not bound to these situations in a way that constricts rhetorical choice. As
writing teachers encourage students to investigate an increasingly wide variety
of situations, we need more rhetorical ideas of how coherence can be created
in tiiese diverse sites. Style should be understood as a means to determine the
salient dimensions of contexts. The ideal orator must discover what to say, how
to anrange it and offer a style to present it Style, or elocutio, requires additional
wisdom, prudentiae (Orator44). Cicero defers to Socrates, Plato and others for
this philosophical study, but he claims prowess in oratory, the rhetor's peculiar
ability to speak properly, clearly, and with figuration apte, disoncte, ornate
dicere (De Officiis 1.1.2).
These goals can vanish if rhetoric remains context-bound. These ancient
passages, these historical contexts, can improve understandings of our
situational context. We can equip ourselves with style, with strategies for
arranging the parts and wholes, the specific and general, the figure and ground
of contexts. If we attend too closely to tiie particulars of an issue or event we
may loose sight of the more general traditions, ideas, and histories that bracket
tiiese specific circumstances, as Cicero maintains. The critical distance tiiat
arises from wide learning, from humanitas, is an ability that allows a selection of
salient aspects from situations as prudentia.
By returning to tiie rhetoricians, compositionists can negotiate some of the
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most critical understandings of contexts. James Jasinski offers some of these
cntiques from the disdpline of speech. This discipline is particularly relevant for
composition because writing assignments and theories tend to conflate
situational distinctions between writing and speech, and speech analogies are
frequentiy offered as explanations for contexts in writing. Jasinski argues for
describing rhetorical situations and contexts in terms of "performative ti'aditi'ons,"
in discursive settings where linguistic idiom and language constitute distinct
genres, where terms of value are enacted through particular speaking voices,
and where traditions are marked by identifiable figurative and argumentative
patterns and stiuctures (213). Jasinski writes, for exannple, tiiat context Is
frequentiy used as a noun, a grammatical fact that suggests an inert frame or
passive container (206). He does so without recalling the rhetorical histories of
the term. In tiie subsequent chapters of this dissertation, I will use this notion of
performative tradition. I characterize representative articles from CCCs and
assignments from tiie Guide as examples of a 'performative ti'aditi'on.' I apply
ancient notions of contexo to mediate this powerful critique atx3ut the very
nature and idea of context.
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CHAPTER TWO
Translating Situations as Rhetorical Contexts
A continuing dilemma for me as a writer is to translate the multiple dimensions
of experience in life onto a one-dimensional page. I amplify some aspects of
time and place and ignore others, tjecause it is impossible to render in prose
the complete world as we feel, see. and hear it I perceive students facing this
dilemma as they try to combine their understandings of an article with their
experience in the community, or when they struggle to position their purposes
for analysis, persuasion, and reflection. Students must ignore some aspects of
an article and their experiences while they amplify others. Some perceptions
and apprehensions vanish during these translations as other influences take
shape. These disappearances and appearances sometimes remain
unacknowledged when compositionists use the term context to refer to
situations in the worid. What gets left out of a particular context? Who defines
what is most important in an array of material, cultural and psychological
elements that comprise contexts?
Because of the potentially unlimited range of contextual influences in
material, cultural, and psychological reality, and because we use contextto
refer to all of these places, I think we generally skim past some of complications
that arise with this term. Context can be used to flatten or gloss over the wide
range of potential interpretations that different persons will have when
perceiving, recalling, and imagining the same situation. Some connotations of
context suggest a literal place that can be translated onto the page with no
distortion or reduction. This notion fades when we realize, as does I. A.
Richards, how interconnected powers influence individual perceptions of
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contexts. Each person brings varied pasts and diverse perceptions to the
general tasks of persuasion, analysis, and reflection. These individual
influences, what C. K. Ogden and 1. A. Richards would call "psychological
contexts," must reference and correspond with "external contexts" (56-76).
Each college student needs to reference material situations in language that
corresponds with disdplinary understandings of these places. Uncommon
understandings must vanish or be an-anged in ways that make disciplinary
sense for informed readers.
Important rhetorical ideas also disappear from ideas of context When
Ogden and Richards extend literary notions of context by examining ideas of
sign-situations and interpretations of experience, they supplement their ideas
with a turn to anthropology. Ogden and Richards ask Bronislaw Malinowski to
explain how he develops notions of context to account for ethnographic studies
of cultural groups in the South Pacific. Malinowski begins by admitting the
difficulty of translating Melanesian texts. He consequently develops the idea of
"context of situatiorf (302; italics in original). Malinowski dismisses written
works, the "dead languages" of classical tomes, as he describes his
investigations of "wide fields of custom," how meaning is shaped by "context of
situation" Malinowski admits that while rhetoric is an art of important and
comprehensive study, and that grammatical rules and style assist ethnographic
writing, he rejects philology for a rendering of the context of situation (306).
Malinowski's dismissal remains troubling—however dated and constrained as it
is by his disdain for philological methods of the nineteenth century.
Rhetoricians cannot accept this disavowal of a traditionally powerful mode of
inquiry. An etymology of the term context exposes how tiie word is a site for
various controversies in our profession.
English translators of Latin enact more vanishings in the first decades of this

century: contexo is rarely translated into the English context Cicero uses the
term fifteen times in his works, but there is just one instance in my readings
where a twentieth century translator renders this term as "contexT (Pro Caelio
18). An additional disappearance manifests when we realize that tiie translator
uses context as a noun in this passage while Cicero uses the term as a verb
(Andrews 369; Lewis 182). The active sense evaporates. Cicero uses contexo
almost exclusively as a verb to weave ideas in discourse.
A second disappearance occurs when Cicero's active sense is dismissed by
Quintilian in Institutio Oratoria. Quintilian disciplines the word by limiting its
uses to a noun and/or adjective to suggest bounded relationships in language,
in contextus. For Cicero to be placed in context means to be bound up in "a
closely knit web of natural interconnexion," a Stoic world where there is no free
will or volition (De Fato 31). Furtiiermore. in the thirty-five instances where
Quintilian uses the term, translators employ the English term just three times.
Conversely, English translators frequently use context when the term does not
appear in Latin.
Quintilian's literary use of tiie term, as Richards will eventually call it,
continues for centuries in this same way~as a noun; When characterizing
different kinds of histories, for example, Francis Bacon writes tiiat memorials are
a kind of unfinished discourse. These documents have an imperfect "contexture
of the tiiread of tiie narration" (2.6). John Milton later discusses the relative
importance of Christian and pagan texts. The Bible is indispensable for this
comparison, he writes, because tills book contains a "sacred context [where] all
wisdom is unfolded" (640). These textual contexts suggest no action; they are
places void of agency, situations where meaning is bound to the page.
An additional dilemma centers on how compositionists borrow from
disciplines otiier the rhetoric to explain ideas of context These disciplinary
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uses deny both the rhetorical nature of contexts and the figurative nature of the
term; contexts are posited as literal places that can be translated onto the page
with no distortion and no ornamentation. Anthropology Is a powerful method of
inquiry and anthropologists produce important accounts of how people read
and write. Ethnographic methods provide helpful and important accounts of
how discourse is used in particular settings. However, anthropologists and
ethnographers foreground the importance of context without acknowledging the
rhetorical strategies used to construct these places. Clifford Geertz
acknowledges, for example, the humanistic influences in the "refigurat'on of
social thought." but rhetoric is reduced to a footnote about "set sayings" and
"formalized speeches" (Local 19-35; 213). Compositionists lx)rrowfrom Geertz
to suggest thick descriptions' for ethnographic studies of writing processes.
These borrowings are helpful, but Ogden and Richards are the first of many
instances this century where English scholars and compositionists rely on other
disciplines to develop ideas of contexts as situations. These other disciplines
generally do not acknowledge the rhetorical nature of these situations, how
contexts are constructed witii topical strategies and tropical language. We must
recognize the figured notion of contexts, how humans modify material situations
witii tiieir perceptions, and how these perceptions are configured in
relationships of similarity and difference, parts and wholes, and contiguitymetaphor, synecdoche, metonymy. Our experience of situatedness is
configured by such tropes. We have no unmediated access to the worid, so all
consciousness is inherentiy configured rhetorically.
The fundamental nature of contexts as ti-opes is best suggested by Richards.
Six years after first developing ideas of confextwith Ogden, Richards limits the
idea of context to the relationship between words and tiie rest of a poem when
discussing the interferences that arise among sense, feeling, tone, and
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intention-how readers of poetry can misinterpret and misunderstand a work.
These interferences are influenced by memory {Practical 202). He later
acknowledges how contexts function on the process of abridgment. One word
assumes the duties of parts of a context ttiat can then be removed from the
recunrence. These arbitrary selections and stand-ins, these words that take
over the functions of missing parts of a particular context, are abridgements or
abbreviations (Philosophy 34^).
Richards complicates ideas of context in part by borrowing from other
disciplines, particularly psychology and anthropology. I complicate contexts by
returning to rhetonc. Rhetorical histories of this term suggest tiiat it can be used
to integrate tiie specific with the general, the concrete with the abstract, and the
personal witii the public. Rhetorical histories position compositionists to
consider how contexts are constructed with language across disciplines.
Topics have of course long been acknowledged as heuristics for writing, but I
tiiink tiie

rhetorical topics have increased salience today because of the

interdisciplinary influences on theories of context, and because compositionists
do not refer to classical ideas of contexo to discuss writing across disdplines.
Compositionists certainly rely on rhetorical ideas to discuss writing, but tiiere is
also a ti'end to turn to geography, etiinography, history and otiier disciplines to
discuss how language is situated, how discourse constitutes and is constituted
by the contexts of situations (see Daiker; Sullivan; Connors "Dreams"). These
cross-disciplinary ideas help us explain research and teaching of composition,
but rhetoric remains a generative means for these studies; researchers across
disciplines define, contrast, relate, and describe circumstances. Similarities
and difference are conveyed with metaphor; the complex is made less complex
with metonymy; parts are arranged into wholes as synecdochies; paradox and
contradictions emerge as irony.
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Rhetorical style is an active strategy for rendering these multiple situations
across disciplines. We can reclaim contexo as a rhetorical method to purposely
discover relationships through, within, and across circumstance, to weave
situations in arrangements that amplify rhetorical choice, that integrate the
specific with the general. These constructions of context center on a threestage style that Cicero propounds and that I review in chapter one: style as
appropriateness, or decorum; as clarity, or perspicure, and as figuration, or
ornatus. Cicero's De Oratore provides examples of how style combines with
matter; these examples are important to counter the dismissal of riietoric

that

began with Socrates and that continues today when compositionists neglect
rhetorical histories of context The riietorical topics and tropes can revitalize tiie
classical awareness of how contexts are invented and not just determined. We
can define important dimensions of discursive situations with the powers of
language.
In this chapter I first offer an example of how the figurative nature of context is
disregarded. I then provide a more detailed account of how the anthropologist
Bronislaw Malinowski offers the idea of context of situation. This explication
dismisses rhetorical ideas from the making of contexts. Richards then appears
to complicate ideas of context-implications that I believe are generally
overiooked when compositionists use the term. Additional etymological detail
tiien provides a framework for the tiiree categories of context that I apply
tiiroughout the remainder of this dissertation. Rnally, I suggest how riietorical
style as humanitas can mediate critiques of context that arise from the discipline
of speech.

Figuring Contexts 'Without' Rhetorical Figures
The figurative nature of context is frequentiy not acknowledged in scholarly
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writing. This is important because contexo is originally used as a figure to
suggest Wveaving.' Now the term frequently suggests a site that contains and
limits meaning. This bounded sense of context is helpful and necessary, but it
also constricts the generative power of rhetorical tropes to construct contexts.
A recent article demonstrates this use of context Nedra Reynolds reviews
the importance of spatial figures when exploring the politics of space and place
in our discipline ("Imagined" 13). Her exploration admits, as does Bowden's
previous CCC s article, that many metaphors in composition depend on
"imaginary conceptions of space" (14). Rgures such as "contact zones,"
"margins," "borderlands" and "webs" are helpful for composition studies
because these words suggest some of the dimensions of these imaginary
places. These figures may nonetheless be losing some of their usefulness
because technology alters fundamental notions about space in texts.
Consequently, Reynolds writes, "the days of container metaphors for texts may
be numbered" (14). However, Reynolds does not acknowledge context as one
such figure. The word appears instead as a transparent terni in a strategic site
in her argument, where she introduces her claims by briefly reviewing another
CCCs article by Muchiri et al. Reynolds mentions this article to acknowledge
that composition research carried out in U.S. universities is not easily applied to
educational situations in other countries. This research changes when it is
exported to a "different, de-localized context from its origination" (12).
Reynold's omission of context from her analysis of spatial metaphors and her
consequent turn to geography for additional ideas atiout space are instances of
how scholars gloss the conceptual difficulties that accompany the term, and
how rhetorical notions of contexo as weaving the general with the specific are
neglected when discussing ideas about situations. This omission denies
ancient figurative applications of the term-Lucretius weaves spirits with bodies
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in 60 B.C. and Cicero threads arguments into speeches five years later (3.689;
De Oratore 3.226). Reynolds offers important insighte atxsut spatial metaphors
in composition, but she misuses one of oldest figures in rhetoric. Reynolds
upsets rhetorical Ideas by suggesting a "de-localized context" A context
without local dimensions is impossible to conceive; the perception of any
context is necessary localized-we understand distant issues and Ideas from
our own frames of reference. A 'de-localized context' Is strangely out of time
and out of place.
This omission of context as trope suggests that the term is doing
unquestioned work in composition: The word seems to denote a clear place, a
taken-for-granted framework that can be perceived by anyone present, or by
anyone who reads about these places. Of course, individuals who have similar
histories and purposes are likely to perceive particular situations in similar
ways. We can also interpret the dimensions of these sites in different ways.
These varying interpretations of context are explained by Richards, but these
explanations are not sufficiently applied in practices and theories of rhetoric and
composition. I enter into this complexity by first detailing how English scholars
have relied on anthropologists to develop ideas of context as situation. This
bon'owing remains important because compositionists need to suggest how
rhetoric informs the contexts where purpose and investigations are situated in
diverse academic disciplines. Rhetorical histories of context assisit these
explications.

Borrowing Contexts From Disciplines Other Than Rhetoric
Contexo has a rich rhetorical history, but twentieth century developments of the
term arise largely from the sodal and behavioral sciences. Richards reaches to
cognitive science, psychology, and anthropology to complicate nineteenth
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century ideas of the term in The Meaning of Meaning. He later develops
theories of contexts as "policeman doctrines," as methods to reduce
misunderstanding and to dislodge the True Meaning Superstition" {Philosophy
36). These borrowings are important because context is increasingly used as a
methodological term across academic disciplines. Malinowski, the originator of
this methodology, cleaves speech from writing when calling for an attention to
the spoken words work in present situations.
Ogden and Richards supplement their explication of sign-situations as
contexts in 1923 with Malinowski's anthropological work. This field research
offers valuable ideas about "words and their ways," according to the authors
(ix). Malinowski begins his explanation of the "context of situation" by critiquing
as too narrow linguistic ideas of context He offers ideas to attempt to solve
some of the problems tiiat occur during the ti'anslati'on of discourse in cultural
groups never before studied by Europeans ti'ained in linguistics. Malinowski
begins by recalling the difficulty of translating Melanesian texts. These
difficulties increase when he consults the existing vocabularies and grammars
of Oceanic languages, which were compiled by missionaries who gave the best
approximation in English to a native word (299). All words used to describe the
native social order, the native beliefs, specific customs, ceremonies, and
magical rites are obviously absent from English. "Such words can only be
ti'anslated into English, not by giving their imaginary equivalent-a real one
obviously cannot be found-but by explaining the meaning of each of them
through an exact Ethnographic account of the sociology, culture and ti-adition of
that native community" (299-300). A more complex problem arises when
ethnographers admit to the multiple manners in which native language use is
different from their own (300). These differences include grammatical
structures, the meaning of isolated words, the use of metaphor, and tiie
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beginnings of abstractions and generalizations. All these features complicate
any attempt at a simple and direct translation, Malinowski writes. The
ethnographer has to convey this deep yet subtle difference of language and of
the mental attitude which lies behind it, and is expressed through if (300).
These deep differences lead him to realize some of the psychological problems
of meaning.
An ethnograqpher attempts to understand these psychological dilemmas by
analyzing the situations in which words are spoken. Unlike processes
employed by philologists and etymologists, the ethnographic method requires
"describing wide fields of custom" (301-302). Language is "rooted in the reality
of the culture," Malinowski writes, and these languages cannot be explained
"without constant reference to these broader contexts of verbal utterance" (305).
When researchers study languages never before used in writing, philological
precepts become useless. In oral societies, "where ail the material lives only in
winged words," the philological notion that meaning is contained in an
utterance becomes futile and farcical. Consequently, the notion of context
must be widened beyond the text (307).
Malinowski enacts this expansion of context in large part by cleaving speech
from writing: Ethnographers can capture the native utterance of persons, "the
primitive living tongue, existing only in active utterance," while the philologist
can study only the "remnants of dead languages" (307). Malinowski uses this
distinction to suggest that ethnographers can Investigate the "life of languages"
by attending to the ongoing life situations In specific cultures. In contrast,
philologists can reconstruct past events from surviving documents, but the
'Philologist's point of view is fictitious and in-elevanr (307). He then extends
this critique even further; "To define Meaning, to explain the essential
grammatical and lexical characters of language on the material furnished by the
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Study of dead languages, Is nothing short of preposterous" (308). We waste
time when trying to define meaning with reference to grammatical and lexical
characters of language (308).
Malinowski's ideas are influential for rhetoric as Burke, Bitzer, Berthoff,
Kinneavy, Enos, and others refer to this anthropologist when writing at)out
contexts {Philosophy 111-112; 5; Making 105; 23; 18). Dewey does the same
when developing pragmatic ideas about communication (205-207).
Malinowski's dismissal of philology is ignored when Bitzer, Kinneavy. Berthoff,
and Enos draw on Malinowski to call for rhetorical investigations of exigence,
aims, discovery, and history, respectively. I tiiink that texts should be retumed to
situations, just as compositlonists' discussion of contexts should be returned to
rhetoric. Etymology adds history to situations.
Alton Becker offers one possible answer for this return of texts to situations.
He recalls learning how to ti-anslate Javanese puppet shows for ethnographic
studies in the 1960s. When doing so he recognized tiiat a multicultural world
with multiple epistemologies creates many challenges for ethnographers,
linguists, and others. These challenges prompt him to call for a new philologist,
a "specialist in contextual relations," one whose purpose is "contextualizing
conceptually distant texts" (26). Becker suggests tiiat this specialist will find
coherence in tiie multiple relations among words in texts, among different texts,
and among texts and events in tiie world (29). I believe compositionists can
supplement their ethnographic understandings of contexts with a philological
examination of contexo. This historical approach adds dimension to the
situations where students and teachers construct contexts as blending of tiie
past and the present, the particular and the general.
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Complicating and Configuring Causal Contexts as Situations
Richards complicates his ideas of context in each suissequent text he writes,
admitting at the end a basic mystery of these places. Our memories affect our
perceptions in unpredictable ways. We make arbitrary selections of causes
from an array of possibilities as we perceive contexts. We sense dissonance in
a situation and so apply imaginative metaphors to bring some coherence to
these places.
Ogden and Richards rely in part on behavioral sciences to explain the
meanings of words in sign-situations, or contexts in The Meaning of Meaning.
They are concerned with objects of knowledge and belief, entities which are
neither in time nor space (48). These theories rely largely on causal Ideas of
how the memory intervenes in the interpretation of present issues and events,
and these explications become increasingly complicated in the subsequent
decades. These complications are generally ignored when context is used to
suggest an accessible site that is constructed with the relationships among a
writer's purpose, a reader's demands, and the surrounding material and
intellectual circumstances. Certainly, compositionists will continue to use the
word context without considering all of these issues. However, when contexts
are put to work to adjudicate meaning and to suggest a transparent place for
students to access with analysis, the word may be misused. A brief etymology
of the term in Richards's major works exposes some reasons for what I consider
misuses of context
These complications of context are acknowledged early in The Meaning of
Meaning, when the idea of a present situation is exploded by the powers of the
memory, by tiie residues of the past tiiat each person carries into each new
circumstance. "In a sense, no doubt, tiie whole past history is relevant" for
contextual understanding, the autiiors write (52). Ogden and Richards then go
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on to explain these processes with simple analogies of animals and physical
actions (52-65). They do so to suggest how past experiences create
expectations for present situations. These expectations arise from "residual
traces" in the memory (52). The residual traces are difficult to determine when
we encounter a new phrase in a text, and these influences of memory become
much more difficult to realize when we enter more complex situations, such as
classrooms. One element of a past experience is perceived in the present, and
that element may create feelings associated with the previous experience:
"[W]hen a context has affected us in the past the recurrence of merely a part of
the context will cause us to react in ttie way in which we reacted t)efore" (53).
The authors use the psychological term "gestalf to further explain these ideas:
A gestalt. or "mental configuration," is shaped and to large extent determined by
previous experiences. These past experiences adhere as "recurrent clumps of
events" which can be recognized by their unifomiity, their repeating appearance
over time. These recurring clusters of events can be either "external" or
"psychological contexts" (56). Misinterpretations occur mainly because of
"interference" with psychological contexts; these interferences can arise from a
wide array of psychological influences (76).
Richards complicates these initial ideas with his 1924 publication, Principles
of Literary Criticism. In tiiis text, Richards combines ideas of memory and
imagination in the construction of context, and he admits how metaphor can
provide a wholeness to experience that is not othennnse present He builds on
his already complex ideas to suggest that there can be "partial returns" of
context (105). The powers of memory, tiie at)sent causes explained in
Philosophy, can intervene into present moments to suggest conditions that do
not empirically exist "The partial return of the context causes the system to
behave as tiiough conditions were present which are not, and this is what is
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essential about memory" (105). Indeed, Richards writes, there Is no kind of
mental process that memory does not influence; "At any moment, in any
situation, a variety of attitudes is possible" (197). These attitudes shape our
perceptions of present situations, which may remain dissonant or Incomplete if
some element of the present Is in conflict with an element from the past When
these situations occur, we can use our imagination to configure language and
thereby create a sense of harmony or completion; "[W]hat Is needed for the
wholeness of our experience is not always naturally present, and metaphor
supplies an excuse by which what is needed may be smuggled In" (240). Other
figurative strategies can also be used to Integrate past understandings with
present situations; We select a part of a previous experience to stand for and
determine our understandings of the larger dimensions of that experience, a
process that Burke, Hayden White and Frank D'Angelo would call synecdoche;
we reduce a complex situation Into one or two elements, a process tiiese
scholars would call metonymy (Grammar 506-508; Tropics 2-25', "Four" 91109).
In Practical Criticism, Richards focuses In some sections on tiie relationships
among sense, feeling, tone, and intention. When doing so he illusti'ates the
causal powers that affect tiie perception of contexts, and he implicitly
acknowledges the topical and tropical bases for his Increasingly complex ideas.
He writes tiiat a feeling inspired by a word in a poem is often "determined In part
by its sense in other contexts" (202). He also acknowledges how the
relationship between our sense"or understanding of a poem and our feeling
about a poem Is complex and Indetenninate. "We only know that words are
chameleon-like In their feeling, governed in an irregular fashion by their
surroundings. In this 'psychical relativity' words may be compared with colors,
but of the laws governing the effects of collocation and admixtijre hardly
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anything Is known" (203). He then refers to the transactions between a sense of
meaning that arises from a whole passage and the sense of meaning that
emerges from the parts of a poem. This synecdochic relationship suggests how
a textual confext determines the meaning of a phrase or word. This meaning is
found by analyzing the "fabric of the sense" into which a phrase Is positioned
(204). Anyone who uses a dictionary realizes how the meaning of words is
created by many influences, he writes. We realize how subtly words record
distinctions of meaning and sensation toward which we are still struggling to
apprehend. "Many of the distinctions words convey have been arrived at and
recorded by metiiods no single mind could apply" (208).
These figurative processes and constructions of contexts are continued
twelve years later, when Richards publishes The Philosophy of Rhetoric. He
develops a "technical" notion of context as a "policeman doctrine," as a means
to reduce misunderstandings, in tills text, ideas of context function on a
process of abridgement. These processes involve Instances where particular
words come to stand-in for the missing parts of a context Before explaining
these processes In more detail. Richards distinguishes this "technical use" of
confexf from tiie more familiar "literary context," which is comprised of tiie words
appearing before and after a particular term, words that determine how a
particular tenn should be interpreted (33). He tiien explodes tiie notion of
context to consider the circumstances in which anything Is written or said,
"anything whatever about the period, or atx^ut anything else which is relevant to
our Interpretation of if (34).
Richards later retreats from considering this immense notion of context to
consider the process of abridgement as a technical sense of context. This
process, like the one discussed in Meaning of Meaning, works causally, and
Richards develops it to suggest ways for people to reduce misleading practices
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and assumptions. He does so in part by acknowledging that we are highly
selective when distinguishing causes and effects. "We are especially arbitrary
in picking out the cause from among the whole group, or context, of conditions—
of prior and subsequent everrts which hang together" (34). In these kinds of
context, Richards writes, one word assumes the duties of parts of a context
which can then be removed from the recurrence. These arbitrary selections and
stand-ins. these words that take over the functions of missing parts of a
particular context, are abridgements or abbreviations-what I consider tropes,
how words tend to stand-for other words through the bon'owings that Cicero
details (De Oratore 3.103). Richards admits that if we question how this
abridgement occurs, how a sign comes to stand-in for absent causes and
conditions, we arrive at the limits of understanding (34). By 1955, Richards
uses milieu as a synonym for context These milieus are sets of concentric
spheres, which "surround" each of us. Richards acknowledges that to discuss
these spheres, their relations to one another and ways that these spheres affect
communication, would require discussions about all of the problems that there
are. "Obviously, we can't do that here... no one ever... can do more than
sketch how these things may seem" {Speculative 173).
Richards problematizes context in each text he writes, admitting in his last
major work a fundamental mystery of these places. Our memories affect
perceptions in unpredictable ways. We make arisitrary selections of causes
from an array of possibilities that determine the meaning of particular phrases.
We sense disharmony in a situation and so bring metaphor as coherence to
these places. These difficulties are amplified when we realize the vanishings
and disappearances of contexts in the translations of classical works.
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Translating the Past and Missing Translations in the Present
Latin and English writers use conjugations of contexoto evaluate language, to
suggest physical and intellectual situations, and to weave different Ideas and
perspectives in prose. These are three fundamental categories of context that I
explore in this dissertation; textual contexts, rhetorical situations, and rhetorical
strategies. Although these three categories overiap and mix, scholars in
rhetoric and composition generally use the term for one of these three
purposes. I examine how these categories arise in English translations of Latin
texts, and I focus on where contexo remains missing in English passages.
The absent term in ti-anslations of past texts suggests some of the missing
causes that Richards identifies for the understanding of present situations.
Because Quintilian puts ideas and language in contextus, Cicero's more active
sense of the tenm begins to be lost. As compcsitionists return to using context
as a verb, as we contextualize experiences and texts, we should recall the first
rhetorical instances of these deployments. These uses feature some of the
ambiguity and complications expressed by Richards, and, as I will show In
chapter four, by Burke. The Latin contexo and related tenns such as texo
weave general characteristics of existence into specific situations. These topical
relationships remain with us today, but we must acknowledge how rhetoricians
are not simply determined by contexts. These understanding occurs when the
importance of style is acknowledged for the construction of contexts.
Contexo is etymologically linked with texo, praetexo, intexo, and subtexo.
These word are used in antiquity to evaluate actions and ideas, to suggest
situations, and to connote how language arranges understandings of tiie worid
in webs of meaning. These terms are foundations for the analogies that
continue tiirough the Renaissance, when for example Bacon suggests that tiie
wit and mind of man works "as the spider wori<eth his web" (170-171). These
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analogies remain prevalent today, as when Linda Flower speaks of webs of
meaning and when millions of people log on to computer web sites. I believe
we can prepare to negotiate translations of meaning in these complex and
tangled places with rhetorical notions of style. I approach this goal by analyzing
some styles that translators employ to render ancient texts into the English
vernacular. Much like Richard's claim that absent causes and conditions can
influence the perception of current events, translators make some additional
omissions when rephrasing ancient works. These missing translations may
affect understandings of context.
Texo is extant from 163 B.C.. and the term first appears In an evaluative
textual context: Terence translates Meander in the play The Self-Tormentor \d
refer to a woman weaving. Clinio, tiie main character in this play, listens to a
servant's account of searching for a woman. Anti'phila, whom Clinio loved, but
whom he hasn't seen since he was sent out of the country by his fattier. Clinio
commands the servant to discover what Antiphila was doing in his absence
(280). The servant describes how he enters a room to see an old woman
weaving at a loom, texentem telam, with Antiphila at her side (285). The servant
suggests that by breaking in on the woman unannounced, he would be best
able to assess her character. Because Antiphila is assisting at tiie loom, her
character is deemed fair.
Texo appears again as a pejorative evaluation atx}ut sixty years later, when
the Roman playwright Plautus describes in 110 B.C how a poet is caught up in
a web, an unfortunate tangle of experience. Plautus details how the main
character of the work. Pseudolus, recognizes how the powers of his poetry
create complications in his life. "What are you going to do now," Pseudolus
asks himself, "since you have been so generous with your promises? What are
your plans? You dont even know where to begin to start, or what's to be tiie
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end of weaving your web. Oh. well. It's just like a poet" {Pseudolus 1.4.7).
Language can create complications as well as solutions; Pseudolus's poetry
explores the webs that we can weave with actions and language.
Cicero uses texo to express general characteristics that can be found in ail
situations. He weaves the world with language. He first deploys a conjugation
of tills tenn in his 84 B.C. translation of Arutus's play, Phenomena. He does so
to describe celestial relationships, non perpetuum detexens conflicit, ortsenm
(33.250). in Tusculan Disputations, Cicero uses texo to suggest how
philosophy can ease the common fear of deatii. He recalls the Trachiniae by
Sophocles, whereby Hercules is clothed in a tunic that is dyed with the
Centaur's blood. As tills clotii sinks into his flesh. Hercules says; "I, even I, am
being destroyed, entangled in this woven death" (2.20). Texo weaves general
characteristics of existence into specific situations; The individual faces the
universal fact of death.
English ti'anslators seldom employ confext when Latin writers rely on
conjugations of contexo. Cicero uses the temi fifteen times in his works, but I
have found just one instance where a twentieth century translator renders this
term as context {Pro Caelio 18). Moreover, tiie translator uses context as a
noun in this passage while Cicero uses the term as a verb (Andrews 369; Lewis
182). The ti'anslator nominalizes the temi. just as Quintilian does centuries
before. I believe this reduction continues to affect our uses of tiie terni today;
passive contexts suggest a lack of agency because they are Inert places tiiat
contain meaning.
There are several occasions In Cicero's works where an English translator
uses context when the Latin author does not Quintilian also employs context
when the ti-anslators do not These omissions occur when Quintilian refers to
'connected' or 'joined' relationships In style, memory, and improvisation
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(9.4. 55; 127-129). However, the English translators do not use the term
context These alterations are understandable k)ecause of changing philological
purposes and the growth and evolution of English. Still, though, the Latins use
a range of terms along with loci and scriptura that English translators render as
context The Latin range of terms may suggest a more subtle, more complex
notion of rhetorical situations. These notions may be diminished when we rely
on this one tenm to suggest the situations where discourse is produced,
disblbuted, and evaluated.
For example, Cicero discusses in his first rhetorical text, De Inventione. how
ambiguity can arise in legal cases when a writer's intentions, definitions, and
reasoning from analogy remain unclear for readers. These ambiguities can be
fixed or made plain, as Hubbell translates, "on consideration of the whole
context" (2.117). Cicero, however, phrases tiiis passage as omni considerata
scriptura. This Latin passage can be ti^anslated in a number of ways, such as
Ihe entire composition considered,' or the whole considered writing.' Hubbell
may have chosen context for the style of his translation, for a more congruent
phrase than those I suggest. Regardless, tiiis concern is translated later in the
same paragraph when Hubbell writes that an author's intentions can be
estimated "from the complete context and from the character of the writer."
Again, though, Cicero does not use context in the original. He relies instead on
omni scriptura. Hubbell explodes the writing to be the 'whole context,' whereas
Cicero suggests that we consider the whole writing.'
Two additional points emerge from these passages. First, there is no
coincidence that context appears in a section that discusses topical strategies of
definitions and analogiesrContexts are constiucted with topics. Although omni
scriptura and "whole context" are similar terms, and may present no problems
for understanding Cicero's probable intentions, the idea of a 'whole text' and a
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wtioie context'are not equivalent Second. Cicero uses contexo as a verb to
weave; translators use context as a noun to contain. This latter use continues
today and contributes to critiques from speech and other disciplines. Another
example of missing contexts in translations occur in De Oratore. Cicero writes
that there are three things an orator contributes towards the decoration and
embellishment of his style; rare words, new coinages, and words used
metaphorically. Orators should be careful to use rare words in loco positis,
which Sutton translates as" the proper context" (3.153). This instance occurs
just before Cicero's acknowledgement that linguistic poverty prompts us to use
metaphors and other figures. In this translation, however, confexf suggests
some certain place, a literal site not obscured by figuration.
Similar missing contexts in translation occur with English renderings of
Quintilian's Institutio Oratoria. At the start of the second book of this text, for
example. Quintilian writes that some speakers use inappropriate
commonplaces because of the sentiments that tiiese phrases suggest. The
sentiments should arise from loci debeat, a phrase Butier ti'anslates trom the
contexf (2.4.31). Det)eat also suggests 'appropriate' or 'owed.' Butler seems to
be following tiie passive idea of context of situation in this translation, not the
active confexf used more frequentiy by Cicero. In Book 7. Quintilian discusses
arrangement, how orators should consider all possible points for a particular
portion of a speech. He underscores this idea by referring to a previous section
of his text, suo loco dictum (7.1.37). The ti-anslator renders this phrase "In tine
appropriate context." The most frequent English introduction of context to
Quintilian's work occurs in Book 8. his extensive treatinent of style. Quintilian
argues tiiat subject matter suggests the choice of words. However, orators tend
to seek tiieir words apart from the subject matter, and tiien force these words to
suit Iheir context." what Quintilian calls loci petimus (pr. 21). In a later section
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of this chapter, Quintilian writes sdxsut how one kind of propriety is found in a
case where a thing which serves a number of purposes has a special name in
"one particular contexT (2.8; similar examples occur in 8.3.18, 4.17.)
Context has gained a power in these translations that may be missing from
the ancient texts. While Cicero and Quintilian use the term to evaluate
language and ideas, the translators employ the English term to adjudicate
meaning, to determine appropriate discourse, to suggest the 'proper context.'
These connotations begin to emerge when Quintilian puts ideas and language
in contextus (1.1.24-26; 8.3.38; 9.2.46). Cicero's more active sense of the term
then begins to be lost As compositionists retum to using context as a verb, as
we contextualize perspectives and issues and things, these first rhetorical uses
of the term can help us negotiate some of the complexities tiiat Richards offers
about context
Malinowski's dismissal of etymology is countered by the etymological origins
of a related temn, ornare. The tenri for ornament, ornare, first appears as a verb
"^o prepare." This active sense of the term provides a means to perceive style
as active process that constructs some of the dimensions of context In the
Eunuch, for example, Terence describes how a woman prepares a bath,
adornant, and a man prepares to flee a dilemma, adornarat (3.5.34; 4.4.6).
Cicero's notion of style as ornare, as a method to integrate the specific with the
general, can prepare us to perceive how particular situations might correlate
with more general experiences.
Cicero uses omatus to validate his translations of Greek to Latin, to
distinguish an orator's particular ability, and to evaluate a wide range of
rhetoricians and philosophers {Tusculan Disputations 2.26; De O/f/c/zs 1.2; De
Finibus 4.6). Cicero in fact extends his use of ornatus to convey a notion of the
widest situations that we encounter, ttie "ordered beauty of the world we know"
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(De Finibus 1.20). He also uses the term to suggest how orators can embrace
the "sky and earth and sea In their entirety," how the "whole an^angemenr of the
cosmos coheres (De Rnibus 2.112; De Re Publica 1.22).
All etymologies are of course partial reconstructions of the past and these
refashionings are historically associated with ornatus. Ernesto GrassI shows
how philologists aim to uncover the "contexts" and "situations" that frame the
different meanings of different words in ancient text (21). They do so in part by
stressing the ornatus of passages, the "complex whole that results from
relationships" (25). The importance of figures as ornatus corresponds with
Cicero's rejection of the philosophers, who dismissed rhetoric as a concern for
surface style, for unnecessary ornament. I believe that ornare, or figures, are
the foundation' for translations of contexts across disciplines. The crossdisciplinary power of rhetoric is best expressed in De Oratore.

Recovering Style as Humanitas: De Oratore as Textual Context
Cicero's consistent message in his rhetorical opus De Oratore is to rehabilitate
the status of rhetoric and to acknowledge the importance of style. Cicero, in the
character of Crassus, bemoans how Socrates and subsequent philosophers
devalued ideas of style and reduced notions of eloquence to surface figures
and tropes. The notion of style as embellishment, as something separate from
the matter at hand, is precisely what Cicero refutes tiiroughout his writings. He
consistentiy tries to recoup a wide range of knowledge that philosophers
removed from rhetoric. Rhetorical invention requires wide learning, he writes,
and the art of rtietoric has no defined range, no borders that enclose it. non
habet definitam aliquam regionem (2.5). Rhetors are concerned with the
widest possible situations as well as specific situations and cases—in matters
that are specific and determinate as well as abstract sorts of inquiry, an infinite
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forest of topics (65-66). The orator must take diverse topics and weave them
thoughtfully into discourse, intexere (67-68). These weavings are made with
style as humanitas, with a wide learning that brings forth language clearly,
appropriately, and with sufficient figuration to suggest the complexities of
experience.
Cicero first introduces this loss to oratory, this devaluing of style, by recalling
in the first pages of this text for his brother Quintus how the political situation in
Rome has degenerated (1). Cicero laments how these times are transformed,
how dvil strife creates intense problems, how the republic was overthrown, and
how he has been unable to complete the intellectual tasks that he promised his
brother he would finish (1-2). Although events are dangerous and his time Is
restricted, he heeds his brother's call for more studies, which he dedicates to
writing (3). Cicero then pledges this text to Quintus and he begins to inquire
into the best education for an orator, a method for melding rhetoric with
philosophy in Ihe whole subject of oratory" (4).
Cicero recalls the purpose in part because Quintus earlier argues that
oratorical eloquence, or style, depends on natural talent and should be
considered separate from otiier fields of learning. Cicero devotes this text to
argue otherwise. He refutes the separation between knowledge and style,
between matter and form, which Quintus had suggested and which orators now
faced. An orator's virtue Is manifest by rousing others to action. This end can
not occur unless tiie orator has insight into the character of persons and into tiie
range of human nature, vimque omnem humanitatis (53). Exposition on a wide
range of issues requires a melding of knowledge and style, matter and form:
The fundamental concern of an orator is a style tiiat is dignified and graceful,
oration gravis, et ornate, and is appropriate for the "general modes of thought
and judgmenf (54). Again adopting tiie character of Crassus, Cicero argues
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that orators must have wide learning, but that philosophers and others must
learn style from orators, how a lawyer when speaking for an architect must
discourse copiously, ipse ornate, and how alternatively a physician must speak
gracefully as an orator (62). The orator must be accomplished in every kind of
discourse and in every department of culture, in omni parte humanitatis (71).
Orators should occupy themselves with every appropriate pursuit engaged
within general culture, prudentiam ... in omni recto studio etque humanitate
versantur (256).
This treatment of style, this rhetorical melding of matter and words, arises
from learning. Cicero claims that eloquence is a learned ability.
prudentissimorum hominum artibus eloquentiam (6). Cicero argues that
philosophers, lawyers, magistrates, and warriors must rely on rhetorical style to
present their ideas. However, those who survey Rome will see few great
orators because these speakers and writers must have wide ieaming-a difficult
goal to attain (8-17). Unless there is such knowledge, there will be something
empty and childish in an utterance (21). Cicero admits that he could rely on the
Greek rhetors and philosophers to describe these abilities, but he prefers to use
Romans characters for the examples in this text.
These countrymen are recalling in a dialogue that occurred in 91 B. C., when
Cicero was 15- years-old, and which he heard about from an unnamed person
(24). This recollected discussion occurred at the Tuscan villa of Crassus, as he
and other orators, lawyers, and statesmen discussed political strife in Rome.
Once this discussion ends, the others are compelled by Crassus's
humanitatem, and so ask him to follow Plato's example in the Phaedrus and sit
with them under a nearisy plane tree to discuss oratory (28-29). Crassus begins
by claiming that orators have been fundamental for the founding of civilization
and for the functioning of the state. Orators can use tfie powers of rhetoric to
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affect assemblies of men, to earn their good will, and to influence their
motivations (30). Scaevola then questions the achievements of oratory, argues
that no one person can have wide learning, claims oratory tselongs only in the
courts and the senate, and contends that all philosophers would object to such
wide claims for rhetoric. Rhetors can not cover the whole range of culture,
humanitatis (35). Crassus responds by recalling how Plato used oratory to
attack orators in the Gorgias, and how philosophers in fact tx}rrowed from
oratory to make their philosophical points: Democritus had a knowledge of
physics, but his articulate expressions are ascribed to the figures of oratory,
omatus vero ipse veitorum, oratoris putandus est Likewise, Plato, Aristotle,
and Cameades were eloquent and displayed charms of style, dicendo suaves,
atque omati fuerent, but these styles are the special product of the orator (4749).
Cicero concludes this text by discussing style as appropriateness of
language for circumstance, aptum sit (3.209). Different styles are required for
forensic, deliberative, panegyrics, protest, and historical narratives (211).
These varied discursive situations make rhetorical rules difficult to apply, Cicero
admits. However, we can select styles that are restrained, intermediate, or
copious. These selections for diverse rhetorical situations are made with
practical wisdom, prudentiae (212). The best orators speak in a style that is
clear, full, perspicuous in matter and in language, distlncte, explicate,
abundanter, illuminate (53). This style, combined with virtue, w/tutiym, and
practical judgment, or "supreme wisdom,"summaque prudentia, are the
fundamental faculties of the orator (55). These faculties frame contexts, and we
construct these places with the powers of literacy. The immediate and the
material are made riietorical with the weaving of the past and the present that
language allows and necessitates: ail language bears forward a cultural history
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implicit in etymology.

Equipping for Diverse Situations witii Ornare
Rhetorical style is not a superfluous ornament that wise people use in language
only, or simply the decorations in nature, such as the purposeless feathers of a
peacock or dove, or the beard of a man (De Finibus 3.18). Style arises with the
growth of wisdom, as omatus, in complex relationships when rhetoricians
combine the particular with the general, when orators learn about other
professions and then speak to controversies in tiiose professions. These
configurations are used today as context when we reference subject matter in
spatial language.
Tropes are most commonly expressed as ornare. This term, as I mention
above, began with an active sense. Cicero deploys ornare to further his
philosophical ideas of style by consistently integrating tiie specific witii the
general, parts with wholes, and how genus and species relationship coincide
witii the powers of memory {De Oratore 2.358; 3.27, 91-104). Cicero in fact
uses ornare as style when characterizing rhetoric as invention, arrangement,
memory, and delivery (De Oratore 1.187). Cicero later claims that his teachers
equip him for his service to country, ornati accessimus {De Officii 1.156).
Orators should equip themselves with character, a nobis ornari, by studying
philosophy {De Finibus 4. 61:5.6). Nature equips the mind with senses,
sensibus enim omavit, and the Gods equip humans witii knowledge {De
Finibus 5.59; De Legibus 1.26,27,59). Ornament Is one of the rhetorician's most
helpful strategies, particularly for the middle style, where ail tiie ornaments are
useful, omnia dicendi ornamenta {Orator80,92).
Cicero's consistent appeals to wide learning are always oriented in practice
with the idea of fitness, or decorum. In Orator, Cicero characterizes decorum as
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the ability to onent language for particular times, places, audiences, and
subjects. "In an oration, as in life, nothing is harder to determine than what is
appropriate: (70-79). In De Oratore, ideas of decorum require discourse that is
suitable for the matter at hand, ad rerum dignitatem apte et quasi decore
(1.144). Language should be appropriate for particular matters, apte
congruenterque dicamus (1.37). Differerrt audiences, occasions, and speakers
require particular styles, aptum sit... unum genus (3.182, 210). Quintilian also
centers his discussion of appropriateness of speech on style, dicamus apte...
elocutionis. an act that relies on decora (11.1.1; 10.1.17).
This extended treatment of style can preempt some critiques of confexf that
emerge from the discipline of speech. These vigorous critiques can be
negotiated with the notion of rhetoric as humanitas and with an active style, with
the wide learning and configured language that allow us to render diverse
subject matters and varied circumstances as contexts.

Contexts as Nouns and the Limits of Rhetorical Invention
Some of the most powerful critiques of context emerge first from the discipline of
speech. These critical assessments center on the notion of context as a
container, as a passive site that binds meaning. I have shown how Quintilian
makes the first reduction of contexo to a noun; I now show how these
nominalized places are critiqued from the discipline of speech. These criticisms
should be admitted by compositionists who rely on the term to evaluate writing,
to suggest situations, and to weave ideas and perspectives in texts.
These negative evaluations begin with Edwin Black, who studies public
address of famous American speakers. While doing so he takes issue with
what he labels Aristotelian criticism, whereby rhetorical critics classify discourse
into the forensic, epedeictic, and deliberative genres. Proofs are sorted into
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logical, ethical, and pathetic domains. Black suggests that this kind of analysis
limits the nature of contexts that can be developed: "discourse is discrete and
its relevant effects are immediate" (33). He then complicates this notion of
immediate effects and purposes that are in proximity with speakers. One such
event is a speech by John Adams. The context oi this address as perceived
today, Black argues, consists of all dialogues about the moral dimensions of
the American experience. This dialogue has since then had many participants
including Jefferson, Tocqueville, Lincoln, Clemens, and Santayana. "It is a
context whose place must be measured by a continent and whose time must be
reckoned in centuries" (83-84). These Immense context are reduced to
occasion and purpose.
James Jasinski explores these critiques when he updates Black's claims.
Jasinski claims that these kinds of analyses are influenced by an
instiximentalist, or intentionalist tradition (196). This ti'adition influences the
understanding of context or rhetorical situation in the following ways: On the
one hand, he writes, chronological emplotinent and figurative imagery produce
a "narrow, ti^ncated sense of context" (199). In these instances, text and
speaker are "figuratively chained to the context," which has been reduced to
audience and occasion or date. In tiie process, rhetoric is instrumentalized,
conceived as the advocate's particular and individual struggle with a
controlling exigence, a term he atti'ibutes to Bitzer (199).
The instiximentalist perspective prompts a mode of contextualizationXhat is
determined by purpose; the search for an instrumental purpose also detemiines
a critic's mode of contextualization. Occasion becomes the preferred mode of
contextualization, he writes, because time is normally capable of disclosing
purpose. When a speech critic faces a case where occasion is insufficient, this
critic increases the range of contextualization until purpose can be located.
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"Once located, purpose organizes the critical study while context, and mode of
contextualization, recedes into the background; with its single hermeneutic task
completed, context functions in the instrumental tradition as inert frame or
passive container" (206).
This mode of contextualization shapes the critic's selection of data, a process
similar to that put forth by Richards. Jasinski argues for a broader, intermingled
sense of context, where texts are understood to be interconnected with contexts:
"[C]context does not simply surround or contain the text but pemneates or
saturates the text as the result of an organic process of emergence and
development" (200). This characterization comes close to the Latin notions of
contexo, as well as to tiiose suggested by Richards, and later by Kenneth
Burke. This Idea of context, which does not contain a text but 'saturates' and
'permeates' it, is a subtie notion tiiat accounts for some of the complexity that
adheres to the most simple interpretations of textual contexts and situational
contexts. There are no distinct boundaries between texts and contexts,
between the influence of past experience on present situations. The past is
woven into the present with memory and language: texts are woven through
contexts with interpretations, questions, and actions. These sti'ategies arise
from rhetorical style.
I prepare and equip for tiiese rhetorical tasks by returning to Cicero's ideas
of contexo as an action, as a way to weave the general with the specific. I see
style as an active rhetorical process that can construct contexts on the basis of
specific occasions and purposes, but also in tiie more general framewori<s
provided by rhetorical topics and tropes. These more general ideas of context
acknowledge the paradox of contextual definitions that Burke presents and
admit tiie reductions and borrowings involved in tiiese processes. Most
importantiy, classical ideas of contexo negotiate the determining power of
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contexts: If contexts determine meaning, then rhetorical choice is determined by
drcumstance. Cicero puts forth active notions of style that allow for the
construction, the determining, of contexts. The poetic connects with the
rhetorical when topics and tropes are viewed as complimentary, irrterconnected
powers. These interconnected rhetorical faculties allow me as a compositi'onist
to some degree determine situations as contexts. I construct contexts with
metaphors of weaving, with analogies to speech conversations, with
synecdochies of container and contained (we put an essay 'in context;' we take
meaning 'out of' context), and with metonymic reductions, what Burke calls the
condensation of "some higher or more complex realm of being to the terms of a
lower or less complex realm of being" {Grammar 506). These topical
relationships and figurative processes construct a sense of contexts that
reference common understandings, sensus communis, as academic discourse.
The rhetorical nature of this language appears in the analysis of my next
chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
Revealing Relationships as Contexts in Texts
Whenever people are talking atxiut an important event or issue, the discussion
can be stopped with a reference to context For example, when a United States
Senator recently objected to a characterization of President Clinton's intentions
in Kosovo, the senator based his objection on the claim that Clinton's ideas
were "taken out of contexT (The NewsHour). Because the originating context of
Clinton's intentions was not available for the participants to examine, the
senator's claim stopped the line of inquiry that had been building and shifted
the argument to discussions about different issues. This reference to a missing,
indefinite context effectively preempted the debate. While some elements of
these absent situations can be reexamined by referring to historical documents
and by eyewitness accounts, the resulting contexts are revealed and shaped
largely by those who have the power to divulge and define them.
Similar evaluative uses of context have been used to assess writing and
speech since at least the first professional journal in composition was
published. This evaluative sense of context appears in the initial edition of
College Composition and Communications, when workshop participants
discuss how students can apply general principles of language to determine the
meaning of specific phrases of language. However, these principles are not
revealed; they are assumed. One instructor makes a similar assessment with
context in A Student's Guide to First-Year Composition, a textbook used at the
University of Arizona. In this case, a student develops a context that is too
general for a specific writing task. In both of these instances, context remains
relatively unexplained in the teacher's assessments. The variable ways that
contexts might be perceived are not acknowledged. The reference to context
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effectively shuts down the discussion and discovery of what might comprise the
dimensions and elements of these contexts.
The word becomes a commonplace term to adjudicate meaning, and not a
method to suggest how textual contexts can be constructed. However, this use
of the term Is a misuse of ancierrt ideas common sense. In Cicero's ideas of
sensu communis, or common sense, invention should predate, or at least
accompany, invention. Cicero critiques the Stoics for judging before inventing
(De Oratore 2.160). When judgment precedes invention, discovery is
downplayed.
No author In CCCs acknowledges that mntext is a rhetorical term tiiat is
originally associated with evaluation. This taken-for-granted word continues to
do unquestioned work when one instructor applies context to evaluate student
writing in a 1980 edition of the Guide, These evaluations gain increasing detail
and explication during the 1980s as grading processes are increasingly
revealed to stijdents. The idea of confexf shifts from tiie arrangements of words
in texts to potentially all possible configurations in the world. These
arrangements in the world are tiien evaluated. The first assessments of
rhetorical situations are modeled in the Guide with Jim Corder's Argument as
Emergence. Rhetoric as Love. Corder writes that argument is not sometiiing to
display, "it is something to Ije ... a risky revelation of the self (1990:114). A
student then lauds Corder's revelations about constructing arguments, how he
unravels his processes of emergence, his entrance into the "great, unbounded
possible universe of invention" (118).
I believe Corder's "unbounded universe of invention" captures the classical
ideal of context, and is a notion of context that rhetoricians should cultivate.
Contexts are a blend of the specific and the general, a reduction of the
"unbounded" to something bound by definition, classification, and relationships.
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This melding of the concrete and the abstract are canied out with the topical
relationships and the configurations of language that emerge through tropical
structures. These are rhetorical strategies for constaicting contexts, and it is an
awareness of the constructed nature of contexts that is lacking in early CCCs
and A Guide. Although the constituted bases of these textual places become
increasingly acknowledged in subsequent editions of these these publications,
the topics do not appear as a means to make these contexts.
Quintilian's idea of language placed in contextus becomes a disciplinary
commonplace in professional and curricular publications, but these context are
frequently not explained. They are assumed. Context becomes a conventional
word that stands in for a more complete assessment. When context is used to
suggest specific issues and passages, the background tends to be erased.
When context is used to refer to background information, the foreground tends
to disappear. Context is both the general and the specific, the abstract and the
concrete, and these oscillating relationships are suggested by genus and
species relationships of the rhetorical topics.
In this chapter, I demonstrate how context appears as a relatively
unexplained evaluative term in College Composition and Communications and
A Student's Guide to Hrst-Year Composition, which is written collaboratively by
graduate students from different disciplines within the English department.
The CCCs provides examples of the disciplinary influences of the term in our
professional histories. The Guide provides examples of how a particular writing
program and teachers translate rhetorical theories into rhetorical practices for
first-year students. Many scholars have critiqued composition texts and teacher
manuals (see Connors "TextiDooks"; Lanham; Ohmann; Welch), but relatively
littie research has focused on how particular writing programs and graduate
students translate theories into practice. Nedra Reynolds shows how
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instructors' manuals can lead to "packaged courses, packaged teachers"
("Dusting" 14). I carry this critique to the Guide to demonstrate how notions of
contexts are packaged for undergraduate students and for their instructors.
I contend that evaluation is a kind of praise and blame, a valuation. I show
how one student analyzes and praises Corder's ideas of argument as
emergence. We can team more about ojntext as evaluating the general and
specific, as well as places that shape purpose and determine grades, from this
class of rhetoric, from the topics that attend to this category of oratory. The
background as context can be conceived in topical forms to make them
resources for evaluating and writing, rather than as unacknowledged frames for
assessing discourse. I use Jasinski's terms to characterize these increasingly
detailed contexts as an 'ethic of revealing.' I offer historical background for this
ethic of revealing with Quintilian's use of panegyric.

Contexts as Genus and Species
Classical rhetoricians use context to suggest both the general and the specific,
and this fact remains overlooked today. Quintilian offers examples of these
relationships immediately after his famous claim that rhetoric is the art of
speaking well for practical and virtuous purposes (7. pr. 6). This particular Book
in Institutio Oratoria is an extensive treatment on style, and Quintilian supports
the notion of the ideal rhetorician by claiming that this person should be able to
discourse on everything, res omnes. This wide demand is met by applying
invention to matter, style to words, and arrangement to botii. The best styles are
clear, figured, and apt (7.1). However, the infinite constructions and
combination of words can lead to many obscurities, djscuritatis in contextu
(14). This passage is significant because all writing teachers assess student
prose and context is frequently used as a term to judge the relative
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effectiveness of each particular essay. However, no one has linked Quintilian's
use of contexWs with this process. Because much of our time and energy as
writing teachers is given to assessment, I believe we can better assess by
recognizing the relevance of classical rhetoric for our assessments. As such,
rhetoric can, as Quintilian suggests, be a science that allows us to speak wisely
about practical purposes-perhaps even for the good.'
Quintilian's use of evaluative context are often bracketed by the rhetorical
topics, particularly genus and species relationships. The most illustrative
instances occur in panegyric, or discussions of praise and blame. Classical
discussions of panegyric are textual contexts for evaluating a range of actions.
Panegyric is also a theoretical site for discussions of context as syntheses of
the general and the specific. Quintilian follows up his claim for the science of
rhetoric as just with a discussion of the indefinite. Indefinite questions are
always the more comprehensive, Quintilian writes, because the definite is
derived from the indefinite. In every special question or cause the general
question is implicit. The abstract is introduced even into actual causes (3.5.10).
This relationship is important because context suggests the background andthe
foreground that comprise textual situations. Writers must acknowledge how the
more indefinite background information can be presented in a way that
illuminates the foreground.
The blending of the general and the specific is suggested in part with
conjugations of contexo. In Book 3 of Institutio, for example. Quintilian
acknowledges how in panegyric it is usually more effective to trace a person's
life and deeds in chronological order, praising their natural abilities as a child,
then their achievements at school, and finally the whole course of their life,
lauding their words as well as actions, est factonim dictonjmque contextus
(3.15). Quintilian also characterizes and evaluates ti-opes as genus and
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species relationships with contextus (9.2.46). These topical and tropical actions
are necessary for assessing complex arrangements of symbols and situations.
When writers use context as an evaluative term, we rely on the spatial figures of
'in' and 'out.' This notion works topically and tropically; the topical relationships
suggest 'in' and 'out' because a particular instance of writing must be oriented
to the genus designated in the class assignment, or genus; a specific word,
phrase, sentence, or paragraph must cohere to a larger segment of writing. The
ti'opical basis of 'in' and 'out' is synecdochic: a part must cohere witii the whole;
tiie whole is comprised of the parts. Meaning Is determined by the mediation
between a part and a whole.
Woricshop participants use these part and whole notions in the first edition of
CCCs, as do editors in the eariiest editions of A Guide to First-Year
Composition (1950;1980). These part to whole arrangements as context
continue today, as situations are characterized as a "particular part of the larger
context of the times, the geography, and tiie culture" {Guide 1998: 139). These
tasks require an understanding of the general, how specific settings are
positioned in relation to the more general concerns that motivate each particular
task.
Contexf functions to suggest botii tiie particular and tine general; this is the
riietorical confexf that I think is implicitly acknowledged by our profession.
Because the term is used in one section to suggest the particular, in anotiier
section to suggest the general, and in yet another section to suggest the specific
and the general, tiie term loses some of its metiiodological predsion.

Matters of Definition-Indefinite Contexts and Definite Evaiuations
It is no coincidence that the Latin contextus appears as an evaluative phrase.
This term has a long history of appraising. Texo, tine root of contexo, appears in
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discussions of panegyric when Terence translates Meander in 183 B. C. to
evaluate a woman as good, and when Plautus pejoratively assesses the
actions of a poet fifty years later (285; Pseudolus 1.4.7). Cicero uses contexoto
evaluate philosophies, burials, and writing (De Fato 5.83; De Legibus 2.56; Ad
Familiares 9.21.1).
Similar instances are woriced into discourse of rhetoric and composition. A
survey of the first two years of College Composition and Communications
exposes how context works as a relatively unexplained evaluative phrase. This
unexplained term nonetheless becomes the determining factor for how
evaluations are made. This causal notion of context emerges from many
possible sources, but I. A. RIchards's development of contexts as a "policeman
doctrine" in The Philosophy of Rhetoric Is influential (36). While writers In this
journal do not refer to Richards, they use context to adjudicate meaning, and
they attempt to reduce misunderstanding In discussions of communications,
logic, and style. Richards later suggests that the term context functions on a
process of abridgement, by enabling one word to stand-in for the missing parts
of a particular experience. Writers In CCCs Ignore tiiese more complex Ideas of
context when developing Ideas from speech and linguistics. These writers also
rely on the rhetorical strategy of definition and the synecdochies of 'in' and 'out'
to arbitrarily distinguish between kinds of contexts-without acknowledging
rhetoric.
Context is first used In 1950 when Instructors state the goals of a
communications course. However, context Is not explained. The usage
suggests that there is a readily accepted, common definition of these contexts.
The lack of amplification or elaboration Is the cue that 'everytxxly knows.' For
example, participants In a communications workshop report that course unity
depends on four general principles: Students should understand how meaning
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is conveyed by language; how misunderstandings occur; how "connotation and
context affect meanings;" and how language should be appropriate to its times,
circumstances, and purposes {Objectives No. 4,15). However, context \s not
explained in this passage. The idea is linked with connotation to suggest a
common sense understanding of how language works. The context \s
assumed. Other goals and procedures for the course are explained in more
detail. These details show how context functions to reduce misunderstandings,
but these operations remain relatively unexplained. For example, 'Standard
English' is the operative style in these courses, and teachers suggest how a
series of essays can t>e combined with public speaking tasks to allow students
to practice language processes that will lead to proficiency in 'standard English'
(15-16). Misunderstandings about the styles that comprise 'standard English'
can be reduced with reference to connotation and context; the term stands-in for
infomiation that is not more fully explained. This lack of detail continues in
subsequent editions.
Workshop participants discussing a communications course at tiie same
conference raise similar issues: context is an unexplained standard for speech.
Participants report that the tenn communications is used to refer not only to tiie
classroom language practice, but for all the forms of writing and speech "in the
manifold context of life" {Objectives No. 4A,'l7). Workshop participants claim
that students' language abilities will improve if they can study various forms of
communication, and if they can analyze and classify tiiese forms "according to
the social contexf (17). Teachers need to orient communications stijdy "to the
social context" so that the intended goals of the class can be assessed in terms
of practical use (17). Moreover, individual teachers and staff should reorient
and retrain themselves "to tiiink in terms of the semantic and contextual aspects
of language" (18). These uses of context as social situation characterize good
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teaching and good speaking. Confexf defines appropriate and suitable
language, but these confextsremain undefined.
The notion of confexf extends out from a text to include the social situation
when other workshop participants in the same year discuss tiie role of
semantics and tiie role of relevance for teaching composition. The larger
situation then determines the appropriateness of tiie particular utterance or
written phrase. This instance also irtti'oduces a linguistics paradigm that
influences discussion of tiie temn until the mid 1960s. Traditional Instruction in
prescriptive grammar should be atjandoned, the participants report {Semantics
22). Grammar should be taught only "in tiie context of the need felt by both
teacher and student" (22). Students need to ctevelop an understanding of the
appropriateness of language "in various situations and contexts" (23). These
contexts, like those merrtioned atx^ve, are not explained. Moreover, the
rhetorical ideal of decorum Is nowhere linked with these ideas of
appropriateness.
The spatial tropes of 'in' and 'out' become more predominant in discussions
of context in subsequent articles, as does the topical strategy of definition.
These notions are used arbitrarily, however, when a presenter suggests
methods to improve assessment procedures for reading abilities. A
representative from a testing service suggests to the participants tiiat the most
accurate test results are obtained when test questions are derived from a single,
complete passage from a text Such a question might prompt students to
consider the writer's attitude, the main ideas of paragraphs, and tiie definition of
words "in contexT {Constmction 29). These longer passages of writing allow
for more representative evaluations than do "a series of isolated passages out
of contexT (29). This example is representative of many instances that will
occur in future editions: The workshop participants put forth an important but
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arbitrary distinction between kinds of context. A reading passage can be
considered "out of context" when this passage is removed from a larger section
of the text; words can be more accurately defined when these terms are
considered "in the contexT of other words. These examples also suggest that
context is a matter of degree: The amount of words surrounding a particular
term or phrase determines sufficient context The participants do not specify
what determines "isolated passages" or passages that are "in context." Similar
to the examples at)ove, context continues to be put to work as a relatively
unexplained element in evaluation. This unexplained term nonetheless
becomes the determining factor for how evaluations occur.
The term gains an active dimension and more explicit pedagogical
application in a subsequent edition of CCCs, the third published by the
organization in 1950. Once again, these contexts remain undefined and
unexplained. Arnold Needham argues that students should "create a contexf
for words that they will apply in research projects for a communications course,
but the strategies for these creations remain unstated. Needham describes how
students in his communications course increase their vocabularies with the
following procedures. Students are asked to take notes in a lecture course, to
define new and technical words "in their contexts," and to use this information in
bibliographies and research reports (15). These definitions involve both
"active" and "passive" words: A passive word is one required as students
comprehend tiie texts for their bibliographies and tiie writing of the research
project; an active word is one that arises from "their own speaking and writing,
for which they had to be able to create a context" (15). Needham elaborates
with some detail how students respond to the challenges of passive and active
words in his course, but he nowhere refers back to what he may mean with the
phrase to "create a contexT -except to associate the construction with defining
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words. These (xtntexts, like the ones aix3ve, are not explained. Context
remains an assumed term that appears to require no explanation.
The unexplained uses of the temi continue in a 1951 issue of CCCs, when
workshop participants discuss how to introduce formal logic to a freshman
English course. These participants acknowledge how language is a symtxslic
system, and how students should inquire into how logic is displayed and
deployed in language. This means that students should investigate the
symbolic and arbitrary character of words, their referential and connotative
meanings. They should also consider "the importance of contexf
("Organization" 8). Once again, though, this context is not explained. The
writers may assume that material context are unproblematic.
Other conference attendees also agree tiiat some formal logic study is
needed In freshman courses for both composition and communications. The
topical category of definition is suggested as a means to enact tills application
of logic; once again, however, the notion of context is assumed. The group
considers what parts of formal logic could be included and how these parts
might best be taught to tseginning students. Participants suggest that students
need to make certain preliminary distinctions before they approach deductive
and inductive logic. These distinctions center on definitions, how meaning
varies t}ecause of a writer's purpose. This distinction also centers on "logical or
persuasive intent, abbreviative or contextual functions" ("Logic" 29). Again,
though, no definitions are provided atx}ut the nature of "contextijal functions."
The undefined sense of context is first challenged in 1952 when one
professor uses context to sanction his claim tiiat standard uses of language can
be illustrated with passages from literary texts. Another professor later
acknowledges that a context can be defined In many different ways and for
many different purposes. This scholarly exchange shows how one person's
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sense of a "proper contexf context can ise disputed by anyone who offers an
informed, alternative interpretation. Donald Uoyd begins this exchange by
presenting an elaborate series of textual passages to illustrate his contention
that the "standard use" of language must be practiced extensively, for a variety
of purposes, if students expect to improve their proficiencies with different styles
of language use (10). Uoyd writes that teachers must also recognize the varied
styles and purposes for discourse if they expect to be published. He illustrates
these claims with passages from literary texts to demonstrate how the style of
Swift or Pope would be appropriate for one purpose, but not for another. Uoyd
contends that the principle of his investigation, when understood "in its proper
context," is that usage and practice are the basis for conrectness in language
(10).
Martin Steinmann takes issue with Uoyd in the next edition of the journal.
Steinmann recapitulates Uoyd's arguments, dismissing each of the points in
turn. Steinmann writes that a teacher has a responsibility to guide students in
the use of the standard language, but he questions both the idea of standard
usage and of context Steinmann refutes Uoyd by claiming that a "proper
context," is whatever a person deems it to be; a context is an arbitrary construct
(11). Steinmann implicitiy argues that one person can claim a "proper context"
for a purpose, but this proper context can then be disputed by one who holds
alternative intentions. This problematic idea of context then disappears from
discussions in the CCCs as context continues to function as an unexplained
term that can be used to reference standards and appropriateness as well as to
determine meaning.
Arnold Needham returns to his notions of 'passive' and 'active' vocabulary
words and tiie need to 'construct a context' by writing in 1952 that contexts
determine meaning. This determining function furthers ideas of 'Standard
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English.' The meaning of words in speeches can be gleaned from the
discourse situations that exist at the time of the utterance; "[Tlhe meaning of any
word in question Is dependent on its context at the given moment of its usage"
("Experiments" 9). Once again, though, Needham does not explicate this notion
of context, he does not account for how different people in a particular
circumstance may interpret a word In ways other that "its context" allows. This
temn carries an unquestioned, adjudicative power. These powerful uses remain
In place today when one person contends that an issue or statement must tje
seen or understood 'In context.' The variable ways that these contexts might be
perceived are frequently not acknowledged.
The rhetorical concern for audience appears in a subsequent article, but
context is not yet related to this concern. In this article, the analogy of weaving
appears when participants In a communications workshop complicate Ideas of
audience and Introduce methods for logic to be studied In the classroom-how
meaning can be determined by examining a passage of text, not from relying on
a dictionary. These Ideas of audience awareness arising from textual context
remain unstated. The participants agree that teachers need to try "to weave"
understandings and uses of formal logic into a student's personal life
("Developing" 17). This weaving of logic and semantics begins with exercises
that illustrate a development of semantic and linguistic principles. "These
[exercises] make use of double or triple audiences for statements written for one
audience and rephrased for another particular audience" (18). Students may
better understand these varying audiences by critically assessing examples of
propaganda. The students examine the terminology of a propagandistic piece,
such as advertising copy. The students consider "the slanting of words for
specific audience reaction" (18). This "slanting" of words Is determined by an
examination of words in relation to other words in the passage, "In context
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rather than relying on dictionary predsion" (18). The students examine how
particular words work in relation to paragraphs from propagandistic documents
rather than simply as defined in a dictionary. However, the workshop
participants use tiie active analogy of weaving while tiie notion of context
remains a noun, or a container. The participants do not consider, or at least do
not report, how these contexts might be woven~how the autiiors of tiie
propaganda chose tiieir words, how the textual contexts they present is itself a
production, a melding of the general purpose of persuasion with specific
phrases for particular readers.
An article in the same edition soon complicates these notions, however,
when a lexicographer introduces a new analogy to accompany context Albert
Marckwardt discusses how students might develop more proficient
pronunciation abilities when learning new words. This process is made more
difficult than many may assume, however, because pronunciations are affected
by a "running contexT (36). Most speech occurs "in a ainning context," he
writes. The temporal flow of experience introduces an unending series of
situational factors that can affect meaning. Consequentiy, a transcription of a
word in Isolation is in a sense "an artificial abstraction" (36). The influences of
neighboring sounds and varying patterns upon a word complicate meaning.
These meanings are "potentially so numerous as to place a severe burden
upon the lexicographer if he tiies to uncover them all" (36). This notion of
"running context" is again not explained because readers are assumed to
understand its significance. It appears tiiat few people recognize the difficulty of
a "running context," because no subsequent author in the early to mid 1950s
mentions the notion. Confexf continues to assess teaching methods, learning,
reading, and writing in relatively unexplained ways. These processes are
praised if they occur "in context;" tiiese processes are blamed if tiiey occur "out

of context" Communications teachers use context before and more frequently
than do composition teachers. The word is used to assess teaching, reading,
speaking, and writing as well as to determine meaning. However, these
contexts remain largely unexplained.

Mediating the General and the Particular: Context in Curricula
I survey nineteen years of A Student's Guide to First-Year Composition to
document some of the different purposes and definitions that have attended to
context Similar to the first uses in the CCCs, the word context is first used
evaluatively, as a means to orient general objectives of a task with a particular
example of writing. Definition is central for the constructions of these contexts.
The tenn also refers to a background, or ideal, against which specific examples
are read. Over time, context tends to signify a concern for tiie particular. This
shifting focus from tiie general and the particular is tiie rhetorical notion of
context, but these notions are not made clear. Editors of this publication offer
increasingly detailed explications of grading processes, however. These
details reveal how grades are earned, and students later praise argumentative
strategies tiiat reveal how knowledge is constiucted.
First published In 1979, the Guide has significant undergone shifts in content,
format, and pedagogical orientation. Each edition of the Guide is influenced by
comments from students, teachers, teaching advisors, faculty, writing program
administi'ators, as well as by tiie models set forth in previous editions. Editors
solicit sample syllabi, assignments, essays, and comments from teachers and
students. One former editor writes that the Guide is produced by editors from
their "own experiences teaching ... and from [their] own perceptions" of writing
goals (Mentzell-Ryder 181).
For the first seven years.Ga/c/e editors present only course requirements.
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syllabi, and sample student essays. The uses of context remain relatively
similar for the first seven editions of the text The term is used only in relation to
teacher assessment of students' prose. The first instance occurs when an
instructor comments on a comparison and contrast essay. The teacher writes
that the student attempts to put a particular subject "in a general context (as it
should) but unfortunately chooses a context that tries to invoke all of history ('as
long as man can remember')... with only two historical samples'* (1980:40).
Context works here to define an appropriate frame for an essay and stands-in
for a more detailed evaluative statement Similar to the examples from the
CCCs, a teacher refers to the order of words in the essay and deems this
discourse ineffective. This notion of context as a "general" concern continues
in the Guide for the next eighteen years, as English 101 courses introduce
students to the conventions of argumentative, persuasive, and expository
writing "in general and in academic contexts" (1998: 95). Another important
shift occurs in the 1987 edition. The editors present students with a "fuller
sense of contexts" by including sample teacher assignment for the first time in
the text (2). This year marks the start of an increasingly detailed use of the
temi. By 1990, students are asked to evaluate the effectiveness of particular
articles for particular readers. This assignment produces student prose that
praises the revealing nature of argument-how writers demonstrate their
construction of knowledge. This amplified use of contexf culminates in 1994,
when a "contextual analysis" essay is introduced.
in the 1980 edition, the term appears in the same way that it does in the 1950
edition of CCCs. An instructor writes that the student does not provide enough
detail for the comparison that is the basis of the paper. The general demand of
the task requires more focus on the comparative purposes than the student
initially puts forth. The student does not provide enough detail for the wide
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situation he evokes. However, the teacher does not define what a "general
context" might t)e. The term appears not to require additional explanation. This
Idea of context as general may seem illogical, as many connotations of the term
suggest a specific site where discourse is produced. However, this weaving of
the general and the specific is precisely what comprise contexts. This use of
context requires more explication.
A similar evaluation is made two years later in an honors course when an
instructor assesses a students analysis of the poem. The analysis is deemed to
be "out of context," but this spatial reference goes unexplained. This example
arises when students analyze the poem A Burial. Green by Maria Southwick.
The poem describes how the death of a pet affects a sister and brother in a
family. One student describes tiie opening stanzas of the poem and suggests
that tiiis poem is porti'ayed from the perspective of a boy's sister. The boy has
killed a turtie, the student writes, and this boy does not display emotion about
this violence because "his innocence makes him an observer to the evenf
1982:55). The boy instead sits in the shade of a tree, the student writes,
planning to bury the creature while simply passing time. The instructor
disagrees with this student's reading of the poem. This disagreement centers
on the reference to the boy: "Crediting the young kxsy with a lack of emotion
because his 'innocence makes him an observer' seems out of context," the
instructor writes (55). The instructor provides no rationale for this statement
The details written by the student are simply deemed to be "out of context," but
the instiuctor offers no explanation of what this context might be. Space
constraints probably prompt this omission, which is likely filled-in and explained
during the teacher's classroom activities. However, tiiis simple evaluation of a
passage being "out of contexT Is common, as examples from CCCs show;
context is a conventional word tiiat stands-in for a more complete assessment
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The proper context is defined by those who have the power to define it.
The tenn does more detailed assessment work in 1984, and these
evaluations are characterized synecdochially. In an introductory section on
grading, the editors write that an instructor will judge each student's work in
terms of content, organization, expression, and mechanics. These four
categories are explained in more detail with a chart format. In addition to these
general rubrics for assessment, the students read that their essays will be
evaluated "in the context of a specific assignment" (49). Students read that low
grades will result when their writing does not fulfill an assignment "in part or in
full" (49). Although the particular demands of the assignment are not offered,
the editors do remind students that they must apply these general expectations
to all kinds of writing assignments. Students must apply the general to the
specific in two ways; predicting performance and writing papers.
This synecdochic explication of grading is illustrated in a mid-tenn
examination, when students respond to the essay Decline of Quality by Barisara
Tuchman. An instiiictor writes tiiat one student's response has an effective
introduction. The first paragraph makes clear from the context precisely which
question is being answered" (80). The paragraph becomes a context that
defines the meaning of the response. These sentences limit the the writer's
purposes through a definition of these purposes. A textijal context is
constructed with this topical sti-ategy.
The editors give examples of how essays fail to meet a part of an
assignment-by not providing a thesis statement, for example. These are clear
applications of context, the editors construct a perspicuous framework for
assessment that demands students integrate the specific and the general, the
particular and tiie abstract The processes for attaining tiiis integration will not
be more completely elaborated until later editions of the Guide. Even then.
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though, the explications do not refer to rhetorical ideas of contexts as
integrations of the abstract and the concrete, integrations that are made with
rhetorical topics.
The oscillating applications of the specific and general continue the following
year, and the topics appear as a method to construct context. An instructor
suggests that a student provide more background information when writing
about a failed bond election for a new road in Tucson. The student could
provide this background by posing and responding to topical questions: Who is
opposed to the project and why? What is the history of this project? Why do
voters not want to fund tiie project The instiructor writes that brief answers to
such questions Vould create a more complete context for the writer's
argument* (1985:89). The topical nature of tiiese prompts Is not mentioned,
however.
A student uses the term for the first time in the 1986 edition to suggest how
meaning is constructed in an essay; tiiis instance exemplifies the topical
strategy of definition and tiie trope of synecdoche. A teacher then responds to
this student's writing, noting how tiie student creates a "common context" for
meaning. These uses arise from a mid-term test response to an article written
by Sheila Tobias,Who's Afraid of Math, and Why? Students are asked to
illustrate how Tobias uses definition, classification, illustration, comparison and
contrast, and analysis to develop her argument (81). Students are also asked
why the writer uses particular forms of exposition, and why tiiese strategies are
effective. One student responds to this prompting by acknowledging the
importance of definition: "By defining math anxiety Sheila Tobias gives her
reader a precise idea of what exactiy math anxiety is and in what context it will
be used throughout her essay" (81). The definition is used to clarify the
meaning of an abstract concept, tiie student writes. "If Tobias has not used this
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mode the reader might have used his or her own definition of the word and the
whole meaning of the essay would have likely been lost" (81). In other words, a
topical definition sets a framework for the development of meaning in the essay.
The part affects the whole; synecdoche figures into the construction of meaning
in this instance of context
The topical nature of these contexts is then confirmed when an instructor
comments on this student's work. David Sudal acknowledges how the student
successfully responds to the second part of the test question- "why the writer
uses particular fonns of exposition." Each time the student refers to a fonn of
expression, she immediately explains why it Is effective, Sudol writes; "For
instance, she discusses how Tobias's definition of math anxiety provides the
readers with a common context for understanding and eliminates the confusion
tiiat might result" (84). The topical act of defining determines the effective
construction of context.
The term appears for the first time as an explanation of writing tasks In the
introduction to a "Documented Argumentative" essay. This instance illustrates a
continuing idea of context as general Information. Students read that when they
draft their introductions, they should consider "What background or context
needs to be presented" (90). An instructor then assesses a revised example of
this kind of essay. This revised essay now features a new introduction, "which
effectively establishes the context of her concern for people" (94). Context
functions in this passage to limit the range of possible meanings that might be
applied to a particular passage; the topical strategy of definition creates a
context for students and teachers.
Editors offer the first blended definition of context as general and specific in
1987 when tiiey inti'oduce the purposes of English 101. Students are expected
to use conventions of expository and argumentative writing "in both general and
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academic contexts" (12). TTiese two kinds of contexts are not defined, liowever.
The term stands in for a range of possible meanings, none of which is
explained.
The term becomes a site of increasing theoretical tension in 1988 when an
instructor comments on a student's final examination. Context here begins to
become more particular, while at tiie same time remaining general as well—the
term suggests the background and the foreground that comprise a context
within a text This notion of context is sophisticated, because writers must
acknowledge how the more indefinite background information can be
presented in a way that illuminates the foreground. This oscillating relationship
occurs when an examination requires students to assess the argumentative
effectiveness of an essay by John Emmert, Our Glowing Cities. The instructor
assigns a B- score to one student's response, noting how an absence of detail,
commentary, and definitions suggest that the writer is "not fully aware" of tiie
issue in question, the "stance," and the scope of the essay (135). The instiructor
suggests that if the student had provided such "context-setting" in an earlier
section of the response, the reader would have been able to better understand
the writing. This 'context-setting' means more detailed definitions and
commentary, as well as more rigorous examinations of one of the author's
images- a picket fence. The student does not discuss this image "fully enough
for the reader to understand the basis of her judgment on it" (135-136). The
term suggests a blending of the specific and tiie general. Confext setting
demands a development of general strategies-definition-and a focus on
particulars—the fence. Contexts are the background and tiie foreground,
perceptual gestalts that must be developed in texts.
This kind of assessment continues the following year when instructors
comment on revisions of evaluative essays and when they grade a midterm
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examination. A context provides the tsackground information necessary for
readers to comprehend the purpose and examples of writers. One instructor
writes that a student demonstrates an awareness that "an example cannot be
understood without a contexT (1989: 93). This student provides the readers
with sufficient background information so that they can understand the points he
is making. This idea is repeated in another revision of an evaluative essay:
additional detail provides "an adequate context" for a revised paragraph about
different kinds of mattresses (103). In a midterm examination, students are
required to evaluate the effectiveness of the article Undefended by Our
Guardian,by Steven Weisman. One student does several positive things when
assessing this essay, but this student does not establish "sufficient background
for her analysis" of the wori< (118). The student should have provided more
background for her analysis because this general information would provide a
"better contextual perspective on her commentary" (118). Again, context
functions as a general concern here: A summary of the article must be provided
with sufficient details to frame the subsequent analysis. This notion Is
reinforced in a subsequent evaluation from the same edition of the Guide. In
the margin notes of a sample essay, a task titled "From Report to Argument" an
instructor praises how a student's introduction "sets the issue in a broader
context" (158). However, the instructor writes, this introduction could be more
effectively cast if a specific example were added.
In a subsequent task, the particular focus of a student's writing merges into
the background as her purpose changes. Contexts are emerging as the
foreground and the background of an issue, but this gestalt is not yet explicitly
acknowledged in the editor's evaluations. This blending occurs when one
student revises her purpose for an essay. Originally focusing on how women's'
roles have changed over time, the student decides to narrow in on issues of day
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care for children. The editors comment on this writing by acknowledging how
the previous focus has "condensed to become the background and contexT
(164). In this positive evaluation, specific details become the background for a
newly introduced focus.
In the following year, the editors explain more specifically how contexts work
as both specific and general concenns for assessment. Students are advised
that writing always addresses a particular audience for a particular purpose in a
particular situation. Therefore, "a single piece of writing can indeed be a
success in one context and a failure in another" (1990; 75). These dual
contexts are then exemplified when the editors amend the comments of an
instructor. The editors reflect on the comments that an Instructor put forth atX3ut
a student's writing. This essay is successful in portraying a specific experience,
but is unsuccessful in meeting the generic demands of the assignment The
editors write that if they "consider the essay in the context of the current unit and
the current assignment," that is. as an essay not aboutthe writer but one that
uses a remembered person to explore a formation of self, then the essay is less
effective. "Another draft is needed for complete success in the current context,
as a Self-Exploratory Essay" (97-98). This example demonstrates how contexts
are specific and general, are figure and ground configurations for the
arrangement of words in texts. Context functions to suggest both the particular
and the general; this is the rhetorical context that 1 think is implicitly
acknowledged by our profession. Because the term is used in one section to
suggest the particular, in another section to suggest the general, and in yet
another section to suggest the specific and the general, the term loses some of
its methodological precision.
Historical information can create a contextual horizon by which a particular
event or policy can be cast. This horizon is constructed by the topics and allows
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an essay to 'stand alone'- a common trope In the assessment of writing. These
processes are exemplified in a final examination when one student writes aix)ut
an analysis of Yellowstone fire policy as presented in the article Let it Burn, by
Connie Russell. An instructor praises the student for realizing that the essay
must "stand on its own" (190). This stance is met when the student provides
sufficient historical information eUx>ut the policy. The student does this "by back
grounding Russell's essay sufficientiy so tiiat readers could put his comments
Into a meaningful contexT (190).
A subsequent appearance of the term demonstrates how textual contexts are
constructed when students incorporate sufficient source material into their
mltng,context becomes a matter of degree. This strategy is manifest by a
studerrt's response to a "Documented Inquiry" essay, when an instructor writes
that sources and quotations must be used correctly in an essay. "The
credentials of \he writer need to be included as well as tiie context for the quote
so the reader can make sense of it" (1991; 99). The insti^uctor writes that she
does not want to see quotations "dropped in from tine distance and left for tiie
reader to figure ouf (99-100). Contexts are constructed by including
information that accompanies source material.
In 1992, the editors increase the amount of explication for how essays are
assessed by introducing an analogy from anthropology. This enhanced detail
reinforces the idea of context as a container, as a place. Contexts are
blendings of the general and the specific; these meldings may be obscured
when contexts are Imagined spatially as something perceived in terms of
'inside' and 'out.' A sample student essay is published along with an
instructor's comments about this writing. The instructor writes that she wants "to
hear" who a stijdenf s sources are when the student drafts an essay about an
story published by Leslie Marmon Silko. The instructor wants these sources in
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order "to get a glimpse at the context in which they say these things" (24). As an
example of this context, the teacher questions if the student is using quotations
from the article that the student read, or from an "outsider/anthropologists
perspective?" (24). This notion of context is nicely illustrated with this reference
to an anthropologist, and these kinds of analogies continue throughout
subsequent editions of the Guide. However, these analogies tend to reirrforce
the notion of contexts as containers, as places that can be seen from the
distance of an alternative perspective. This figuration may be helpful, but it
reinforces the Idea of context as a relatively stable place— as something we can
enter into and exit from. Clearly, material contexts such as classrooms are
precisely such a construct. However, these places can be more rhetorical when
they are perceived as places comprised of more indefinite dimensions of
history, psychology, culture. These more indefinite conceptions of contexts add
dimension to the idea of 'in' and 'out' a facile place that can be accessed
through a doorway. These places are less amenable to construction and
revision, to rhetorical action.
Context functions throughout the preceding passages to suggest the specific
and the general, the individual tasks and the background information that
frames these tasks; context suggests a place that we can stand outside of or
enter into; context suggests those configurations that shape and determine our
rhetorical choices, and these configurations can be appraised by an instructor.
How can this noun suggest both the general and the specific? How can this
word simultaneously suggest specificity and generality, while also connoting a
specific place that writers can enter into and exit?
Some of these questions can be addressed by examining a new writing
assignment—when students are asked to extend their evaluations of writing to
assessments of the world, from textual to situational contexts. Students are
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required in 1990 to consider in a "Rhetorical Analysis" essay how situations in
the world can be considered as texts, and how these material, cultural, and
psychological texts can be analyzed. In the introductory section of this
assignment, the editors offer some Aristotelian notions of rhetoric to explain the
purposes and procedures of the task. The persuasive arts offered by Aristotle
allow writers to "assess a situation and choose the best among the various
possible persuasive approaches" (101). Students are encouraged to Imagine a
variety of communicative approaches that might be used in these situations.
They evaluate the effectiveness of a particular instance of communication, such
as business memos, television programs, photographs, paintings, automobiles,
and haircuts can be considered as persuasive acts. These evaluations can be
seen as instances of classical rhetoric, as a mediation of the general and the
specific with the rhetorical topics. These mediations are located in the class of
panegyric, or praise and blame. Classical discussions of panegyric offer a
textual context of how we use context to evaluate writing. Quintilian puts a
person's life in contextus with the general topics of panegyric. These general
topics for praise and blame, and the general questions that manifest in each
particular case, are exemplified by Jim Corder. He reveals how persuasion
opens up the whole course of a person's life. Quintilian does the same with
contextus.

Melding the General and the Specific as Contexts
Jim Corder's essay. Argument as Emergence, Rhetoric as Love, is used to
introduce the "Rhetorical Analysis" essay in the 1990 issue of A Student's Guide
to First-Year Composition. This essay reveals how arguments can be
discovered to give passionate dimension to our lives and to the making of
arguments. Corder mediates the indefinite, the general powers of rhetorical
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invention that can tye applied to specific instances, the unbounded powers of
rhetoric that can transcend times and places. Students then assess this writing,
and they praise the way Corder exposes how knowledge can be constructed,
how he positions himself in the writing. Invention and meaning are not
containers by place; rhetorical invention can explore the unbounded, the wide
worlds of experience that are made of our past, our presents, and our
imaginings of the future. These images mediate the contained notion of
cxjntexts; Corder reintroduces us to classical notions of context that remain
relevant today.
Corder writes, among other things, how we all create tales, histories, and
fictions that comprise the narrative lines of our lives. "Each of us forms
conceptions of the world, its Institutions, its public, private, wide, or local
histories" (104). He admits, however, that not only can we not always be good
narrators/historians, we also cannot be completely tiiorough with the wori<. "We
never quite get the narrative all said" (105). Each of us is standing somewhere
in our lives, and we always have a tale of how we come to stand there. Still,
though, "few of us have marked carefully the dimensions of the place where we
are or kept time with the tale of how we came to be there" (105). He suggests
that we can leam to add pieces of knowledge here, "to keep rearranging pieces
over yonder, to keep standing back and turning to see how things look
elsewhere" (117). These arrangements and rearrangements are cam'ed out
with rhetorical invention. These discoveries are not bound to particular places
or times. "Beyond any speaker's bound inventive worid lies another: there lies
the riches of creation, the great unbounded possible universe of invention"
(118). We can emerge into these unbounded places by stretching towards
others, by opening up and admitting how we construct our histories of
ourselves.
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A students evaluation of Carder's essay is published in the Guide. Anna
Robinson praises Corder because of how he locates his ideas clearly in the
essay. She commends Corder for "abandoning an authoritarian position, by
allowing his argument to develop and become known as improved, and by
revealing himself to the reader" (123). The student enjoys how Corder
"stretches toward the reader, trying to be inclusive and open." Corder embraces
the reader so that this reader will understand his arguments. "He opens himself
up and allows the reader to see what brought him to believe in the ideals that
he presents in the end" (124). Robinson lauds Corder because he admits how
he has learned, how he has progressed in expressing his ideas. "As he
adjusts, adds, clarifies, defines, and restates his thoughts, his argument
emerges as a changing, improving piece of work" (123).
This student praises Corder because he reveals how he has learned
throughout his life, expresses his patterns of argument, and uncovers his
emergence toward knowledge. Corder acknowledges some general fears
atxsut learning, and he illustrates these fears with specific examples. He
integrates the abstract with the concrete, the genus with the species. He
defines the indefinite, the "great, unbounded possible universe of invention," In
order to offer more definite places for living, for establishing meaning with
others. I believe this style begins with Cicero, and it is a style that equips us for
constructing contexts, those situations that are comprised by the figure and
ground, the details and the summary, the uncertain places that emerge in a
blending of the specific and the general.
The melding of the general and the specific as confext occurs with the
rhetorical topics and with onnament, Cicero writes. These strategies and figures
appear in De Partitione, where Cicero explains general ideas of rhetoric to his
son. In the first section of this text he discusses the general arrangements of
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topics in arguments. We can maintain a chronological order or arrange ideas in
classes; we can ascend from smaller matters to larger, or descend from larger
matters to smaller; we can group these ideas with complete in'egularity,
intenA^eaving the incredible with the probable. incredibUia probabilibus
inteximus, the small with the great (12). In a subsequent section of this text.
Cicero discusses laudatory, which commonly focuses on virtue and vice (7577). He then contrasts these virtues with vices before warning his son that
persons can be deceived by vices that imitate virtues. Consequently, he writes,
all the resources of panegyric will tje adopted from these divisions of virtues
and vices. However, in "the whole fabric of the speech," ed in toto quasi
contextu orationis, the greatest attention should center on the quality of a
person's upbringing, education and character (82).
Cicero evaluates orators in part by their ability to integrate the general and
the specific, the foreground and background elements of context that writers
reference in the preceding explications. Cicero also assesses the ideal orator
as one who is able to employ knowledge of the general when explaining the
particular. This fusion hinges on an orator's ability to meld the specific with the
general, the abstract and concrete, the genus and the species. These
relationships are perhaps best put forth in Orator, tiie last of his rhetorical works.
Topical process are central to these actions. This text takes the form of a letter
written to Marcus Brutus, who ostensibly had asked for a characterization of the
ideal orator. Cicero defends his oratorical style, the Asiatic, against charges put
forth by the Atticists. These orators argued for a plain style, with a minimum of
rhetorical ornament, a disregard for rhythm, and little reliance on emotional
appeals.
This concern for style gains additional shape in a later section when Cicero
writes about some topical rubrics for argument, how definitions are needed for
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obscure subjects. After explaining the genus of each thing, orators must also
consider the species or sutxjivisions of the genus in question (116). An
eloquent orator will likewise, when the subject demands, divide a genus into
definite spedes, genus universum in species cartas, so that no species will be
omitted or remain irrelevant (117). This topical action is precisely what
students must engage when they work to provide suffient detail for background
information, as they generate from particulars the information that will sustain
the general purpose of a task.
Cicero employs the verb contexo to suggest the importance of history in the
training of speakers and writers, the need to understand how the general is
salient for the particular. He suggest that if we remain unaware of what occurs
before we are bom, we remain as children. "For what is the worth of human
life,unless it Is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history,"
superiorum aetate contexitur? (120). Corder weaves his life into the lives of
others when he emerges in argument, when he Is "creating a world full of space
and time" (121). We weave the present into the past when constructed contexts.
This use of context to blend the general and the specific begins with Cicero,
but these processes are made more explicit when Quintilian offers his extensive
discussion of rhetoric in Institutio Oratoria. These instances are important
because Quintilian's ideas of language placed in contextus is the disciplinary
source of how the term is used above. Teachers should, for example,
encourage children to leam the shapes and figures of each letter of the
alphabet before the names and orders of these letters, nomina et contextum
(1.24-26). Ideas are best amplified in discourse when orators introduce an
unbroken and continuous series of words, in contextu et cursu semper (7.4.8).
These uses of contextus are most directly linked with blending the general
and the specific when Quintilian focuses on one class of causes, panegyric, or
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praise and blame. This kind of cause requires amplification and ornament, res
amplificare et ornare (3.7.6). Quintilian translates Greek rhetoricians and
interprets Cicero to repeatedly acknowledge the importance of the indefinite.
He admits that it is not his habit to bind himself to universal or general rules,
universalia vel perpetualia, because rules can be disrupted in particular cases
(2.13.14). However, he consistently states that a knowledge of the topics allows
orators to prepare for any case that may occur, because all cases turn upon
general questions. Indefinite questions arise without reference to persons, time,
or place, while definite questions involve facts, persons, and times. Indefinite
questions are always the more comprehensive, Quintilian writes, because the
definite is derived from the indefinite. In every special question or cause the
general question is implicit, because tine genus is logically prior to the species.
In other words, particular issues, persons, and objects in specific situations may
determine the purposes and intentions tiiat can be applied in these places.
Still, though, these particular issues, persons, and objects are related,
classified, defined, and compared with the general topical strategies, the
indefinite methods that can be applied in definite circumstances.
The melding of the general and the specific can also be considered in terms
of stasis. Each cause, each discussion of a particular person, place, or time,
has a fundamental ground, status (3.4.1). This ground or basis is where dispute
or controversy takes place, and Quintilian discusses at length the various kinds
of status that can occur (5-103). In chapter seven he narrows in on the class of
causes concerned with praise and blame. This class of oratory is practical, he
writes. Funeral orations are a duty for Roman citizens. Each landed persons
should be able to "praise tiie character of the accused," and speeches in praise
of gods and heroes are frequently called for by the public (3.7.1-5).
Regardless of the topic or time, Quintilian writes, the purpose of panegyric is
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to amplify and embellish its themes. When praising others, it is sometimes more
useful or advantageous to trace a person's life and deeds in chronological
order, praising their natural gifts as a youngster, then their progress at school,
and finally the whole course of their life, words as well as deeds (3.7.6-15). This
is a general strategy to engage any situation; the abstract guides the particular.
Rhetoric is a practical science for the good' when we can express assignmerrts
in terms of general and specific demands, in contexts that unify the unbounded
and indefinite with the bound and definite.
These are topical strategies for constructing contexts, and it is an awareness
of the constructed nature of contexts that is lacking in early CCCs and A Guide.
Although the constituted bases of these textual places become increasingly
acknowledged in subsequent editions of these these publications, the topics do
not appear as a means to make these contexts. The topics are implicitly used,
but these unexpressed strategies are less operative than they would be if
acknowledged more completely.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Transforming Situations When Constructing Contexts
One of the most importarrt ideas offered in education this century is for students
and teachers to focus on the situations where knowledge is produced and
received. This concern emerges from a variety of sources, including the
pragmatic philosophy of John Dewey and the instructional practices of Maria
Montessori. Paulo Freire more recently claims that learning processes can be
improved when the material, cultural, and political environments are
acknowledged and made problematic through analysis. Many teachers
consequently encourage students to define problems in a particular context
We ask students to consider how factors and elements in specific situations
influence the ways we think, act, and learn. These investigations into the
symbolic relationships that exists across and within particular contexts can lead
to transfomiations of knowledge, selves, and processes of education.
This interrogation of the scene, or contexts, allows for transformations that
Kenneth Burke ascribes to contextual definitions, but we also engage his
paradox of substance and motivational ambiguities during these processes.
The paradoxes and ambiguities remain relatively unacknowledged when
authors cite the transformative power of contextual analysis, and when context
sanctions methods of research that reduce ambiguity. For example, James
Berlin analyzes historical situations to suggest how students can develop
precise understanding of texts. The more we understand about the "historical
contexT of a text, the more precise we can be in our writing and "the less
indetemninate [a text] becomes" ("Rhetorics" 130). This precision emerges from
rigorous definitions and analyses of how the author's purposes and strategies
are influenced by the political, cultural, and economic factors in a particular time
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and place in history, in the context or setting where the text is produced. Berlin
admits many possible relationships among the elements of these textual and
historical situations, but his phrase is characteristic of much discourse in our
profession: The potential ambiguity of situations can be reduced with the term
context
Yet confext itself has a history of ambiguity. Some of these indeterminacies
emerge when we consider Burke's etymological work in the Grammar of
Motives. Burke does an etymology to offer generative and paradoxical ideas of
context I do an etymology of context to generate methods for discovering some
dimensions of these places and to account for the paradoxical processes of
contextual definitions. We can account for the reductions, paradoxes,
borrowings, and deterministic ideas of context by acknowledging how rhetorical
topics and figurative language are means to make contexts. When these
rhetorical strategies are understood as faculties to construct contexts,
compositionists can mediate ideas of context that arise from the social sciences.
These notions begin when Bronislaw Malinowski dismisses rhetoric and
etymology in the construction of contexts of situation, and when C. K. Ogden
and I. A. Richards develop ideas of context that are influenced by stimulusresponse models of behavioral psychology. Certainly, some material,
economic, and cultural contexts are pre-existing and determining of some of our
actions. However, if the figurative nature of contexts is forgotten, we lose the
generative powers that figures can provide-a power we need to reference the
shifting relationships among readers, writers, texts, and surrounding
circumstances.
These generative powers are evident in Burke's complication of context His
dramatistic method characterizes the scene-act ratio as one of container and
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Contained; a scene contains an act. and the actions should be fit for the scene
(3). Scene has traditionally been defined by the term substance. Burke does
an etymology of substance to show how this word arises from the stance family,
and how the term refers to both the intrinsic and extrinsic nature of things. A
substance supports or underlies a thing; it is part of that item's context "And a
thing's context, being outside or beyond the thing, would be something that the
thing is not {23: italics in original).
These metaphysical complications become problems in theories and
practices of writing. Because important ideas of confext arise from the social
sciences, many uses of context in composition suggest places tiiat are clearly
defined, situations that can be accessed by all who use language. As we
consider the idea of confexf from Burke's etymology, we see how the term is
used unproblematically to suggest problematic situations. For example,
students analyze how specific texts may meet particular purposes, but these
analyses are grounded in or linked with potentially unlimited frames of
reference.
Compositionists limit ambiguity by denoting as clearly as possible the
dimensions, persons, and purposes in particular situations, but an analysis of
tiiese motives, agents, and settings leads to ambiguous and problematic
reductions. We enter Burke's motivational ambiguities. This entrance requires
the resources for ambiguity that he puts forth (xix). We need terms that revealnot conceal-ambiguity. Ideas of confexf tend to reduce ambiguity when the
paradox of substance is ignored. Burke writes that substance is traditionally
used to suggest what a thing is, but this term also suggests what a tiling is not
For example, the phrase 'a man of substance' has botii interior and exterior
references. This person is defined by the environment as well as by his
personal character. Consequentiy. tiie intrinsic \s defined by the extrinsic (24).
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The claims for what people are get defined in terms of scene, environment,
context-in tenns of what they are not
These negative definitions and identifications manifest perhaps most
powerfully in discussions about theology. Burke writes that with Spinoza, God
becomes a context for nature. God-and-nature are the context for human action.
Thinking contextually, Spinoza held that each single object in the universe is
'defined' (determined, limited, bounded) by the other things that surround if
(25). Spinoza argued that we should consider each thing in terms of its lotal
context, the universal scene as a whole" (25). These contextual definitions lead
to a negative theology, a spiritual framework with no situation beyond it. "For
nature was everything~an6 beyond everything, considered as a totality, there
could be nothing to serve as its contexT (25).
When we refer to everything. Burke argues, our purposes are infinite,
indefinite, undetermined, and indeterminate. To consider an entire context \s to
consider the infinite (25). However, composition scholars sometimes refer to
everything wWn the term context We frequently do so for definite purposes and
with determinate, finite claims. The phrase from Berlin manifests this contextual
paradox; Berlin suggests that we can fomnulate an idea of "the entire rhetorical
context in any given discourse situation" by studying the production and
reception of discourse in specific historical settings ("Poststructuralism" 468). He
uses context inappropriately as a God-tenn to suggest a place not bracketed by
wider, more general regions in experience. This notion arises, I believe, from
the desire to suggest situations full of complexities, but situations that can be
sufficiently reduced to achieve methodological and pedagogical precision.
Other research methods in composition are informed by similar ideas and
configured with similar language. Janice Lauer and Jim Asher write, for
example, that ethnographic research focuses on "entire environments" by
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"looking at subjects in context" (39). This is a helpful notion, one that the
authors link with the theories of phenomenology and the disciplines of
anthropology and sociology. This case-study methodology allows researchers
to "identify and define the whole environment they plan to study" (41). Sonja
Foss similarly claims that rhetorical analysis can lead to the construction of
entire contexts. A writer "completes" a reconstruction of context by linking the
rhetor with an occasion and audience (28). Corresponding ideas appear in the
"contextual analysis" assignment of one writing program. Students are
encouraged to expand their analyses of personal experiences in the first essay
to consider the various perspectives that different persons have atxsut a
particular issue. "In this essay," the teacher writes, "you'll examine those
viewpoints as well as the whole context of the issue" {Guide 1994:159).
Students are encouraged to "go beyond the general understanding they
already have" by presenting different perspectives, by offering the "whole
context of the issue" (159).
These ideas may be helpful and well-intentioned attempts to reduce
confusion and focus objectives while accounting for the complexities found
across riietorical situations. Still, though, these explications abridge some of
the more difficult implications that emerge when we consider the complexity of
experience: Any 'whole context' is interconnected with larger situations, as
Burke suggests. These concentric contexts are paradoxical because we must
define 'things' In terms of what they are not, in terms of the surounding factors
and influences.
These definitions become even more complex when we consider a common
way to construct contexts in composition-through the notion of purpose.
Purpose is frequently used as a means to calibrate the complexities of context.
This productive idea is complicated when we recall how Cicero's active notion
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of contexo is reduced by Quintllian; active connotations vanish when the tenri is
located in texts and in speeches. Burice treats the reduction of an active to
passive when considering the motivation of particular acts. When the
motivations of acts or purposes are defined contextually in terms of the scene,
or the confext then the actions and purposes lose choice; they become passive.
" mo consider an act in terms of its grounds is to consider it in temns of what it is
not, namely, in terms of motives that, in acting on the active, would make it a
passive" (40). The passive notions of confext remain common when we suggest
that writers place their perspectives and research 'in contexf-instead of
suggesting that writers can create contexts that support their purposes. When
acts or purposes are determined by their grounds or contexts, then active
connotations of these terms fade. When action fades, education and agency
become more difficult.
Freire offers another dimension for these dilemmas. For Freire, passive
terms are problematic terms. "When a word is deprived of its dimensions of
action," he writes, "reflection automatically suffers as well. It becomes an empty
word, one which cannot denounce the worid, for denunciation is impossible
without a commitment to transform, and there is no transformation without
action" (69). Context is frequently used as a passive notion by compositionists
at the same time that context is referenced to transform a range of activities.
These claims are incompatible. Indeed, in one of the few passages where
Cicero does not use contexo actively, the term suggests a detemnined
relationship, where no free-choice exists (De Fata 31-32). Freire is also
concerned with particular settings for learning, but he stresses the need to
relate these particular circumstances with wider realms of meaning. "We must
never merely discourse on the present situation" (77). We should also
investigate "generative themes" that may allow us to transcend limiting
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situations (78). This transcendence can occur when we move "from the general
to the particular" (84). I t)elieve this movement requires more refined notions of
the relationships that exist between the specific and the general. These
relationships emerge in the first rhetorical uses of context
In this chapter I argue that Burke's reduction and paradox, as well as Freire's
generative frames, are instances of how topical strategies and figurative
language can link classical rhetoric with critical pedagogy: Classical notions of
topical invention are a means to reduce situational factors when constructing
situations, and Freire's demand to reference the more general sites when
problematizing particular settings can be explained in terms of Cicero's topics.
We can convert our intrinsic purposes with the extrinsic situations by negotiating
problematic ideas in terms of the rhetorical topics. We can discover where the
fundamental stasis occurs in each situation, where some participants in the
dialectic will not assent to alternative views, where temporal constraints restrict
choice, and where the subject at hand requires particular styles of discourse.
This topical and tropical sense of contexts can mediate the invocation of context
from the social sciences by revitalizing the classical awareness of how contexts
are invented and not just detennined. We need to contextualize our purposes,
and these rhetorical strategies begin with the first rhetorical uses of contexo.
Context is of course one word among many that suggest situations. If one
temri is singled out for close analysis, as Burke writes, this focus allows a
dissociation from cultural or political trends with which the term is associated
(xviii). I attempt to dissociate context from the social sciences and to situate the
term in rhetoric. I do so because the terni adjudicates meaning and evaluates
prose (as I have demonstrated) and sanctions methods for teaching and
research (as I will demonstrate).
This chapter centers on three problems with context as situation: 1) we
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reduced a wide range of dimensions in complex situations and call these
places contexts; 2) we acknowledge that contexts determine meaning and
shape writing strategies without admitting how believing in these ideas limits
rhetorical choices; 3) we cite the transformational power of contexts as
situations but do not acknowledge the paradoxical implications of contextual
definitions. These problems deserve more detail before I return to analyzing
how context appears and is applied in the professional and curricular discourse
of composition studies.

Reducing Complexity, Determining Choice, Transforming Situations
Context is a complicated word because it denotes potentially everything in the
universe. This complexity manifests for writing teachers because, as Jonathan
Culler argues, meaning is context-bound, but contexts are boundless (123).
Compositionists recognize these potentially boundless situations and enact a
preliminary reduction by concentrating on relationships among writers, readers,
topics, and contexts. These relationships are investigated largely in terms of
rhetorical purpose or aims. For example. James Kinneavy acknowledges the
tremendous range of contexts, and he argues that we must investigate the
psychological, cultural, social, physical motivations for communication in these
contexts (22-23). For Burke, however, purpose loses much active sense when
placed into dialectic with ttie scene. All scenes, or contexts, have a
circumference, a conceptual boundary. "In a sense, every circumference, no
matter how far reaching its reference, is a reduction" (96). These reductions are
metonymies. We reduce the non-veriaal to the verbal; the incorporeal is defined
in terms of the corporeal; the intangible is defined in tenns of the tangible (9697). We use metonymies when we reduce a complex anray of circumstance into
a series of details we call ajntexts. These reductions elide the complexities that
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contexts suggest. Classical notions of metonymy can be applied to explain
contexts more rhetorically~to account for paradox and ambiguity.
Theorists acknowledge that contexts determine meaning and shape writing
strategies without admitting how these ideas limit rhetorical choices. If
situations dictate appropriate language, rhetoricians have limited agency in
these settings. Kinneavy takes a middle position in this dilemma by noting that
the aims of discourse are determined partly by the "cultural context and the
situational contexT and partly by the aims of the writer (49). Other writers are
more determined with their claims. One linguist suggests in a 1963 CCCs
article that the contexts or situations surrounding speech events are ""the
detemnining feature" for meaning (Richard 95). Patricia Bizzell and Bruce
Herzt}erg argue that the Sophists believed knowledge is shaped by social
convention. If persons are unable to "transcend" their cultural and historical
situations, "then whatever people can know must also be context-bound" (23).
The importance of scene and context a\so inform theories of social construction.
However, if confexf determines meaning, we loose riietorical

power. We should

recall the original rhetorical notions of contexo as a verb; this active construction
allows for agency in situations. Contexts as situations need to be continually reimagined; relationships need to be perceived in the most generative way. We
generate and configure these places with the rhetorical strategies of definitions,
classifications, and causal, temporal, and spatial relationships.
Scholars cite the transformational power of contexts as situations but do not
acknowledge the paradoxical implications of contextual definitions. Burke
argues tiiat contextual definitions are transformative because the inside and the
outside change places, because we define a thing in terms of what surrounds it.
in tenns of what it is not. These relationships are explicitiy ironic and thoroughly
tropologic. Scholars later refer to the "transforming" powers of contexts as
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situations without acknowledging the paradox of this definition and the
figurative nature of contexts. For example, one writer suggests in a 1965 CCC
article that composition students can perceive a '^ansformation" of experience
by attending to two kinds of contexts -one comprised of personal experience
and one constituted by academic subject matter (Rohman 108). This idea may
be helpful to manage complexity, but it reduces the world into discrete parts that
can be easily managed by teachers and students—a metonymic, or tropological
move. Another transformation occurs when a professor critiques composition
courses as oppressive to students in 1970. Louis Kampf does so to claim that if
tiie "social contexT of required English courses were changed, writing abilities
would be "transformed" (248). Similarly, editors of A Student's Guide explain
these transformations when referring to situations for analysis. Rhetorical
analysis is inti'oduced to the Guide in 1990; this task can "change the way
[students] view the world" (103).
These notions of context help explain complex ideas of experience for novice
writers, but these notions sever experience into manageable chunks that can
divorce rhetorical invention from rhetorical histories: contexo is for Cicero a
strategy to weave the abstract with the particular, the general with the specific,
the theoretical witii the historical- Context is not simply a place that contains
meaning.

Transforming Situations as Context in Professional Discourse
In the previous chapter I analyzed how teachers and editors use context as an
evaluative term to refer to the relationship among words in speech and writing.
Contextstands-in, as I.A. Richards suggests, for an array of textual
circumstances that do not appear in student writing: student essays are effective
when tiiese writers orient their prose to the contexts of the assignment, but
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these contexts are generally not explained. The tenn does unexamined
evaluative work in our profession.
In this section I analyze how the evaluative notions of textual contexts
accompany ideas of contexts as situations. Context functions in increasingly
important ways throughout the twenty year history of the CCCs that I examine
below. The term is deployed in the 1960s to suggest how teachers can
transfomn courses, improve instruction, and enact political, social, and personal
change. However, none of the following writers admit the grammatical
paradoxes and ambiguities that the term suggests. These incongmities are
important precisely because of Anne Berthoff's 1971 claim that rhetoric and
composition be made more philosophical, more professional (24). A
philosophical basis for composition must account for some of tine dilemmas that
accompany a term that does so much work in composition.
Context is used to suggest how situations beyond texts determine meaning
and style discourse, to convey tiansformations

in classroom practices, and to

imply some difficulties with perception and understanding. Context becomes an
increasingly powerful term for our discipline because it is used to suggest
ethical and unethical practices of language. Teachers are more ethical and
effective the more tiney understand and become sensitive to the material,
cultural, and psychological circumstances that students bring to the classroom
and that surround particular events, issues, and processes.
Malinowski develops the idea of a context of situation in 1923, and this
notion appears in the first edition of College Composition and Communication
(1950). However, these ideas are not explained with any detail for several
years; the term suggests a complex yet relatively unproblematic situation, a
literal place where language occurs. There are also a series of vanishings in
each of tiiese examples: tiie tropical nature of tiiese places is frequently denied,
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and rhetorical ideas are often omitted from these explications as scholars in
communications, speech, and linguistics develop ideas of confext that are more
aligned with the social sciences than with rhetorical histories.
In the first instance, for example, participants in a conference workshop on
communications suggest that all forms of writing and speech be considered in
the "manifold context of life." Teachers and students should analyze and classify
these language forms according to "the social contexT ("Objectives 4A 17). The
various dimensions of these contexts remain unexplained and unexamined. A
more explicit expansion of contexts from the order of words in texts to the
situations sun-ounding the generation and reception of texts begins with
linguists and ethnographers. This extension first occurs in 1953-ironically
without the use of context Students in communications courses are
encouraged to Investigate the actions of particular community organizations.
These observations provide students the opportunity to begin with the "global"
and then work "into the local scene" ("Use" 88). The students also examine
their own communities by observing the variety of language habits that manifest
in these cultural situations-local and regional dialects, vocational vocabularies,
idiomatic expressions. These processes lead students to see the value of
personal observation of "live language situations," an act that increases their
awareness of the significance of language in human affairs (88-89).
An additional ethnographic purpose occurs in the following edition, and the
tropologic nature of these places begin to appear~a fact that remains
unacknowledged. Irving Lee describes a case study of how an academic
committee makes decisions. These decisions are more effectively and
efficiently discovered when issues such as class-sizes and budgets are
presented in specific ways. A particular problem is more immediately
understood if this dilemma is presented "in the context of a specific, dated
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situation (rather than something hypothetical)" (117). Context here reduces
indeterminacy; an intangible dilemma becomes more tangible with this
metonymic move. A problem is exemplified and made more concrete with the
notion of context
The idea that context determines purpose reappears when one professor
describes some of Vne historical aims of rhetoric in 1954. This discussion
places rhetoric in tiie service of philosophy and thereby diminishes the ideal of
humanitas. Henry Sams details some fundamental ideas about rhetoric and
then suggests some research tiiat might be carried out by experts in this
discipline. Sams first defines riietoric as a situational art. "A work of rhetoric
includes in its essential strategy the historical situation in which it was
presented" (60). This situation can be recovered from around Lincoln's
inaugural addresses, for example, as one discovers some of the circumstances
in which the speech occurred. Rhetorical scholars should investigate as much
of the cultural, economic, and political situation as possible. Rhetoric is also
practical, Sams writes. "Rhetoric is assimilated and shaped by the philosophies
which It serves. One must study carefully to know what happens to a given
rhetorical Idea when It is transplanted from one philosophical context to
anotiier" (60). Rhetoric Is here determined by the philosophical situation; this
diminished notion of rhetoric Is shaped by larger philosophical forces.
This notion that context can determine meaning is reinforced in 1955 when
students in a communications course are encouraged to consider how body
gestures can affect tiie meaning of speech. These reinforcements also act
tropologlcally. Thomas Dunn puts forth these views by first recalling the many
disciplinary Influences for a communications course (31). Psychology,
philology, anthropology, and philosophy inform the study of communications.
Students should be aware of tiiese many Influences. Moreover, students
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should consider "contextual" clues when determining meaning in speech
circumstances (37). These clues include "items in the physical setting, body
gestures, muscle sets, and tone of voice" that detennine meaning (37). Context
functions metonymically here, because, as Burke argues, this trope functions to
reduce a situation or scene to its "corresponding bodily equivalents" {Grammar
506-507). Dunn links context with observable items in a particular setting; the
multiple meanings that might be gleaned from these settings are ignored. This
omission enhances the Idea that contexts are givens, not inventions.
Negative attitudes about journalism and a distrust of language are topics for
an article where context figures as a conceptual apparatus in 1956. These
contexts are consti^ucted with analogies and metaphors, demonstrating again
the rhetorical nature of these situations. One conference participant suggests,
for example, that negative notions about journalism-ideas of sensationalism,
mistrust, and distortion-take shape in "contextual circles" {Attitudes 139). The
"outer ring" of one such contextual circle is comprised of a distrust of language.
"As our respect for scientists and tine language of science grows, our respect for
our own poor efforts at communication declines" (139). A second contextual
circle is made by a newspaper's inclusion into electronic, mass communication
(139). Newspapers have lost respect by being associated with television,
participants argue. The idea of context functions here to illustrate changes in a
profession; the term is a container where actions occur.
One professor suggests in 1959 that humanism offers an antidote to the
powers of science, but he indirectly repudiates composition and he styles an
inappropriate context when doing so. Edward Grier writes that the only sound
humanism is one based on the culture of this country. English departments
should therefore teach literature. A teacher with a literary text in class can
position the text "in its total historical context" by relating the work to the culture
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in which It arose, and can explore its relations to the cunrent cultural situation
(71). This positing of context ignores Burke's paradox as the term does
increasingly important work for literature. The idea of a total context' suggests
a positivistic place that is fully recoverable and fully operative in the explication
of meaning.
More recent articles recapitulate the complaints about composition that occur
in virtually every edition of this journal, and one such lament admits the infinite
nature of contexts. Gordon Wilson argues in 1961 for a "Iransformation ... of
the humanistic course" (27). This transformation can be effected in part with a
rhetorical analysis of literary texts. This analysis can improve writing, speaking,
and listening abilities, Wilson writes. However, these three language abilities
would require viewing and dealing with all three language acts "In so many
contexts that the course would be endless" (32). Wilson then limits these
contexts to the time allotted to the course: This teacher reduces contexts to
those elements of situations that can be addressed during a semester. This
practical move introduces purpose into the configuration of contexts: these
situations are more expedient than analytic, however: they are limited and
determined by time.
The first theoretical complication of context occurs in 1963 when Jerry
Richard identifies how linguistic study focuses on the intonation of speech for
determining meaning. When doing so he acknowledges how context is
nevertheless difficult to determine, but he doesn't acknowledge how the
rhetorical topics are involved in this process. Moreover, Richard begins a
decade long complication of the term by linguists-complications that are
generally ignored when compositionists begin using the term with more
frequency in the 1970s.
Richard admits how linguists' concern for speech intonation creates a "blind
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spot in cunrent linguistic study" (95). He suggests this obscurity can be cleared
up with more attention to the situations where discourse occurs, to the
circumstances surrounding discursive events. This attention to circumstance
shows how context determines meaning. The situations surrounding speech
events is "the determining feature" for meaning (95). As an example of this
detennining force. Richard considers how the word "White House" will suggest
different meanings in Washington D. C. than in other cities. Each phrase has a
context, and "whatever potential ambiguity the phrase possesses is resolved
not by the intonational differences but by the contexf (96). Richard then offers
an ironic notion of context while again admitting the difficulty of figuring out how
contexts work to determine meaning. "If it is context that always determines
meaning then the problem may be reduced to the proportions of, say, gravity:
we may need to worry atx)ut it only when it Is absenf (97). He admits that he
can not figure out how context can be analyzed~"beyond acknowledging its
role" (97). These ideas begin to address the complexity that the temri carries,
but Richard drops the dilemma he raises. And witii good reason: we cannot
analyze everytiiing.
This mysterious yet causal nature of context, the determining yet undefinable
notion of these places, is explored further In 1964. These questions remain
unanswered, however. Robert Stockwell also admits the ironic nature of these
places. He acknowledges Richard's concern about this issue to again admit
that complexities remain witin ideas of contexts. Stockwell acknowledges that
contexts need not be linguistic, and this fact introduces new complexity to
syntactic arrangements. He wonders how context enables grammarians to
resolve the ambiguity of particular sentences. The diversity of contexts creates
dilemmas that can only be answered "by guess, by example, and by prayer"
(57). Because contexts are potentially infinite, they must be reduced to a more
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manageable notion. Stockwell's use of guess and prayer imply the subjective
and inexplicable methods by which these reductions may be carried out
The linguistic influence continues the same year as Kenneth Pike refers to
his field-work in linguistics to offer writing tasks for students in composition
courses. When doing so he offers progressively complex ideas of the temn.
arguing how contexts exist as a field of experience beyond the text Pike uses
the classical analogy of weaving to suggest the complexity of contexts as
situations. Pike first suggests that learning academic discourse is in some ways
similar to learning a foreign language. "A composition style foreign to a
beginning student... must be learned as a foreign language is learned"
{Linguistic 82; italics in original). We do this by allowing the students to hear
how language may be used in various kinds of discursive circumstances. The
first instance of context in this article carries a narrow connotation. Students
are encouraged to consider how different items in an event or story might be
substituted, and how these substitutions might affect the outcome of the story or
event Students then describe "various kinds of patterns or contexts in which
the item ... is expected to occur" (84). He then complicates this idea by
suggesting that a "total situation [is] an intricate web of intersecting elements no
one of which can be clearly separated from the others" (88).
This same linguist writes in the next edition of CCC how observers add parts
of themselves to the data and situations that they are investigating ("Beyond"
129). These ideas will lead to one of the most complex notions of contexts —the
nine-field tagmemlcs. Pike admits how he believes that grammatical structures
lie beyond the sentence. He suggests that these structures can be perceived
spatially as particles, waves, and fields. He uses context in place of field when
analyzing a poem (133). The word context becomes a metaphorical field that
can determine possible meanings.
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The transformative potential of contexts arise in 1965 when a professor
discusses prewriting. Gordon Rohman introduces the first of several instances
where context begins to do more powerful work in professional discourse, as
the term is imbued with increasing power and potential. Rohman also
demonstrates Burke's transformational notions of ayntextual definitions: The
intrinsic, or the personal, can be transferred into the extrinsic, or the subject
context Rohman identifies this process of composing as one where a writer is
confronted with an occasion that allows an event to be converted into an
experience. An occasion "presents the writer with two contexts to discover: the
'subject context.or the things about a subject or event that can be gleaned
from sources. A second, more important context, is the "personal context: that
special combination of words" that lead to the construction of distinguished,
insightful essays (108). Rohman argues that "good" writing is characterized by
writers who find their "personal context within the subject contexf (108). This
discovery involves a kind of conversion, so that a personal context can be
experienced within a subject context. "The writer gropes for those words that
will trigger this transformation" (108). This melding of contexts allows students
to become better writers and self-actualized persons (112). The term is aligned
witii a transformative power, but Burke's contextual paradox remains
unacknowledged.
Context works to suggest increasingly methodological powers by 1966; the
term is introduced to suggest how writers mediate the general and the specific,
the abstract and the concrete. These discussions are influenced by research
findings in socio-linguists. The following instance is central to my argument that
students can make the metonymic ti-ansfer from general to specific with the
rhetorical topics. Paul Rogers describes this process by noting the poor writing
tiiat emerges when students use too many absti-acti'ons and generalizations In
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essays. This style of writing results from a variety of cultural, familial, and
linguistic factors, he suggests. Perception can nonetheless be sharpened to
offset these habits. "All language, of course, is to some degree abstract, and a
high level of abstraction may be defensible, even indispensable. When the
context demands specific, concrete phrasing, however, ... it can be provided
only by a person capable of concrete perception" (25). We attend to a fraction
of the elements in raw experience, he writes. Rogers then offers suggestions
for students to more actively attend to phenomenological processes, to check
their unwan-antable abstractions (26-29). Context is not defined in Rogers's
passage, but it is used in this instance to suggest how the specific Is more
important than the abstract. This idea becomes more common in the 1970s and
1980s; indeed, a concern for the abstract disappears as the abstract becomes
increasingly associated with unethical practices in research, teaching, and
writing.
The most complex notion of context as situation to date occurs in 1968 when
E. M. Jennings investigates ideas of creativity and discovery. He does so by
relying on topical strategies and tropical language, and he puts forth some
ironic notions of the concept. Jennings argues that classical ideas of invention
are generally not helpful for students. These writers can discover more helpful
methods to investigate issues and ideas if they can dissolve the preconceptions
they have accumulated through their extended use of cliches, of familiar words
for familiar experiences. Jennings suggest that numbed preconceptions can be
invigorated by attending to contexts, but these situations are artaitrary and
difficult to identify: "A context is nottiing more tiian an arbitrary classification
whose controlling limits are as wide as the classifier's experience" (194). A
single context, or frame of reference, is neariy impossible to determine because
of the multiple associations we make with other frames of reference (195).
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Attempts to classify the boundaries of contexts remain "more suggestive than
rigorous," he writes. We identify new contexts by using analogical relationships
with familiar frames of reference. If we recognize the experience on which a
context is based, we can identify some frames of reference that can precede
and inhibit discovery (196).
Jennings suggests that contexts are classifications that have been created
during personal experiences, how memory of past events can affect the
understanding of present events-ideas that I. A. Richards developed eariier in
the century. For Jennings, the movement from one context to another is
"controlled by preceding frames of reference" (197). Although the familiarity of
context hampers discovery, it is nonetheless possible to manipulate contexts
and to choose which contexts we want to associate with particular experiences.
"The juxtaposition of apparently unrelated contexts is a condition that leads to
discovery" (200). He suggests a "great middle ground between these hypersubjective and hyper-objective horizons," a "fruitful plain where unique
personality confronts the commonplace." Writers must infer and interpret
experience in these places, and then return to the classical models of inventio
to help convey these perceptions to readers (200). These complex ideas of the
term are generally not acknowledged by other writers; his article receives no
comment in subsequent editions.
The transformational powers of context are increasingly recognized in the
early 1970s-without an acknowledgment of tiie paradox of context
Tropological or analogical reasoning contributes to critical thinking by enabling
individuals to shift between specific and more general situations, Rotjert Coles
writes, but he also uses the notion of a total context that Burke dismisses. Coles
describes a sequence of writing assignments for students. He makes these
assignments "nonsense" because they prompt students to consider new
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relationships between words and meaning, to see language as fundamental to
experience. He aims to jolt students from conformity. The assignments pose "a
series of problems or questions which in their total context mockingly invalidate
the pat answer, the conventional response" (28). Coles contrives to make
students uncomfortable "with the dead security of an inherited conception of
language which will not meet the worid they are asked to experience in the
course" (29). He asks students to consider why they came to college, to
speculate "on the meaning of college education in the context" of their own lives
(29-30). These tasks lead to understanding how students locate themselves in
experience with language, how they make the "plural 1" (34). These are topical
questions.
Context is used for more transformative work In this same year as writers
argue about the ethical, political, and intellectual value of composition courses.
Anne Bertiioff questions how tiie teaching of English can be made more
philosophical. She does so because Louis Kampf authored a previous CCC's
article to suggest tiiat composition should be eliminated from college curricula.
Kampf uses context to do ethical work in tills argument. "Teaching
composition, we all know, is a task best left to Graduate Students, women and
assorted other peons," Kampf argues (245). This required course suggests to
students tiiat communications is a specialized area of expertise, instead of a
general power of humans in a "social context" (247). Composition disqualifies
many students from success, he writes, because English teachers maintain the
class system: "they help to support an oppressive system" (248). The skills
taught in composition serve not tiie students but ratiier the institution tiiat
oppresses them. "This does not make correct writing and speech oppressive In
themselves. Given a different social context, their use might be significantly
transformed" (248-249). Recognizing that composition will continue, Kampf
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asks his readers to consider how to "change the social context within which they
are taughf (248-249). These English courses should become "part of a
resistance culture" that questions how language abilities certify and enforce
social stratification (249).
The weaknesses of composition course are admitted by another professor of
writing, and this weakness prompts a borrowing from other disciplines. Janice
Lauer suggests that teachers of composition look to psychology for new ideas
about how to discover ideas in writing classrooms because classical ideas of
rhetorical invention remain as unused as they where when Ramus removed ars
invention from rhetoric (395). Unless teachers and textbook writers investigate
solutions to the "composition problem" from beyond the field of English, and
beyond even the area of rhetoric, then confusion will continue, she writes.
Teachers "will find themselves wandering in an endless maze" (396). Lauer
then offers a lengthy bibliography about heuristics that arise from psychology to
re-invigorate classical ideas of rhetorical invention.
Berttioff turns these two articles into a context for her arguments about
problem solving. She does so by arguing that teachers should consider the
relationships among their course and their students' lives. Berthoff criticizes
Kampf for dismissing psychological issues and Lauer for obviating political
issues in their treatments of composition. "Those who set themselves the
problem of what to do with English composition proceed by way of converting
English composition itself into a problem," she writes (237). Berthoff refers to
Freire, Montessori, and Richards to stress how language forms the nexus
between society and knowledge, a juncture which must be examined (237240). She suggests that the "social contexT of English composition courses
must be understood in "philosophical" terms. These understandings will arise
when teachers help create a place for reading and writing in stijdents' lives, by
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"creating a social context for such a study" (240). The construction of these
places means that English teachers need to define the common ground of all
school work, of ail disciplines. This undertaking is philosophical precisely
because it is concerned with the "juncture of public, personal, social, individual"
(240). She suggests that teachers will need help with this task-Montessori, and
Freire's notions of problematizing the existential situation (241). "We need to
investigate beyond the field of English," she writes. English teachers should
join students to rediscover "the reality of our common lives; the critical
assessment of the language which builds our knowledge of the world is the
primary step in that transformation" (241).
Berthoff here is intimating what Cicero explicitly states: Rhetoricians must
account for general, wide areas of learning through the integrating powers of
the rhetorical tropics and tropes. Contextualizing Involves rhetorical strategies
when we view these places as sites that can be woven into other, more general
sites. These weavings are made with topical strategies; these strategies are
enacted with tropical language~as Corbett argues in a 1963 CCC article.
Students have much to gain. Corbett writes, from the "close tie-up between
figures of thought and the logical topics" (164).
Confexf functions in increasingly important ways throughout this 20-year
history of the CCCs: We can transfomi courses, improve teaching and writing,
and enact political, social, and personal change by attending to the contexts
where knowledge is produced. None of these writers admit the grammatical
paradoxes and ambiguities that the terms suggests, however. These
incongruities are important precisely because Berthoff suggests that we make
rhetoric and composition more philosophical. A philosophical assessment of
writing practices will ax»unt for the incongruities that notions of context
present for teachers-of writing. Some of these incongruities manifest in tiie
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curncular discourse of one writing program.

Context as Situation in Writing Curricula
The temn context gains increasing importance with each edition of A Students
Guide to Rrst Year Composition, just as it does in the CCCs. The temn suggests
the background or more abstract issues in some instances, and it suggests the
particular or more concrete issues in other instances. The word works causally
by suggesting how rhetorical effects may occur in particular settings, but these
explications do not acknowledge the complexities that Ogden and Richards
develop with their causal notions of context Certainly, most of these
complications do not need to be acknowledged to first-year university students.
Still, these assignments offer more examples of how the paradox and irony of
confextua/definitions are glossed while contexts are posited as identifiable
places that can be fully reproduced in prose. The following are also examples of
how we forget Burke's warning to never accept a motivation reduction to a
simple cause (101). The increasingly transformative powers associated with
context demonstrate the power we invest in the word.
The term first appears in the Guide in 1980 to suggest the effectiveness of
writing: an essay is assessed in part by how well the writer meets the demands
of a relatively undefined context This textual or evaluative context is expanded
in 1986 when editors refer to the general situation, the "historical contexf of an
issue (92). By 1990, context becomes a part of the theory for English 101. The
term suggests how situations shape the relationships of meaning among
writers, readers, and topics. A "Rhetorical Analysis" essay enters into the Guide
in 1990 as well. This kind of essay prompts students to assess situations as
contexts, and editors claim that this process can transform how students view
the world. Writing gains an additional tiransformative power in 1992, when
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editors establish a distinction t)etween two kinds of prose production. When
students '^uiiy participate in the conversation" that their topics suggest these
students can enact "knowledge transformatiorf (31).
The first instance of context as situation ocajrs in the introduction to a
"Documented Argumenf essay in 1986. Editors suggest heuristic questions for
students who are drafting essays. These writers are encouraged to consider
the "situation the essay responds to. What background or context needs to be
presented?" (90). This example is complimented the following year, when
editors refer to a passage from a St Martin's Guide. This text lists subjects
appropriate for a documented argument These subjects may include some
danger to public health, social order, or the environment. Another subject
would be to consider "the historical context of some current issue" and an
important current event (1987:92). This same explanation continues for the
following two years, but these instances are not explained: Context is a
commonplace term; Guide editors appear to assume that readers know what a
context may be without admitting the complexity of the idea.
A significant change occurs in 1990, when context becomes part of the
theoretical explication of English 101. This appearance centers on a causal, or
determinative power of context-a category that Burke and Hayden White
classify as metonymic (505-506; 72). The opinions and perceptions of students
are shaped by the surrounding contexts, but these students can influence these
situational constraints by projecting their purposes and intentions outward to
particular readers. Guide editors had since 1979 described the general goals of
each writing course in tiie composition program, noting how English 101 is
designed for students to produce expository, analytic, and persuasive essays.
Editors add to these descriptions in 1987 by explaining how students will be
expected to write essays "in both general and academic contexts" (12). In 1990,
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editors complement these explications by placing contexts into the theoretical
framework for the course: "The theory behind English 101 holds that writing is a
negotiation between writer, reader, text, and contexT (7). These goals require
writers to first consider their own motivations for what to say and why.
These writers then must consider the needs of their intended readers, as well
as discover an underlying structure for their ideas. Students should also
understand how discourse conventions and "social constraints shape their
ideas." Consequently, the editors write, "English 101 begins by asking writers
to look at themselves, to examine how personal experience and social contexts
have shaped their beliefs and ideas" (7). Context forms meaning here. The
causal relationships extend from the words and phrases around a particular
term to the situational elements that surround a particular topic, text, reader,
writer.
This definition of English 101 remains the same for the next four years, but
subtle changes emerge as well: The causal influence becomes increasingly
explicit: In 1995. for example, editors suggest tiiat "writing is shaped by
interactions among writers, readers, texts, and contexts" (23). In 1996, editors
write that "writing is shaped and reshaped by interactions among writers,
readers, texts, and contexts" (97). Writers should "understand how various
situational constraints shape their ideas as well as those of their readers" (97).
This theoretical explication remains in the cun'ent edition; the choices of writers
are constructed partly tiirough their own purposes and partly through contextual
influences.
Contextual Influences become more explicitly referenced in writing
assignments when the "Rhetorical Analysis" essay is introduced in 1990. This
task posits tiie idea of identifying a message "in a social text;" tiie boundaries of
texts extend outward from the printed page to include any meaningful statement
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in the wortd—musicai lyrics, posters, styles of clothes (104). This movement is
representative of a general trend in composition theories for analysis to extend
away from the text to the surrounding contexts. By analyzing these contexts, the
editors daim, students can transform the ways they view and understand the
world. The editors suggest that rhetorical analysis can occur in many settings
with many types of messages: business memos; television news broadcasts;
paintings; photographs; menus, posters; political campaigns; automobiles, and
haircuts (103). By analyzing how these communicative messages persuade
particular audiences, students can "change the way [they] view the world" (103)
— a restaurant menu can be perceived as a means for the owners to project
their reputation; movie posters can be seen as a means for producers to project
their understanding of the roles of women; a particular type of haircut can be
understood as an attempt by a person to alter the attitudes of others.
The causal influences between context as situation and writing are
reemphasized with assessment In 1993. Contexts determine meaning but
writers can determine the dimensions of context which suit their own purposes.
The editors offer a notion of context as a series of concentric rings extending
outward from students lives to increasingly complex situations in the material
and intellectual worid. Students work wittiin these contexts. I think these spatial
notions may be more aptly offered in Burkean terms by admitting the shifting
ground of Inside and outside, how we define the inside in terms of outside.
Students can transfomn their personal understandings by examining the scenic
dimensions of their lives; they can figure out where their choices are constricted
by the outer world and where they can transfonn the outer world through their
own actions.
These notions are explained in a section of the Guide that describes how to
interpret comments from teachers. Students read that they need to construct
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realistic contexts in their essays. They are advised in this section that their
essays will tse assessed in terms of the credibility and sensitivity with which they
have conceived and constructed their rhetorical situations or contexts. These
rhetorical contexts are then described as "a configuration of factors that will
shape" writing: The purposes students hope to achieve, the audiences they
address, and the image or persona they can project to establish themselves as
someone credible (28-29). A student's purpose, audience, and role as writer
are all "affected by the context that [they] both perceive and construct." The
context for student writing is defined as the relationships among the experience
at college, with their |3eers. issues in the media, and with cultural developments.
These factors "define the context within which [they] write" (29). This definition
of context as rhetorical situation is also influenced by students' perception of
audience, their presentation of self as an educated person, and the skill with
which students pursue their purpose. The editors then offer a topical contrast to
more completely explicate these ideas. Writing for a psychology professor will
be significantly different from writing to the personnel manager of a company
that may offer employment, the stijdents read. "How well you conceptualize that
context and work within it will determine the success of your writing" (28-29).
The "Rhetorical Analysis" essay is combined with a "Contextual Analysis"
essay in the following year. This combination presents more examples of how
the paradox and irony of contextual def'initons are glossed while contexts are
posited as identifiable places that can be fully reproduced in prose. Contexts
are "puzzles" that can be crafted when students consider "the breadth of an
issue" (1994; 147-149). An anecdote and analogies from speech situations are
offered to explain how students might shift from the writing purposes of the first
essay, a "Personal Exploratory" task, to the writing goals of a
Rhetorical/Contextual Analysis essay. The first kind of essay frequentiy prompts
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a passionate response to an issue. In the rhetorical analysis assignment,
students research a topic to find out what other people are saying about the
issue. Students are encouraged to join "a conversation-a det)ate.'' to be
moderators and investigators who set up particular issues (148). These
debates allow students to situate themselves after they find out what other
people have to say, and when students analyze the manner, or styles, in which
different people present their views and themselves (148). Students must read
widely for this task and they organize their findings in the following ways: They
present an overview of the various positions in the debate, explain who the
important participants are, and detail how each person's views Tits in with the
others" (149). The materials students gather "are like loose pieces in a puzzle"
(149). Their job is to arrange the puzzle pieces so that their readers "can see
the whole picture and understand how each piece fits with those around if
(149).
These are ail helpful analogies for first-year students. However, these
explanations do not account for the paradox of confexfua/definitions or for the
importance of style as an active strategy for rendering situations-the dialectical
relationship that Burke suggests in A Grammar of Motives. A dialectical
relationship in Burkean terms would admit tine shifting ground of inside and
outside, how we define inside in terms of outside. We realize how definitions of
self are constructed in terms of what we are not-in terms of the contexts around
us. This paradox of substance is fundamental for contextual tasks. It makes
writing assignments philosophical by prompting students to question how they\
forni ideas, and to consider how their ideas are formed. These tasks also
implicitly acknowledge how we can use language to constructs and configure
situations.
One such paradox is manifest in a "contextual analysis" essay when students
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are asked to apply their general knowledge of a subject, to "make it clear why it
is an issue." Students are expected to reveal two or three of the most prominent
positions associated with the issue. They read tiiat they should explain the
reasons why different groups take the stances they do (1994:264). One student,
Robert Mcewen, responds to this question by arguing that there are few
answers for the problems of violent juvenile crime. This exposition exposes the
paradox of substance.
Mcewen begins his response by citing statistics that suggest an increase in
violerrt crimes committed by teenagers. "When confronted with the question of
what is to be done, nobody has an answer," Mcewen writes. "These kids, to
most people, are always somebody else's problem" (266). Mcewen quotes a
counselor who suggests that youngsters committing these crimes come from
rough neighborhoods and homes; they are "products of their environmenf
(266). A police detective suggests tine opposite, that children from stable, more
wealthy homes commit violent acts as well. The student ponders these two
possible causes of juvenile crime and makes an ironic realization. "Does this
mean that these kids are all, in some way, connected to each other? These kids
are a product of their 'society.' Ironically, our society is not prepared to deal with
them" (266). Mcewen enters the paradox of substance because he is not sure
where motivations begin—in the individual, in the society, or in both? Nobody
has definitive answers to these questions, so the rhetorical topics remain
generative ways to continue investigations into these dilemmas. We can ask
who is involved in an issue, why they are involved, what choice they have to act.
and how tiiis action may be affected by the setting.
These questions arise from the common topics, and Burke orients these
prompts with style in The Philosophy of Literary Form to suggest strategies for
assessing situations in texts and in the worid (1). Burke draws his parior

analogy from the anthropologist Margaret Mead, and he again explains
contexts in terms of topical categories of genus and species, the reductive trope
of metonymy, and the paradox, incongruity, and causality that combine for the
making of contexts (111-116). The strategy common to all situations is genus,
he writes, and this general category must remain operative in ail situations. "I
think that what we need are active categories" (302). Editors of A Guide rely on
ethnographic analogies to explain contexts. These analogies are configured
implicitiy to suggest how language constructs situations, but tiiese strategies
can be more explicitly labeled as topics. This kind of labeling may transform the
role of rhetoric in disciplinary discussions about writing because analogies are
a strategy of similarity, an extended metaphor that is explained in rhetorical
theory and applied in practices of language.
Cicero puts forth similariy active notions of style throughout his works. I
return to one of his texts now to consider how writers might use rhetorical style
as topics and figures to construct contexts, to determine some of the dimensions
of contexts, tiiose situations tiiat are frequentiy cited as determining rhetorical
choice.

Determining Contexts with Rhetorical Topics and Style
Classical rhetorical concerns for situations manifest not as the Latin contexo,
which first denotes the weaving of things in the worid, but as language that is
appropriately clear and configured ~ the three styles of decorum, perspicere,
and ornare. Cicero uses contexo as a verb to suggest how we can use
language to entwine the worid-how, for example, orators can concoct false
charges in criminal cases, how uninterrupted time is necessary for writing an
historical text, and how philosophers combine disparate areas of learning (Pro
Reg Deiotaro 1.8; De Legibus 1.9; De Re Publica 1.16). These operative
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notions are largely lost 130 years later when Quintillan reduces conjugations of
contexo to suggest places in language where meaning is contained, and as
situations within discourse that are affected by style and memory {Institutio 8.2.
14; 11.2.2). Context comes to exist only in the relationships among words in
texts and in speech. This process reverses again in the early twentieth-century
when English scholars turn to anthropologists to examine situations where
discourse is produced. Rhetorical histories of this term, and rhetorical ideas of
topics and figures as active style, can help us mediate the ironies and
ambiguities that these reversals create.
Rhetoricians cite style as the guiding power for situations. We can produce
language that is clear and appropriately figured for each individual case. An
active style, eloqui, mediates relationships between the general and the specific
that Burke explores and that Freire demands. The figured style, ornare.
originally means *^0 equip." Burke writes that style can be used to read
situations, and that literature can become "equipment for living" {Philosophy 1;
293-304). Rhetorical style can equip us to read the increasingly complex
situations that contexts suggest.
Perhaps the most important paradox of substance is the determining nature
of contexts. This paradox Is illustrated and partially answered in Cicero's text
De Fato. Cicero wrote De Fato after the assassination of Caesar, in 44 B. C., just
one year before Cicero's own murder. The work begins as a dialogue between
Cicero and Hirtius at Cicero's villa on the Bay of Naples. Cicero describes how
Hirtius was the consul designate under Caesar, but because of the emperor's
recent demise, Hirtius faces an uncertain future, so the two men frequently
discuss how to deal with the violent upheavals in Rome. On this day. however,
Hirtius asks Cicero to amplify his eariier orations about more philosophical
discourse. Cicero responds by assessing the Epicurean and Stoic debates
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about fate and free-will (1-2).
Cicero begins discussing this purpose by framing It in tenns of ethics, or
character, mores, as well as in the philosophical theories of propositions, or
axiomata. He does so t>ecause ideas of fate and free-will involve questions of
theology, the future, and the probable affects of the environment on a person's
character and comportment. Cicero suggests that he will present ideas for both
sides of this issue, and leave the student to decide which position seems more
prot}able (1). Cicero also asserts the interconnected nature of philosophy and
rhetoric: The orator combines ornament with the "subtlety" of the philosophers,
and tx>th fields of study are within his realm of expertise (3).
Hltius then puts forth the Stoic doctrine that certain omens, such as star
constellations and physical characteristics, are proof that the future unfolds
inextricably from the past, that all things are a function of fate, and that the
environment shapes the character (5). Cicero refutes this point by arguing that
the environment affects the character, but not the will. He recapitulates eariler
arguments put forth by the Stoic Chryslppus, who states that the physical
climate of Athens and Thebes, as well as the physical characteristics of certain
people, determine their fates. Cicero disputes this by arguing that these
environmental conditions are important, but they do not in themselves
completely determine the choices that persons can make in these
situations (6-8). Cicero admits that there are situations where we are partially
determined, but we can still determine some aspects of these settings. The
environment can affect our characters, but not our will: "[J]ust as the nature of
the locality has some effect on some things but none on others, so the condition
of the heavenly bodies may if you like affect some things, but it certainly will not
Influence everything" (8). The characters of persons does not rest with natural
causes entirely, but also from the power of the will, effort, and training (11).
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Near the close of this refutation, Cicero argues again that free-will and
volition are affected by locality and circumstance, but the will, or purpose. Is not
Inexorably tied to these external constraints (23-26). Cicero then paraphrases
Cameades' argument against the Stoics, where the philosopher of the Middle
Academy classifies as nonsense the idea that fate determines human choice: If
all things occur because of antecedent causes. Cameades contends, all events
will happen in a tightly knit web of natural interconnection, omnia naturali
colligatione conserte contexteque fiunt If this causal understanding of the
universe is correct, then nothing will be in our power (31). Cicero repeats this
statement in the next paragraph, stressing how it would be "nonsense" for
anyone to suggest that events necessarily occur in a bound web of natural
interconnection- a relationship he constructs with contexteque (32).
Certainly, this debate is far removed from our explications of context.
However, it is significant that Cicero uses these conjugations of contexoto
characterize the bound nature of Stoic belief systems. This use seems to have
transfered to some contemporary understandings of contexts as detemnining
and shaping rhetorical choice. For Cicero, however, contexts can be altered
with rhetoric, with training, effort, and will (11). Cicero enacts this preparation
byusing topical argument to find probable truths in complex situations: He
explores how fate is defined, classified, and related to human action before
classifying as ironic the Stoic versions of free-will. Burke adds to this
preparation by suggesting that situations can be best understood for dramatism
and dialectic when we see scenes or situations not in terms of a mere "property"
for a drama, a passive place, a mere container for meaning. Rather, an ideal
strategy for understanding situations is to acknowledge the "inconsistency" in
these places: "[l]t would be required to employ the coordinates of both
determinism and free-will" {Philosophy MS). This is the transformation that
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rhetoricians can embrace: Contexts 60 determine choice, but we also determine
contexts. We can convert our intrinsic purposes with extrinsic situations by
means of the figurative reconstituting of contexts. The topical strategies of
definition, classification, and relationship allow us to reference the external
world. We configure these references in ways that correspond to some degree
with our internal purposes, and with the purposes that emerge as we work with
others.
We can discover where the fundamental stasis occurs in each situation,
where some participants in the dialectic will not assent to alternative views,
where temporal constraints restrict choice, and where the subject at hand
requires particular styles of discourse. Rhetoricians must also recognize how
we can transform some of the attitudes and perceptions of persons in these
situations. We identify the sUttus under discussion, and we present various
perspectives on this issue-much like the det)ate analogies put forth by Guide
editors. We also use tropologic moves In the making of these context. We
reduce a wide array of situational issues to a smaller configuration of factors; we
relate these issues to others in the present and in the past; we orient these
reductions and these relationships in part to whole arrangements; we recognize
the ironic nature of these contexts by apprehending how different persons will
have different perspectives on the same issue.
There is no question that rhetoricians must be sensitive to the situational
constraints and ranges of particular settings, and we must reference with
decorum and clarity the common sense dimensions of these places. Because
notions of style are deeply woven in communities, in communibus infixa
sensibus, style is particulariy Important for rendering these places (De Oratore
3.195). Because situations are infinite, we need the general strategies of
rhetorical style to negotiate the paradoxes and complexities of contextual
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relationships. Infinite situations can be partially captured through the definite
patterns of classification, comparison, and definition. These relationships are
configured through the tropes of similarity, space, time, cause, and part to
whole.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Connecting Situations and Disappearing Connections:
The Paradox of Context in Discussions On Literacy
Discussions about I'rteracy reveal paradoxical assumptions about context and
fundamental ironies about leaniing. Some scholars praise the powers of
literacy that allow for separation from situations, for 'context-free' thinking;
compositionists claim that acts of literacy should connect writers with particular
circumstances. These opposing notions of the role of context in literacy are
negotiated with three new words that enter into professional discourse;
contextualize, decontextualize, and recontextualize. The first term suggests how
material and cultural situations can be brought into texts. The second term
suggests how these situational elements tend to be ignored in research and
teaching. The third word implies a dialectical process whereby writing allows
us to reconstitute our understandings of the world, to revise how situational
factors may influence our apprehensions of purpose, audience, and issues, and
to reconsider how these contextual facxors can be reconfigured in writing.
These different understandings of context ar\6 literacy arise in a variety of
disciplines. They begin when Lucien Levy-Bruhl suggests in 1910 that
members of oral societies exhibit limited manners of thinking, and when Milman
Parry argues that Homeric verse is restricted by the repetitive nature of oral
language. Eric Havelock extends Pany's studies of ancient literature to claim in
1963 that powers of literacy allow writers to take ideas and concepts "out of
context" (218). Jerome Bruner claims three years later that writers and readers
can separate conceptually from the immediate situations of life and fonn
abstractions to transcend the particularities of the moment. These processes
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become institutionalized in schools, Bmner writes, when formal learning
strategies tend to dissodate learning from the more immediate "contexts of
action" that children experience in their homes (62).
The positive powers of conceptual separation that Havelock, Bruner and
others suggest about literacy have largely disappeared from discourse in
rhetoric and composition. Compositionists argue that credibility in writing,
research, and teaching is established when the positions and stances of writers
are clearly connected with their purposes, when these processes are explicitly
placed in contexts~\n material and intellectual situations where relations of
power and intention are detailed as completely as possible. Compositionists
use the term contextualize to suggest how to bring the material, cultural, and
intellectual circumstances that frame learning into discussions on literacy. They
decry a neglect of confexf with the term decontextualize to argue that more
connections should occurs across tasks, classrooms, and cultures (see Welch
"Ideology;" Imnscher; MacOonald). Deborah Brandt encapsulates the concerns
for connection and context in her definition of literacy for The Encyclopedia of
Rhetoric. Literacy should be understood as a word that shows how "individual
acts of writing are connected to larger" cultural, historical, and political systems
("Literacy" 392). Brandt suggests in another text that students "can ill afford a
literacy separated from their particular histories and immediate concerns"
("Situation" 199).
However, these claims tend to deny the conceptual distance that literacy
enacts, as well as the paradoxes that the term context suggests. The power to
construct relationships that can transcend particular material and cultural
situations is a central power of literacy. The tenn context is ironically used to
deny these needs. The 'ethic of connection' invokes this denial; Compositionists
argue for the need to maintain connections, but literacy allows for a cognitive
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separation from particular intellectual settings. A stress on connection
dismisses the need for critical distance, for juxtaposing ideas across contexts,
for removing issues and ideas from contexts in the analytic processes that are
fundamental for academic success. A more dialectical notion of
decontextualizing arises when we acknowledge the contradictory facts or ideas
about context-that ail writing reduces the complex into the less complex.
Writing also allows us to recontextualize-Xo revise, reconstitute, and reconsider
our relationships in the world.
In previous chapters I have shown how Bronislaw Malinowski influenced
contemporary uses of the temn context He relies on analogies and examples
from speech situations to consistently claim that language creates "ties of the
moment," that words are "never detached from the situation," and that meaning
is "bound up with the context of utterance" (306-310). Another anthropologist
offers ideas of confextthat are more apt for rhetorical ideas of writing. Gregory
Bateson cites the ability to "pull chunks of communicati'onal material out of
context" into a new frame for a variety of purposes. This movement requires a
certain detachment from particular settings, what Bateson calls a
"transcontextual" orientation (189). This relational orfigurist notion
acknowledges the paradox that ideas of literacy as connection deny.
These denials arise from the use of words that suggest full presence and
connection-when writers develop with realistic detail the contexts of
experience. For example, Sonja Foss claims that a writer "completes" a
reconstruction of context by linking the rhetor with an occasion and audience
(28). James Berlin suggests that writers can determine the "entire rhetorical
context," as well as the "entire semiotic contexT when interrogating cultural
codes ("Poststructuralism" 468; "Rhetorics" 130). These are literal notions of
context, ideas that we can translate all of the situational dimensions into an
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account of writing process through ethnographic research and thick
descriptions' of writing processes. However, as Thomas Newkirk argues,
researchers who claim to include the contexts of writing practices must
nonetheless disregard or choose not to report much of the processes that they
observe. "So the issue is not which is more Real, but how each research
creates, through selection and ordering of detail, an illusion or version of
Reality" (133). David Bartholomae adds to this skeptical view by suggesting
that detailed writing relies on a "Irope of the real"- a celebration of "the detail of
particular worlds" ("Writing" 67-68).
The trope of the real' becomes paradoxical when we admit that the
complexity of situations are necessarily minimized when translated into prose.
Contextualizations are always partial. Words stand in for missing parts of
situations, metonymically. Kenneth Burke writes In a Grammar of Motives how a
complex realm of being is reduced to a lower or less complex realm of being;
the incorporeal or Intangible state Is stated terms of the corporeal or tangible
(506). Contextualizations are reductions whereby the Immaterial aspects of
culture and Ideology are collapsed into a set of words that suggest material
circumstances. Conversely, the full complexities of material situations
disappear when writers metonymically reduce experience with words.
Writers admit this reduction by offering incongruous discourse to eschew a
strict positing of purpose and detail 'In' or 'out' of bounded places to Instead
suggest other relational categories with the adjectives 'between,' 'beside,' and
'beyond' (see JaslnskI; DImock). Bartholomae offers one of the best examples
of this paradox when describing how students must discover appropriate
language for academic essays. Bartholomae suggests a third notion, an Idea of
a context "that Is not the world but a way of talking about the worid" ("Inventing"
276). Bartholomae admits the paradoxical nature of these places when
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discussing how a student writer locates himself "in a corrtext that is. finally,
beyond him, not his own and not available to his immediate procedures for
inventing and arranging texT ( 276).
Students can 'invent the university' by learning the commonplace phrases
and schema that academic writers apply in discourse. Bartholomae claims. I
suggest a more broad notion of the topics to construct contexts. Specific
circumstances can be remade when literate consciousness is applied to
situations; this synthesis occurs with facultas -the capacity for making. Contexts
are made with configured strategies of definition, relationship, classification,
and detail. The figurative nature of these contexts is denied when we suggest
that literacy should connect us with particular circumstances. We can cultivate
the dialectical shifting of conceptual connection and separation.
The need for compositionists to recall rhetoric for these tropological
processes is enhanced by the fact that scholars across disciplines characterize
their contextualized projects without acknowledging the rhetorical nature of their
work. For example, literature teachers suggest that novels can be
contextualized when students compare characters to discover cause and effect
relationships in a work (Duvall 104). Sociologists offer "literary strategies" to
generate contextualized accounts (Coulter 318). The heuristic value of
"relational thinking" is fundamental for Pierre Bourdeau's analysis of cultural
fields—a process his editor calls a "radical contextualization" (9). Cultural
studies is distinguished by its "radical contextualism," which is a process of
"deconstructing and reconstructing relations" (Grossberg 5).
An etymology of context in disciplinary discourse shows how the rhetorical
art of topics-relationships, classifications, definitions~as well as memory and
style are fundamental for contextualizing, for the faculty of connecting what is
separate. Abstractions remain important for these processes as well. Indeed,
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for the linguist Halliday, contextualization is an "abstraction" that is produced
with comparisons, definitions, and contrasts (24). Abstractions and
generalizations are fundamental to academic discourse; these processes are a
means to do rhetorical contextua/izations.
Rhetoric gains additional importance for these disciplinary projects when we
realize that symbolic context are constructed with the rhetorical topics, in
Topica, for example, Cicero recalls Aristotle's system of invention to present a
rhetorical discipline that discovers arguments, disciplinam inveniendorum
argumentorum (2). The topics construct contexts: loci are the places or regions
in the mind where we can discover ways to represent contexts in the worid,
loco facilis invento est (7). The topics are strategies to discover arguments
about what is inherent and closely connected, eis rebus quae quodam modo
affectae, as well as arguments about what is external and widely separate,
quae absunt longeque disiuncta sunt (8). The topics are strategies that connect
and separate ideas, things, and people. This connection and separation, the
breaking apart of ideas and things during analysis and the recombination of
ideas and things during synthesis, is the active notion of confexfthat
rhetoricians can take into cross-disciplinary discussions about the material,
historical, cultural, and psychological dimensions of academic discourse
situations. The most salient features of any situation must be translated,
abstracted, condensed, and rearranged on the page or on the screen.
To contextualize means to synthesize tine general and the specific, the past
and the present, the local and the global. Rhetoricians make connections
among diverse systems of experience with reading and writing, or literacy.
Cicero acknowledges how powers of reading and writing, litterarum
cognitionem, enhance abilities to speak on a range of issues in the wide fields
of rhetoric (De Oratore 3.126). In fact, the most able speakers before Cicero
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should have committed their ideas atxjut rhetoric to writing {Brutus 163). To tse
literate is to have facultas, what Giamt)attista Vico develops from Cicero as
ready disposition for making {Ancient 96). One such faculty is discovering and
making relationships among ideas and issues that are widely separate.
Ingenium is a power that "connects disparate and diverse things" (96). In
Orator, for example. Cicero writes how facultas is the ability to define a subject
with clarity, fullness, and appropriateness, to divide a genus into definite
species, to know all topics of philosophy, the law, and history (117-119). In De
Oratore, facultas allows a speaker to construct speeches in unexpected
situations (2.12.50).
The idea of ingenium disappears as a faculty along with the topics when
contexts are imagined as concrete, material places that can be completely
rendered in prose. This literal notion of connection seems tied to the Latin noun
contextus, which means a fixed physical relationship. By configuring spatial
relationships with clear definitions and classifications, the rhetorical topics
become sti^ategies to apply this transcontextual stance for learning; Particular
events are always bracketed by a wider array of experience that is stored in tiie
memory. We need to be able to move among these multiple sites; this
conceptual movement requires a dialectic of separation and connection. The
transcontextual stance allows for the intellectual distance that can provide
perspective of how things, ideas, and events widely separate can be connected
through language.
In this chapter I briefly review some theoretical complications with ideas of
context to suggest how these complexities may affect teaching. Disciplinary
discussions about literacy then provide examples for my claim that the topics
and tropes are means to construct contexts. These disciplinary discussions
frame my subsequent analysis of how writers in College Composition and
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Communication use (xntext to characterize important processes of reading and
writing-without aci<nowledging the paradoxes and dilemmas that arise from
these discussions. I close this chapter by returning to Cicero. He argues that
rhetoricians must apply their abstract, humanistic wisdom in specific
circumstances of public life, must connect with res publica. The powers of
rhetoric as literacy allow us to disconnect from immediate situations to consider
issues of wider importance. Cicero illustrates these rhetorical
contextualizations by writing how Plato develops abstractions to illuminate
particular issues. These developments occur with topical strategies as
ingenium, a rhetorical faculty that remains essential today for students to read
and write across disciplines.

Missing Causes and Specificities in Constructions of Contexts
The myth of full presence and the use of paradoxical tropes arise in part
because of tiie contradictions and dilemmas tiiat the term context suggests.
Neither tine material nor tiie intellectual dimensions that bracket any discursive
event can be completely brought into descriptions of contexts. I. A. Richards
admits this fundamental disappearance when developing ideas of contextfor
the interpretation of meaning. We each have memories, or residual effects,
which we carry from past experiences to influence the interpretation of new
situations. We abridge, edit, and reduce complex circumstances in ways that
conrespond with our past experiences; some causal elements of a particular
context do not appear to exist for every person who is participating in a given
situation. Richards also argues tiiat because we have many purposes for
causal laws, we are highly selective when distinguishing among causes and
effects. "We decide, to suit these purposes, how to divide up events ... And we
distribute tiie tiles of 'cause' and 'effect' as we please" {Philosophy 33). We are
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especially arbitrary when we select a cause from among "the whole group, or
context, of conditions" that attend to the irrterpretation of an experience (34).
These missing causes are particularly important for rhetorical theory, t}ecause
of our interests in the effects messages.
Additional vanishings occur when researchers across disciplines
contextuaiize research. J. R. Rrth offers the initial contextualization In 1951 to
analyze the arrangement of phonemes in speech. When Michael Halliday
applies Rrth's notion to texts in 1958, another fundamental omission occurs in
the act: the writer disappears from the text and the text tjecomes a "participanf
in the reader's situation (14). The physical and situational connections between
a text and a writer have vanished, so these relationships must be inferred, or
remade, with a number of textual features.
I witness this disappearance of writer when assessing essays in a
composition course. The classroom is a context whete students have many
opportunities to speak with their peers and with me when inventing, drafting,
and revising their essays. I encourage them to bring particular interpretations
from personal experience into the classroom, to connecf these ideas with
notions arising in other classes, and to then develop these evolving
understandings in their essays. While students write portfolios that demonstrate
revisions over time, an unavoidable fact is that the words they submit in essays
are disconnected from the experiences which prompted these ideas. Their
essays must 'stand alone.' Students have to demonstrate how other writers
construct contexts and then rearrange these textual contexts Into textual
situations of their own. The material places that influence the students'
intentions and the students themselves have vanished.
All teachers obviously must negotiate this fact when teaching courses and
grading papers, but this negotiation becomes more complicated for me because
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of the work the word context does in our profession. This complication occurs
when I rely on documents to teach workshops and grade responses to a
required writing examination at this university. These writing program
documents suggest that I should provide "contexT for the examination and
"contextualize" the questions by presenting the purposes of the test, how it's
scored, and the Implications of tiie examination for students (UDWPE). I attempt
to meet these objectives by explaining to the students how the examination is
assessed, who makes the evaluations, and why students might receive an
unsatisfactory score. I instruct them to make their evidence, claims, and criteria
more "concrete," and I advise them to avoid vague arguments that "cannot be
substarrtiated in any depth" (2).
These may be helpful ideas for student writers. They must develop specific
supporting details and examples for tineir claims, and they must provide ideas
that range between the specific and the general. However, the material
contexts that inform and shape student responses are not located in their
essays. These originating contexts disappear when students put pen to paper.
Students detach interpretations of tiieir reading and of their experience from
their originating contexts and place these ideas into prose responses for
readers. These textijal situations are reductions from larger parts of experience,
quotations used to support these situations are removed from articles, and
textual evidence is an'anged in phrases, sentences, and paragraphs that are
separated from and alter tiie originating passages. Contexts here are entirely
textual; the material dimensions of tiie context have vanished.
Confexf becomes increasingly important when scholars from various
disdplines discuss how persons learn to read and write. These discussions
present contradictions that relate to context.
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The Use of Context in Disciplinary Arguments About literacy
The idea to contextualize and the ethic of connection manifest best in
distinctions between oral and written notions of literacy. The debate about
literacy leads to extended and repetitive discussions about context Havelock
builds from philological studies of Milman Pany to argue that the gradual
development of the alphabet and the introduction of print led to a fundamental
change in human consciousness. Havelock writes that from the times of Homer
to the times of Plato, generations of readers and writers came to detach the
knower from the known, to see discrete bits of knowledge and ideas that can be
manipulated intellectually, with Uttie connection to material circumstances. Basil
Bernstein continues these ideas by arguing that literacy depends on thinking
processes that are to large degree "context-Independent" (13-14). Walter Ong
later claims that writing "fosters abstractions that disengage knowledge from the
area where human beings struggle," whereas "orality situates knowledge within
a context of struggle" ("Orality" 43-44). Oral cultures tend to develop and apply
concepts in situational frames of reference that remain closely bound to
experience (49).
These writers' ideas receive sustained critique because they suggest
dichotomized views of literacy by denying the multiple ways that persons think,
and because they posit a new-critical notion of knowledge whereby meaning
resides in the text. Brandt gives a characteristic assessment of this work by
lamenting how print-based ideas of knowledge confuse discussions about
literacy: "As texts make knowledge removable from contexts of human
interchange, literacy, too, is imagined and described in terms of social,
cognitive, and linguistic decontextualization" ("Knowledge" 189; see also
Halverson; Walters; Bizzell "Arguing"). Similariy, Beth Daniel argues that Ong
ignores the social circumstances surrounding the research he reviews.
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There are many sources for the aim to discern how material and political
experiences influence the ideas and behaviors of persons. Karl Marx is perhaps
the modem originator of this claim. Marx demonstrates how language grows
out of definite, material circumstances, and he assails German philosophy in
general, and Hegel's idealism in particular, for offering a corpus of thought that
"descends from heaven to earth" (169). This philosophical critique is aligned
with the English word context in 1936, when F. Schiller critiques Bertrand
Russell for offering ideas that are too mathematical, formal, and "contextiess."
Schiller dismisses Russell for not realizing that a proposition must have
relevance to some actual problem (304). Schiller argues that Russell believes
truth and meaning can be apprehended "without knowledge of their context and
use" (298-99). Russell does not realize that a proposition must have relevance
to some actual problem, Schiller writes (304). Literary critics and journalists
repeated this claim in the 1960s (Dickenson; NYT).
This idea of 'contextiess' slowly transforms to decontextualize by 1971. The
idea of ignoring the contexts of research, to neglect important aspects of the
material, cultural, and political phenomena that surround people and events,
becomes a complaint across academic disciplines. A sociologist is the first to
use decontextualize {OED). John Coulter assails sociological research that
does not attend to the contexts where persons engage in meaningful action
(306). The term is later used by other sociologists (Altheide; Rock) before being
used in discussions about language, writing, and learning.
These pragmatic concerns for the material conditions in life do not enter into
tiie eariy discussions about literacy. Havelock. Bruner, and Ong do not attribute
any intrinsically negative effects to removing ideas or things from contexts. In
fact. Jack Goody refers to these three scholars in 1977 to ascribe positive and
powerful effects to the processes of decontextualizing. Forming absti'actions
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and removing ideas from the context Of action are cognitive acts that offer
student "a special kind of lever on 'reallt/ ... a change in 'capacity*" (109).
The neglect of situations emerges in discussions about English education in
1981 when Shirley Brice Heath argues that teachers should understand how
students use language in their homes and neighborhoods. These teachers can
then "contextualize" writing in classrooms based on students' life situations
("Toward" 39). However, Heath argues, most school cumcula establish
"decontextualized skills" as foundations for the hierarchy of academic skills.
School learning requires "decontextualized" processes of cognition {Ways
352). While some students are prepared for these tasks, other students are
"shocked" by the idea of lifting ideas out of context Their more oral abilities are
consequently "suppressed." and the formal instructions in schools virtually
guarantee that these students will fail (353). These claims lead to the idea that
learning processes and writing assignments should allow students to connect
their school experiences with their home experiences. These claims arise from
research about the use of language in ancient times.

Transcending Particular Contexts With Literacy
Conceptual separation— the removal of an example or text from its original
material and historical context and the recasting of an instance or text in new
terms—is initially characterized as a productive and positive process. Linguists
in fact rely on these atjstractions when making the first contextualizations in the
1950s. However, intellectual abstractions are conflated with a neglect of
situations in the 1980s as writers in composition negatively characterize
research processes, study methods, and teaching practices. Researchers and
teachers who are overly abstract and who ignore situations are deemed to
produce decontextualized results and classroonns. This negative
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characterization emerges from critiques of Havelock's rationale for Platonic
idealism. I focus on some aspects of Havelock's work to show how his project is
rhetorical; He relies on topical strategies to infer how Plato developed abstract
concepts and presented these concepts in prose. Bruner employs similar
strategies when studying cognitive growth, as does Bernstein when he
examines speech patterns. However, ail these arguments are then dismissed
when compositionists discuss writing processes in relation to research on
literacy.
The first modern distinctions between oral and written language emerge with
Ferdinand de Saussure. His structuralist approach to language, where words
are studied in terms of differences from other words, is in part a topical process:
the structure of relationships between words and things is based on contrasts
(1-4). A linguistic sign unites not material things, he writes, but concepts. These
connections of signs and concepts are arbitrary. Saussure's discussion leads
to the binary characterizations of speech and writing, and his synchronic studies
inform the first contextualizations of language by the linguist J.R. Rrth.
Milman Panry also builds from Saussure's studies in the 1920s to do a
philological and literary analyses of distinctions between the oral and literate
mind. Parry identifies in Homer's Iliad how oral discourse is characterized by
repeating phrases and stock fomiulae. Parry argues that these recurring
phrases are necessary for persons to carry meaning through time in oral
cultures. The memory and hexameter verse limit the range of phrases that
appear in the Iliad. The same phrases are repeatedly used in similar metrical
conditions to express a given idea (272).
Havelock extends Pany's work by identifying these phrases in Presocratic
Greek to detail a transition from "the formulaic style" of a concrete oral mind to
the abstract vocabulary of a literate mind. Havelock argues in Preface To Plato
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that before the days of Homer, cultural and historical ideas were stored in the
"oral memory" (vii). As information became alphatietized and the eye replaced
the ear as the main organ for understanding, the method of storage began to
alter. The Presocratics themselves were essentially oral thinkers, prophets of
the concrete linked by long habit to the pasf (x). The development of abstract
words grew over time and manifests most strikingly in Plato's writings. Plato
exemplifies this change in recall and cognition because his writing shows a
reformulation of the relationships among memory, perception, and abstraction.
Plato is a transitional figure in tiie change from oral to written understanding, a
change in consciousness from tiie concrete to tiie absti-act (xi).
This complex argument centers on the development of the self, and the
separation of the knower from the known. Havelock argues that conceptual
absti^actions began in part when readers perceived the poem as an object of
knowledge. For tiiis process to occur, a poem must be perceived as existing initself, as isolated and abstracted from the cultural, physical, and political
environment Plato's pages are replete witii the demand tiiat readers focus not
on the particular features of a city, but on the idea of a city; not on a particular
just or unjust event, but on the idea of justice. This process of abstraction
requires a vocabulary that manifests the "essential act of isolation which
separates a law or topic or principle or concept from its instances, or abstracts it
from its context" (218). Abstract words stand for more than the particularities
they suggest.
Havelock argues that the cognitive act of isolation and abstraction is an
integration. He illusti-ates this claim by detailing the vocabulary that suggests
how abstraction is achieved, how abstract principles as words can be
extrapolated out of the narrative of the Iliad Havelock suggest that the idea of
'navigation' has many instances and examples in this text, and these multiple
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instances can be unified, can become a 'one,' when the scattered and severed
examples are correlated in terms of common features shared by each example.
The saga of the Iliad has thousands of instances and aphorisms of what a moral
and proper person does. "But they have to be torn out of context, con-elated.
systematized, unified, and harmonized to provide a formula for righteousness.
The many acts and events must give way and dissolve into a single identity"
(218). This removal from the context df situation is necessary for abstraction
and for development of symbolic representation; it is a positive part of
intellectual development.
Bruner makes no mention of Havelock when observing how persons
represent their experiences in the worid, but Bruner's research findings also
acknowledge the importance of separation, of abstracting ideas and infomnation
from contexts of action. This separation is institutionalized as schools remove
children from their home environments. Moreover, language itself creates
verbal contexts in the absence of the situational contexts where children live. A
child's frequent question "why?," produces verbal (xjntexts when the contexts of
action have disappeared as children enter school. Bruner argues that this
formal learning leads to generalities that produce new meanings for
unexpected situations. The making of these generalities requires a conceptual
separation from the contexts of action.
These arguments emerge from Bruner's review of psychological studies
published on the 100th anniversary of Darwin's Evolution of Species. Bruner
acknowledges how humans developed more complex cognitive processes with
the use of tools. These tools, ranging from simple levers and sticks to smoke
signals and language, tend to amplify cognitiwe processes. These means of
amplification are transmitted by culture" (56; italics in original). One amplifying
characteristic about formal schooling in literate cultures is the "productive
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generality" that literacy affords. This generative power grows when ideas and
things are removed from the contexts of immediate action. W'rth this separation,
"Whatever is learned seems to be converted into general rules applicable to
many contingencies never before encountered" (58).
These arguments arise from Bruner's assessments of anthropological
studies among the Tallensi people of Africa. Bruner acknowledges that there
are few distinctions between the lives of children and adults in this non-literate
culture: "Everytxxjy instructs among tiie Tallensi: adult to child, older child to
younger, peers among one another; but the instruction is always in the context
of the action or endeavor in progress" (61). Because most of tiie meaning of the
issue or thing or person under study "is intiinsic in the context" where the issue,
thing, or person appears or manifests, there is very little need for verbal
formulation (61). However, as cultures become increasingly technological and
literate, tfiere are fewer instances when learning can be practiced "in situ"
Adults expect children to learn new ideas based on "telling out of context rather
than on showing in contexT (62). Bruner speculates that this telling out of
context leads to the ubiquity and importance of a child's 'why question.' A child
asks "why" frequentiy because tiiis question creates verbal context in the
absence of contexts of action that are characteristic of technologically simpler
societies (62).
These new verbal context are not ideal or perfect for learning, Bruner
admits, but these verbal context do lead to a development of thought. Bruner
laments how schooling becomes increasingly disengaged from the more
immediate situations of life in technologically advanced societies. This
separation is intellectually helpful, however: "This very disengagement makes
learning an act in itself and makes it possible to embed it In a context of
language and symbolic activity. For now it is indeed the case tiiat words are tiie
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major invitations to form concepts rather than the action contexts" (62). Formal
schooling requires students to rely on linguistic encoding as a way of
communicating and to reorganize their means of perceiving and imagining of
things and concepts (63).
These ideas are aligned more specifically with education in Western cultures
when Basil Bernstein does a sociolinguistic analysis of the speech patterns of
working-class students enrolled in one-day-a-week college courses in London.
Labeling these speech patterns "codes," Bernstein argues for a distinction
between "elaborated" and "restricted codes" (12). Persons who exhibit the
"restricted code" tend to speak in patterns that are dependent on the
surrounding contexts-body gestures, language tone, etc. Persons who exhibit
"elaborated code" tend to make their meaning as unambiguous as possible,
with littie reference to tiie surrounding circumstances (13). Bernstein argues
that those who rely on a "restricted code" have similarities with the speech of
persons living in cultures where oral communication predominates; this
language is "context-dependent." Those who rely more on "elatxjrated codes"
enact language practices that are "context-independent" (14).
This distinction is important for composition teachers because meaning that
is bound to context is not readily generalizable, but because students come to
our courses from all academic disciplines, we need to be able to address those
features of writing and of language that can be applied across situations, that
can be generalized. This is similar to Anne Berthoff's claim that composition
becomes more philosophical when a common ground is located between
disciplines (241). Bernstein contends that confexf-dependent meanings are
available only to those persons who share an Implicit understanding of the
confexf; these kinds of meanings are tiius particularistic (14). In contrast.
confexMndepenent meanings do not rely on shared, unspoken understandings
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about particular situations. These meanings are potentially available to all; they
are universalistic (14). Composition needs to accept both notions for the
specific rhetorical situations where implicit understandings may predominate,
as well as for more general situations where implicitly recognized
understandings are absent, or missing. I think this latter kind of context is more
common for composition teachers who work with students from across
academic disciplines and from across cultural backgrounds.
The research method of contextualizing, as well as the negative notion of
decontextualizing, arise first from linguistic studies of speech situations, and
later from linguistic analyses of texts. The rhetorical bases of these disciplinary
processes demonstrates the centrality of rhetoric in the making of contexts.

Contextualizing: Bringing Situations to Texts
My research of the Oxford English Dictionary shows how the idea to
contextualize6ewe\ops first in linguistics and then in sociology before being
used in education and in composition. These research methods that call for
contexts operate largely on the rhetorical topics; traditional rhetorical concerns
for style and memory are important as well. While compositionists connect
experiences and develop particular accounts of learning by contextualizing
research, abstractions remain fundamental for contextualizing. Although Jack
Goody offers positive notions of decontextualizing, this claim is largely denied in
rhetoric and composition.
The word contextua/ize first occurs when J.R. Firth develops a method for
descriptive grammar in linguistics (OED). This method arises from the
synchronic analysis developed by Saussure, and Rrth relies on topical
strategies and styles of speech to analyze language events. Firth examines
only the arrangement of letters in speech, but even these restricted contexts
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remain very complex: Firth admits that no linguist has come close to detailing all
of the components of these spoken contexts. This admission becomes
increasingly important as the term becomes increasingly common in
disciplinary discourse.
Rrth develops this method as a procedure for linguists to translate "how the
native uses his own sounds" when studying the speech patterns and
transcribing the oraJ texts of the Tamil group in Sri Lanka (3). A linguist who
contextualizes the speech of these people does not try to reproduce on paper
an exact account of every detail of sound, stress, and intonation. Rrth writes.
"Phonetics and common sense both tell you, that is impossible. That sort of
record is nowadays best done by machine" (3). Still, linguistic observers must
be able to interpret and systematize what they hear. "In a sense, therefore, you
should record not what the native says, but what he thinks he says" (3). These
intentions are discovered in part when a linguist understands how a particular
style of speech is "determined by the cultural situation" (3). Linguists must
consequently understand how information is affected by social convention.
This analysis centers on the relationships among the sounds and orders of
discrete parts of speech (phonemes and letters), and not on the surrounding
environments of meaning. To contextualize means to recognize the patterns of
speech In which phonemes occur. This first contextualization occurs with the
topical strategy of contrast. Firth identifies context as the orders of letters in
speech. Some letter combinations, or phonemes such as final'd'followed by
an initial's' or final t' followed by initial 'z' are common in English. Other
combinations, such as 'ds' or 'tz' as final consonant-groups are unusual. "This
contextualization of s and z is very important." he writes, because final
consonants have different grammatical functions in English (4).
Ideas of style detennine the appearance of these letters and phonemes.
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Contexts such as the letters bs. ds, gs, occur in special circumstances to mark
some sort of word formation, he writes. These phonemes are discernible by
"one style of speech of a certain type of speaker from a certain place" (4).
However, these limited phonetic contexts remain very complex. "No
phonetician has yet presented us with anything like a complete array of contexts
for the phonemes of any language" (4).
One of Rrth's students. Michael Halliday, develops a more complex method
of contextusdizing when studying a Chinese translation of a Mongolian
biography of Genghis Khan. Halliday's project, like that of Rrth's, functions in a
fundamentally topical manner. Style and abstractions are important as well,
and there is a basic disappearance in the process. Halliday extends Rrth's
analysis of speech situations to question how texts can be contextualized.
Halliday develops a series of descriptive studies to detail how a text's context
can be arranged and ordered in a time sequence. "The complete text has
meaning in the social context in which it operates, and this is to be stated by the
process of 'contextualization'" (10). A contextuafization of a written text is not a
history of the text, Halliday writes. It is an "abstraction of what are, for the
linguist, the relevant features of past and present events in which the text has
participated" (24). These situations are recovered more by the close readings
of texts than by the close readings of situations of action. The material and
historical situations that bracket the production of a text has vanished, Halliday
writes, so these contextual relationships must t}e inferred from a number of
textual features.
Halliday first states that researchers can determine two contexts, which can
be studied in a diachronic and synchronic manner. One such setting is the
"context of situation," which surrounds speech events and which is comprised of
"a group of related categories," such as the verbal and non-verbal actions of the
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participants, as well as the effects these vertsal actions have on other
participants in a speech event These "categories" are "abstracted" from
repeated observations by the linguist The different kinds of contexts of situation
are then classified and grouped. These groupings and classifications can be
made when linguists observe the "repetitive routines" of persons in the society
under study (14).
A new dimension is introduced to the "context of a written text" (14), and this
dimension involves another vanishing: the writer does not appear when a text
is encountered. Similar to the context of situation, the context of a written text is
comprised of participants, readers, and effects. Halliday writes that there is little
if any non-linguistic action carried out by the author of the text: "once the text is
in existence, the writer ceases to function in the situation and is replaced by the
text as 'participant'" (14). Even though the writer has disappeared from the text,
the writer continues to affect readers with the power of words. These written
words create "an extended situation: extended not only by simple extension in
time ... but by tile extension of tiie actor-participant relation into a new
dimension" (14). The writer disappears, but her or his purpose remains in the
prose. These intentions are analyzed with reference to style. The style of the
written text is the "sum of the linguistic features" through which the text operates.
For example. The Secret History of the Mongols has a narrative function. This
function, or style, is "abstracted as common to a class of writing" and marks it off
from otiier classes of writing (15). Linguists place one text in a class of texts that
have similar stylistic functions. The literary form and style of the text tend to
determine how the text can be analyzed. The forms and styles are "socially
determined" (14).
The analysis of how texts change over time relies on rhetorical styles,
Halliday writes. By identifying tiie genres of a particular text, Halliday develops
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a 'diachronic contextualization" (17). He compares how different editions of a
text have changed over time, and how these changes can be related to other
texts extant in similar segments of history. He writes that literature, drama, and
other documents provide a t}ackground "as the social context in which the text
could operate" (18). Halliday argues that a chronological senes can be
constructed to account for how a given text has been classified over time. The
whole series of classifications then becomes the "context of situation" for a
reader who encounters a text. In other words, the entire history of a text
comprises its context at any given time, and this history must be abstracted: The
task of the linguist is not to recount the history of a specific text as a "concrete
object." Rather, the text is treated "as a linguistic abstraction from the sum total
of attested events in which it has participated" (18). The style of a text is
discovered by abstracting those discursive elements it has in common with
other texts.
The method of contextualizing continues in linguistics, but sociologists apply
similar methods to the study of human behavior in the 1960s. This deployment
offers more examples of topical strategies, of memory, and the selection of
certain aspects of situations at the expense of other aspects of situations: Some
elements of a context are amplified, or abstracted, while other situational factors
disappear into the background. The metonymic reduction continues in this
research, a fact that further underlines my contention that contexts are
constructed with tropes.
In 1963, the Austrian sociologist Heinrich Blezinger interviewed groups of
people to analyze how British political opinions are formed. Irving, Hall, and
Wallington use this study in their interpretation of a political controversy that
occurred in London. These three authors note how Blezinger used his
questions to find how people "contextualised" the affair (Irving et al. 224).
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Blezinger asked the respondents to name the persons who were involved with
the Inddent-three years after the scandal occurred. The respondents produced
a wide variety of names of people involved with the scandal, but the
respondents could not state the reasons for their recollections. "This shows that
people were inclined not to see the affair principally in its political context at all. .
.. It was dearly the more exotic elements that people were most aware of (224225). This selective recall is important for rhetorical notions of context Bateson
writes that certain dimensions of contextual understanding disappear from, or
are "sunk" in, consciousness (165). These sunken perceptions nonetheless
influence apprehensions of a given situation.
These sociological studies lead to the development of a new term, to
decontextualize. As I mention above, one philosopher claims that Bertrand
Russell relies on a "contextless" proposition about an historical event to argue
against ideas of finitism, which deals with "the paradoxes of the infinite"
(Schiller 304). This philosophical critique is applied to writing in 1965 when a
reviewer of fcxxsks in the journal Punch considers a collection of poems
published by Robert Graves. The reviewer claims that poetry should be
introduced or bracketed with information that will demonstrate how the words
have relevance for a reader. Peter Dickenson admits to feeling "ill-at ease"
when reading the collection of Graves' poems (551). About one-third of the
poems "mean nothing" to Dickenson; "they are like remembered scenes or
remarks that drift into an idling mind, mattering obscurely to the thinker but
contextless to anyone else" (551). More background information should be
provided for the particular works of poetry to be appreciated.
This notion of "contextless" appears critiques of method in 1971 when a
sociologist examines research methods in sociology (OED). This process also
is rooted with some fundamental rhetorical processes. Jeff Coulter writes that
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actions appropriate for sociological analysis are best investigated contextually,
when researchers examine the specific situations where persons act This
attention to context will counter the biased abstractions that researchers apply
to behavior of particular persons. Coulter ends his critique by citing the literary
methods of William Epson Seven Types of Ambiguity to enact the detailed
descriptions that are involved with contextualized sociological accounts (318).
Coulter then offers a tropical notion to sanction future research: "Existence from
within a culture is the bedrock from which science, sociology included, must
commence" (312; italics in original).
Coulter begins by claiming that previous sociological methods are
characterized by the "essentialism of ethnoscience" (305). This kind of analysis
involves a sociologist observing how groups of people classify such diverse
phenomena as plants, kinship, and magical rites.

Native contrasts are obtained

and abstracted, but the subsequent analysis is applied with the biased
perception of the researchers. The results of these studies amount to "nothing
more than the imposition of analysts' decontextualized models" (305). The
cognitive perceptions of the persons observed are conceptualized by the
researcher as "a static stiiicture," from which the "situational modes of conduct
derive like rabbits from a conjurer's hat" (306). Coulter claims that the "forging
of abstract, decontextualized and invariant models of actors' 'meaning
sbuctures"' is a positivistic response that does not account for the complexity of
motivation in human action (311).
These Ideas are complimented in 1977 when David Altheide presents an
"existentialist sociology" by revising earlier research methods. Altheide's
argument implicitiy relies on tiie rhetorical topics, and the unstated notions of
common sense that operate in particular communities. Similar to Marx's
critique of Hegel, and Schiller's critique of Russell. Altheide argues that
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previous methods of sociological research rely on philosophical ideas that posit
"fundamentals, or invariants, of social existence" (133-34). Altheide argues that
sociologists must examine these invariants and fundamentals by questioning
the "how" and "why" of social behavior. "The key to social life is what people
take for granted"- the intersubjective foundations of common-sense, such as
the stock of common but unstated knowledge (136). Researchers in existential
sociology need to articulate the way action "becomes relevant in certain
contexts. We want to understand ... how a context of meaning, such as
news[reporting], can influence and be influenced by motives, feelings, and
ambiguity" (148).
Much sociological research ignores the variability of situations where
humans act and behave, Altheide writes. Previous sociologists claim to
understand "the linkage between the variant properties of biography, situation,
and practical task. But their methods and research decontextualize these
features to focus on invariant procedures for processing information. This
orientation turns the sociological eye from the actual context of meaning" (148).
Altheide argues that sociologists must clarify how and why particular things or
issues tsecome relevant in a situation (152). Relevance relates to sentimental
and motivational sources of cognitive processes. "To understand the cognitive
rationality out of its sentimental context is to misapprehend what's important"
(152).

The Power of Decontextuailzed Ideas
The notion to decontextuaiize arises in discussions afcx)ut literacy when Jack
Goody explores the development of writing in ancient societies, and when
sociolinguists rely on these distinctions to discuss literacy practices in American
schools. Predating critiques that will become commonplace in the 1980s.
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Goody questions in 1977 the ostensibly negative nature of abstract processes
such as list and table-making in text books. The ability to abstract and
decontextualize has broad implications for literacy and learning. In fact. Goody
argues that writing can transform and transfigure how humans think, can allow
writers to transcend their immediate situations, and change the way they
understand their world (159). These processes "represent one aspect of the
process of decontextualisation (or better 'recontextualisation') that is intrinsic to
writing" (159). Writing allows persons to manipulate their understandings of the
world, to revise how situational factors may influence their understandings, and
how these contextual facers can be reconfigured in writing.
Few scholars in rhetoric and composition acknowledge in print these positive
effects of intellectual abstraction, of removing ideas out of context Frank
D'Angelo reminds us that abstract ideas, theories, and precepts are inherent to
academic discourse. D'Angelo reviews cognitive studies to argue that students
usually can compare and describe tiie concrete appearance of things in
particular situations. However, these conceptual actions are more difficult to
make when students must abstiract the common features of two or more things
and "bring them together in the mind apart from their immediate contexf
("Literacy" 109). He claims tiiat students will improve their analytic writing
abilities when they develop a more "self-conscious and context-free elaboration
of ideas" (111). This is rhetorical invention as ingenium, as connecting tiie
separate with conceptual powers that are developed with literacy.
Goody earlier demonstrates these processes by acknowledging two main
functions of writing; a storage function, whereby writing allows communication
across space and time; a shift from the aural to visual domain, which allows a
reorganization and revision of words and of sentences. These shifts allow for a
"decontextualisation; Morphemes can be removed from the body of tiie
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sentence, the flow of oral discourse, and set aside as isolated units capable not
simply of being ordered within a sentence, but of being ordered outside this
frame, where they appear in a very different and highly 'abstract' context" (78).
Goody does so by examining how members of foreign cultures have difficulty
when taking tests that purport to measure cognitive growth. Goody first
develops contrasts between ancient literate and non-literate societies to
analyze how writing may affect the development of cognitive processes (ix).
Writing leads to the development of abstract thought processes, the "orderly
range of particulars" (78). These particularities are arranged with the making of
lists, columns, tables, and formulae-to conceptual processes and artifacts not
directly linked with the contexts of situations. This kind of cognitive action is
positive. Goody writes, because it "alters not only the world out there but the
psyche in here" (108).
These ideas develop from his studies of the relationships between
mathematical and writing procedures among the LoDagaa of Ghanaprocesses that are related to the ability to construct relationships across
contexts. Goody argues that these people count things with a greater
concreteness than do persons in other societies. School children are adept at
counting things, such as paper money, but they have little ability with
multiplication and virtually none with division. Moreover, different procedures
are used for counting different things; the kind of counting is connected with the
thing counted. These practices are "embedded in daily living" (13). Goody then
contrasts these concrete practices with processes of literacy. "Reading, writing,
and the accompanying process of classroom education brings a shift towards
greater 'abstractedness,' towards the decontextualisation of knowledge" (13).
He admits that this distinction does not account for all of the complex life
situations of the LoDagaa, but this distinction does correspond to the levels of
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abstraction that these people are unable to apply with mathematics.
Goody complicates these claims by examining the relations between record
keeping and advances in empirical knowledge, and these relationships add to
his claim for the power of decontextualizing. He analyzes lists from the
Sumerian and Egyptian lexicon, which include "lists of classes of object[s]. such
as trees, animals, parts of the body" (94). Abstract lists of this kind appear in
school situations, and do not create an immediate benefit for those who compile
them. Such lists represent an "abstraction, a decontextualisation, a game—and
sometimes a conceptual prison. But at the same time they crystallize problems
of classification and lead to increments of knowledge, to the organisation of
experience" (94).
Goody also addresses issues of testing that will become common for
compositionists in the 1980s. He claims that tests designed to measure
cognitive abilities are based on decontextualized thought processes, and these
tests do not accurately measure the abilities of persons from cultures outside of
the West. One particular textbook reveals a reliance on lists of
"decontextualised words," or pairs of words. The lack of extended comment on
these lists might suggest to those who take the test that these kinds of lists are
"naturar~that testing situations require no confextua/information (109). Goody
claims that these decontextualized lists are not 'natural.' These lists are in fact
an example of tiie "kind of decontextualisation that writing promotes, and one
that gives the mind a special lever on 'reality*... it is a change of capacity"
(109).
These ideas translate into discussions about language learning in North
American schools, but the positive powers associated with decontextualizing
begin to fade. When Heatii first argues for a contextualization for literacy
classrooms, her claims are echoed by sociolinguists. These authors
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acknowledge the separation of homes and schools, but they do not negatively
characterize literacy processes that may be decontextualized. Jenny and John
Gumperz write in 1981 that a narrow definition of literacy leads to reductive
notions of school failure. This narrow definition, which includes standard
communicative strategies such as "precision in usage, decontextualization of
information, and careful weighing of words," tend to separate literacy
experiences from other practices of life (108). The Gumperzs then discuss the
need for teachers to understand how children can connect their linguistic
experiences in the home with the demands of the school. The authors offer
"contextualization strategies" for these connections. These processes require
separation. Students can be encouraged to "loosen their dependence upon
contextually specific information and to adopt a decontextualized perspective . .
. to change their processes of interpretation" (99).
By 1984, a more negative notion begins to appear in professional discourse
when Gumperz et al. attempt to develop a theory for how the conventions of
spoken discourse can be transferred to writing (4). The authors examine a
sequence of cognitive, linguistic, and social adjustments that children must
make to become literate. This sequence of abilities centers on the command of
spoken discourse—the clauses, sentences, and larger parts of discourse. The
authors write that these conventions must then be applied to written discourse.
"The writer must carry out the communicative task without benefit of moment-tomoment feedback .. . The adoption of this decontextualized perspective seems
particularly challenging for children" (3).
Writers in College Composition and Communication reference the
proceeding arguments when discussing the of literacy in writing classrooms.
These arguments rely on the ethic of connection and generally deny the
conceptual separations that are fundamental for academic success.
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Disappearing Situations and the Ethic of Connection
Most writers in College Composition and Communications who use contextto
refer to distinctions between orality and literacy do so to negatively assess how
situations remain ignored and or disconnected from writing processes. While
ail writers in this joumal aim to t}etter understand the cognitive processes of
writing, many of them dismiss the positive notions of decontextualizingthat arise
when Bruner and Goody examine cognitive processes. This dismissal is
damaging because it denies the conceptual distinctions that are fundamental
for cognitive absti'action, and because it suggests a literal notion of confexf that
can be grafted into prose. Certainly, details must be included. But do we
consider which details are excluded and why? How do we account for the
missing causes tiiat Richards claims influence our apprehensions of contexts^
The verb to contextualize first appears in 1984 In the Staffroom Interchange
section of the joumal, where shorter articles are published to address particular
problems with the teaching of writing. The term emerges to help meet some of
the challenge of teaching foreign students how to provide sufficiently detailed
and specific examples for academic writing. Joy Reid writes that academic
prose in North American universities is dominantiy linear, straightforward, and
very specific. She admits that foreign students have difficulty with tills style of
writing, and she suggests that teachers should "contextualize" writing
assignments by combining previously isolated sentences Into paragraphs so
that students have a more representative sample of discourse to engage (450).
This process is enhanced when students develop simple chronologies that
feature a narrative process of events arranged in time, with close attention to
topic sentences and verb tenses, and when students differentiate general
statements and specific details, because international students tend to exclude
specifics (450).
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In 1985, Peter Elbow compiicates the relationships between reading and
writing offered by Ong, Havelock, and Goody to suggest how the cognitive
abilities involved with speech and writing can be used to reinforce composing
processes (290). Unlike most writers in the CCCs, Elbow values the idea that
writing can transcend local contexts, and he acknowledges how writing is
decontextualizect-that meaning must be made explicit in the prose, with little or
no reference to a situation shared with readers. While writing allows for a
detachment from oral discourse, "^om the context" where words are first spoken
and considered, Eltx)w also argues that good writing makes readers want to
"contribute to or participate in" the writing (284-85; 292). This is the ethic of
connection.
This ethic manifests for Elt)ow with the notion that students can rely on their
abilities with speech when developing academic essays. Questioning the
relationships between writing and speech. Elbow claims that good writing
should attract readers to participate in a production of meaning that the text
begins. He does so by acknowledging how speech invites listeners to "fill in
meanings from the involvement with the context and their knowledge of the
speaker. Good writing, on the other hand ... must make all the meanings
explicit, must 'lexicalize' or 'decontextualize' all the meanings, and not require
readers to fill in" (292). Elbow claims that the decontextualized nature of writing
is prompts readers to "cxjntribute to or participate in the meanings," and not just
passively receive meanings that are explicitly detailed in the writing (292).
He reviews the debate between orality and literacy to argue that speech is
reticent and to acknowledge that writing can be considered a decontextualizing
process. Elbow assents that writing is commonly seen to be permanent. "It can
be brought back to haunt us: read in a different context from the one we had in
mind-read by any audience" (283-284). Writing also involves delay and effort.
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When writing we must follow more rigorous rules; students must also get into
the text all the cues that readers might need, readers not present to writer.
Bringing these cues into texts is an example of "contextualizing," he claims.
Writers must capture on the page "all those vocal and visual cues for listeners
that we give without effort or attention in speaking" (284). Repeating Havelock's
argument. Elbow claims that writing allows students to figuratively "step out of
the flux of time...

to detach themselves from oral discourse, from tiie context in

which words are uttered and first thought about" Writing helps writers "separate
the knower from the known" (284-85). Elbow also argues that many writing
assignments should stress indelibility by emphasizing the need for coherent
drafts which "could survive outside the context of local author and local
audience" (291).
However, tiie positive notions of decontextualize disappear from subsequent
notions of writing in CCCs. Two teachers use the term in 1986 to discuss how
to arrange assignments in a composition course to prepare students for writing
across tiie curriculum. Malcolm Kiniry and Ellen Stenski offer sti'ategies that are
based on the rhetorical topics, but the authors ascribe these techniques as
arising from cognitive psychology. The authors use materials that emerge from
a variety of disciplines to argue that writing is a process best taught in stages.
These stages are exemplified by eight basic "'schema' or 'superframes'" (192).
These schema, which the authors claim can be found under the heading of
'Exposition' in most composition texti300ks, include listing, defining, classifying,
summarizing, comparing and contrasting, and analyzing (192-194). These
schema correspond with the "intellectual hierarchies of the cognitive
psychologists" (195). Students apply these schema in a variety of situations, in
recursively consti'ucted tasks. When students produce writing for these tasks,
their prose frequentiy lacks coherence and clarity. The authors then offer an
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example of how a compare and contrast essay prompts a coherent purpose in a
summary task of four types of psychotherapy. "Sometimes at this stage the
instructor can intervene with a rephrasing of the assignment that contextualizes
it (a shorter version of this exercise can begin with this instruction; 'For a
psychology course, you must summarize these four psychotherapies to help a
prospective client choose among them')" (200).
The first distinctly negative notion of decontextualizingthat I can locate
occurs in 1986, when Susan Peck McDonald discusses basic writers, and when
she considers how some textbooks are composed. Context begins to do
additional on work in the discipline. MacDonald argues that the connections
between writers and rhetorical situations are suppressed or ignored in
textbooks- a fact that diminishes the potential success of student writers. She
also claims that composition classes function in a "contextual vacuum" and that
teachers offer overly abstract notions for writing tasks (200). MacDonald
reviews the idea put forth by Mina Shaughnessy that some college writers have
more difficulty moving from abstract ideas to concrete ideas. MacDonald
acknowledges how this movement from the abstract to the specific is particularly
challenging because of writing across the curriculum. Knowing how to be
specific is a complex skill, she writes, because specificity varies across
disciplines. Basic or developmental writers usually lack understanding of the
differing strategies of college writing and are thereby unable to interpret the
advice to 'be specific' (195). Developing specificity in writing is in fact a process
of "complicated abstraction" (196). These abstractions are further complicated
when writing tasks do not distinguish the different kinds of specificity, the
"different contexts for specificity" (196).
Writing teachers should therefore provide instruction on how specificity
relates to audience, purpose, and writing situations. Students should
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understand the purpose of details in different disciplinary settings. This goal is
made difficult MacDonald writes, because composition has no obvious
framework for the various subject matters that manifest in the classroom. "As
writing teachers, we are handicapped by not teaching a body of information in
context in a way a sociologists, historian, psychologist, or biologist might."
Consequently, students are denied the contextual cues more experienced
writers use. "In this contextual vacuum we force teachers to give overly abstract
advice" (200).
MacDonald then extends this critique to the production of textbooks. She
cites texts that rely on the works of James Thurbur, Norman Mailer, E.B. White,
and other authors who write fiction or publish articles in popular magazines.
She argues that teachers should deemphasize or abandon "decontextualized
prose samplers." those texts that do not provide information about a writer's
intentions and the situations surrounding their writing processes (202).
MacDonald suggests repiadng these samples with writing by academic
authors-prose examples that have clearly delineated rhetorical situations.
Students need to realize that "one context may differ from another," and try to
figure out the "unwritten rules of particular contexts" (202). Students also need
to see the "complexity and richness of different rhetorical contexts." They must
learn now to "envision a contexT and how specific detail will vary according
these contexts (202).
These concerns for context emerge in issues of research when William
Irmscher reviews methods in rhetoric and composition in 1987. He laments
how research methodologies have been negatively influenced by other
disciplines. He argues that composition researchers should be less concerned
with generalities and should focus Instead on the particularities that are
apparent in specific writing tasks. Irmscher admits that metaphor and analogy
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should be pursued as a means of explanation, and he suggests that we should
consider how analogies are used in other disciplines—not in rhetoric.
Irmscher contends that because researchers in rhetoric and composition
have relied on empirical studies of writing, they have not received sufficient
respect for their findings (82). Much research ignores the complexity of
composing. He argues for increased ethnographic studies to correct the overiy
artificial studies arising from protocol analysis. "Reason and experience are
weakened when we run to the lab for proof.... [researchers tend to] complicate
the familiar and obfuscate the obvious" (83). Research methods that center on
the processes of writing have not escaped the compelling force to be scientific.
These researchers create clinical, "laboratory-like environments" (83-84). In
these environments, researchers establish conditions to observe writers as
subjects. The researchers tend to "set up obstacles to what might be a natural
or normal k)ehavior of an individual in the act of composing" (84). These
obstacles can then create distortions; "Decontextualizing is the equivalent of
distorting, because cause and effect relationships are perhaps the most difficult
to establish" (84). Imnscher claims that researches should consider the total act
of composing "in a natural environmenr (85). We should "depend less on
generalizations than on insights about particular cases" (86). He then argues
that researchers in rhetoric and composition should prefer case study and
ethnographic inquiries to controlled group studies involving comparisons (86).
We should study metaphor and analogy as a means of explanation as well. We
should pursue analogies, particulariy from other disciplines (87).
The most explicit example of the ethic of connection occurs in a 1986 critique
of writing textbooks. Kathleen Welch argues that writing theories should by
associated with particular situations, and how the rhetorical concerns of
memory and delivery disappear from discussions about writing. Many
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composition texttxx)ks deny composition tiieories by reducing the five cannons
of rhetoric to invention, arrangement and style, and by eliminating the contexts
that generate writing when publishing illustrative excerpts. This reduction of the
rhetorical cannons "removes writing from a social context" The vanishing
contexts of writers' situations c/econtextua/Zzes composing processes and
intimidate students because these inexperienced writers assume that prose
appears perfectly, from nowhere (270). Welch claims that an effective
composition course "requires teaching context and connection and their
recursiveness," and that student writing should become texts for composition
classrooms (275).
This argument centers on the idea that ideologies woric in texts. Welch
claims that textbook publishers and writing teachers have a shared ideology,
whereby the reduced rhetorical canons, the modes of discourse, and the
illustrative excerpt create a collection of "theory unconscious" writing texts (270).
Memory and delivery are deleted from these texts without explanation; the
publishers provide no rationale for why memory and delivery are omitted from
these writing textbooks. This omission dismisses the social contexts of classical
rhetoric. This removal of memory and delivery from composition theory
becomes more problematic for students because they rely on illustrated
excerpts as examples of writing. The ostensible beauty and perfection of these
excerpts present problems. "The published texts show us on every page, with
every justified margin, that writing requires no context... students are forcefully,
repeatedly, and worst of all. implidtly, shown (not told) that writing occasions
require no contexts. Texts merely appear, anonymously generated" (273).
Welch argues that these excerpts suggest to students that writing is not bound
to the constraints of history, relationships, and belief. Writing is removed from
the places whence it originates. Only the existence of copyright law prompts
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publishers to present, small typeface, the contexts for these pieces. The
acknowledgements at the badk of the book constitute a packaging that reveals
that the textbook derives its substance from decontextualizing. These pieces
are surgically sliced from their contexts and made to appear as whole pieces of
writing" (273). These textisooks strongly and implicitly show writing instructors
and their students that famous writers do not set up their work and that they do
not think about context.
Welch argues that this decontextualizing is disguised well in most textbooks.
This masking occurs because writing is lifted out of the situations in which it was
produced, and publishers then create neat margins for the new texts. "The
environment that enabled the discourse to take place and that to a real extent is
part of the writing is made to disappear" (273). The decontextualizing is
enhanced because it is regarded as natural, she writes. Moreover, "a new
context is made according to unexamined categories," which includes the
reduced rhetorical canons and the modes of discourse. The unacknowledged
reconstruction of writing is made to masquerade as something it was never
intended to be" (273).
This disconnection from the circumstances of writing and the disappearing
situations of writers in textbooks can be corrected when composition teachers
encourage students to construct essays from lived experiences. "By giving up
the disconnection and decontextualizing of freshman writing texts, we unlock
the energy of the students' and our own expertise as writers" (274). If teachers
rely on professionally published texts, Welch admits, some benefits do accruebenefits that depend on connection. Writing teachers need to "connect"
examples in textbooks with the tasks that students are attempting, and the
recursive sequencing of assignments allows teachers to "make the parts of the
writing class everywhere connected" (275). Task recursiveness and textbook
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relevance "depend on connection" (275). This connection remains unrealized
because textbook publishers and composition teachers share an ideology of
the truncated canons, the modes of discourse, and the illustrative excerpts. The
reduced canons and modes have no aim: They are cut of from meaning
because they are cut off from pointing fonward to any life outside of the text
In most texttxxjks no connection is made to exist between a canon or a modal
category and a desire to know where It came from and what will follow from it"
(275).
The demand to connect texts with situations is by the late-1980s a common
claim in rhetoric and composition, but these arguments elide the power of
literacy to transcend contexts. Mike Rose extends these expectations and
critiques ideas put forth Bruner and Goody to write in 1988 that there is a
tendency in American education to ascribe monolithic and stereotypical
explanations for a broad range of unsatisfactory school performances (267).
These discussions define cognitive abilities in terms of linguistic separations
that exist more in theory than in practice. These theories reduce rather than
elatx)rate on cognitive issues; they encourage movement away from "careful,
rigorous focus on student writing" (294). Rose demonstrates the ethic of
connection by arguing that researchers who follow Piagets ideas of contrive
growth tend to create a binary notion of literacy, whereby writers must be able to
decontextualize. Rose argues that cognitive action is "tied specifically to
context" and that writing is a "context-dependent activity" (285). These ideas
contradict those of Havelock, Bruner, and Goody.
Rose begins his review of cognitive issues by acknowledging how previous
researchers in psychology, linguistics, and literary studies have argued that
some college writers demonstrate a lack of cognitive abilities needed for writing.
This lack appears in prose that is limited to the concrete and that has littie
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abstraction or analysis-characteristics that reveal basic differences in
reasoning, perceiving, and language proficiency. Rose acknowledges how
studies of cognitive style suggest field-dependent and field-independent
thinkers. Some researchers use these binary notions to argue tiiat some
students havent progressed from concrete thinking, that some students are
hindered by the degree to which their culture remains in a predominantly oral
environment (267). These theories lead to bold generalizations: poor writers
cannot form abstractions, cannot analyze (268).
The kinds of reasoning involved with writing includes many cognitive acts
such as perception, memory, mental representations, and metaphorical
thinking, Rose claims. These processes remain connected to the particular.
Rose contends tiiat "writing, as tiie whole span of rhetorical theory makes clear,
is deeply embedded in the particulars of the human situation. It is a contextdependent activity that calls on many abilities" (285). Rose supports this claim
by referring to ideas developed by the educational psychologist Barbara Rogoff,
who contends that thinking is "intricately interwoven with the context of the
problem to be solved" (3). The ability to orchestrate cognitive skills "is not an
abstract context-free competence ... but consists rather of cognitive activity tied
specifically to context" (3).
Rose also acknowledges how some theorists have relied of Piaget's notions
of cognitive egocentrism to make generalizations about orality. Without the
powers of what Rose calls "high literacy." people are "limited in their ability to
'decenter,' to recognize the need to 'decontextualize' what they are
communicating" (293). He correctiy claims that if writing is tiiought to "possess
a given characteristic—say decontextualization, or abstraction-then the
dichotomy requires you to place tiie opposite characteristic-contextualization,
concreteness-in the non-writing category" (294). Rose argues that writing
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teachers should work against classifications that encourage single, monolithic
discussions of cognitive theory. We should honor the complexity of cognitive
acts by attending as much as possible to the social situations and practices of
students (297).
Rose offers important ideas to discussions of cognition and writing. However,
dismissals of writing and research practices on the basis decontextualizing tend
to ignore the rhetorical necessity of conceptual separation, of shifting from
context to context When theorists argue that writing is context bound, as does
Rose, tiien tiie

need to fomi generalities is slighted. Composition becomes less

philosophical, less able to engage the general conditions of writing that WAC
programs demand. Anne Bertiioff addresses tills demand when offering a
"philosophical" stance for composition, one that can define "the common ground
of all school work, of all disciplines" (241). This common ground is constixicted
with rhetorical topics and tropes, but these constructions are often associated
with ideas from disdplines other tiian rhetoric.
These arguments about connection and disconnection are informed by
Cicero's humanitas. Rhetorical sti'ategies can connect and separate; contexts
are constructed with the rhetorical faculty of ingenium.

Connecting Distant Situations With the Rhetorical Topics
Cicero consistently argues against withdrawal from the material and political
situations of public life. Knowledge must be applied in practical circumstances.
Cicero considers this Issues in De Re Publica by critiquing the relevance of
astironomy and otiier issues located far from tiie lives of Romans. Cicero at first
dismisses the importance of these distant ideas, then he uses it as a framework
to discuss the duties of the ideal lawmaker. Cicero here weaves rhetoric with
science, observation with argument. This investigation into what Is distant and
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synthesizing it with what is close Is the rhetorical ideal of contextualizing. This
ideal is realized with topical strategies.
These claims are exemplified in Oe Re Publica. Written in 44 B. C, two years
iDefore Cicero's murder, this text has Cicero recreate from memory a dialogue
that occurred in 129 B.C. Cicero, through the voice of Scipio, discusses the
best form of govemment in a dialogue with Tuisero, Laelius, and others. Cicero
fc)egins by arguing that duty and virtue must be applied in public life- a purpose
at odds with Epicurean ideal of a life free from pain, a life withdrawn from the
demands of the day (1). Philosophers must be willing to descend from their lofty
heights to engage a life of statecraft (11). While some thinkers have realized
great theoretical discussions, they have accomplished nothing practical. This is
a waste of time and talent. Cicero writes.
The squandering of talent and time is explored when Tubero asks Scipio
what he thinks about the appearance of a lunar eclipse in the sky over Italy (15).
Scipio initially dismisses the question, noting how his friend Panaetius speaks
of the celestial phenomena with false confidence-as if he had touched the
planets with his own hands, tractare plane manu. Scipio recalls that Socrates
was wise to refuse interest in matters of natural phenomena. Tut}ero questions
this dismissal, however, by recalling how Plato wrote that Socrates knew to
combine the studies of morality and the state with subjects of arithmetic,
geometry, and harmony (16). Scipio then assents to this view, recalling how
after Socrates died, Plato traveled to African and then to Italy, where he studied
under Pythagoras. This was a productive time for Plato; he was introduced to
many different ideas. Plato considered the many branches of learning, ///a
plurimarum artium. Because he loved Socrates and wished to credit the
deceased philosopher, Plato interwove,confexfu/t Socrates' subtlety in crafting
arguments with the obscurity and ponderous learning of Pythagoras (16).
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Context is an act whereby persons combine what is distant with what is closein this case, Plato combines his love for Socrates with the obscure learning of
Pythagoras.
Cicero illustrates this ideal of weaving many disciplines of learning by
continuing his discussion about astronomy. Philus, another participant, agrees
with Scipio's earlier complaint that the topic of astronomy is too far removed
from issues of the state, that celestial events have no import for terrestrial
events. Laelius asks why the participants are discussing the heavens when
they have not acquired knowledge of the matters that relate to their homes and
to state (19). Philus responds to this complaint by reminding Laelius about the
significance of wider realms of experience: Should not persons try to
understand what is occurring in the atx)de beyond the walls they build? Should
not they try to understand the whole universe? Surely these wider realms of
experience are important, because to remain ignorant of these matters is to
remain ignorant of many other important things (19). All those eager for
wisdom, sapientiae, should engage these wide studies. Wisdom develops
through the weaving of what close and what is distant
Cicero characterizes these weavings of the abstract and the concrete, of
humanitas artibus, by recounting an additional statement from Plato. The
Greek philosopher was fond of recalling how men were shipwrecked on an
unknown island but discovered that the island was inhabited by wise people
when they saw "geometrical figures." He made this inference "not from the
cultivation of soil, which he also observed, but from the indications of learning"—
the geometric figures (29). The study of geometry constructs imaginary lines in
imaginary realms of space; these patterns are then applied to material settings
during the construction of homes, roads, and temples. This discipline connects
what may othenwise remain separate. Plato recognizes tiie value of geometry,
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Cicero writes, because the constaiction of spatial figures is necessary in the
expression of language-an idea that Giambattista develops more fully in the
late-Enlightenment.
These philosophical ideas are the powers of abstraction that arise from
literacy. To contextualize means to synthesize the general and the specific, the
past and the present, the local and the global. A dialectical relationship can
develop as we revise, reconstitute, and reconsider how our understandings of
immediate situations can be altered with the faculties of literacy. Rhetorical
invention is powerful because it can connect what is distant. We discover
relations across contexts so that we are not bound to one particular place, shut
off from the unbounded universe of invention that Cicero describes and that Jim
Corder claims as central for rhetoric.
Anytime we use historical documents to inform contemporary discussions we
encounter a paradox. We must reconstruct tfie past from the perspective of the
present. We connect distant times with contemporary times with the powers of
rhetorical invention, or ingenium. Rhetorical style figures into this power
because these relationships are constructed with ti'opes, particulariy spatial
ones. I show in the concluding chapter how these connections bring together
situations that have disappeared, material circumstances that are missing from
the moment
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CHAPTER SIX
Common Sense Inventions of Contexts
The idea of context commonly suggests the spatial dimensions of classrooms,
the historical influences on texts, and the cultural and political situations that
affect how readers and writers engage issues. Another common purpose of
context is to enhance certainty: A writer's purpose can be calibrated by
discovering the dimensions of a context, a text can be interpreted in relation to
the surrounding context, a writer's attitudes can be inferred from her location in
a culture. However, some of this certainty disappears when we consider the
complexities that arise with the idea of context I. A. Richards argues that
memory intrudes on the present to suggest attitudes and ideas that others
would deem as imaginary and that rhetorical effect is caused by one thing for
one person but not for another {Meaning 32-65; Philosophy32-40). Kenneth
Burke claims that environmental surroundings are so complex that they must be
reduced in scope for purpose to be conveyed, and this reduction means that
some aspects of a context are neglected {Grammar22-26).
Of course, these complexities are fundamental for writers in all disciplines.
This dilemma is partially denied in composition when we consider the initial
functions of the term context The word first enters discussions of assessing
writing and teaching. I show in chapter three how writers in composition first
use the word to evaluate teaching practices and student essays. Students
should understand how the appropriateness of language is shaped by "various
situations and contexts'* ("Semantics" 23). A student may not develop sufficient
details to render a context for a particular essay {Guide 1980:140). These
evaluative uses of the term are necessary and helpful, but they are also
examples of how the term context can be perceived in ways which dismiss
rhetorical invention.
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This dismissal corresponds with a rejection of uncertainty. Giambattista Vico
lamented in 1710 how the ability to discover arguments and issues in the
uncertain world was diminished in his day. He does so because he sees
students judging before discovering. These students are ill-prepared to engage
in the life of the community, to discover wise and prudent ways to speak and
write about important issues, to demonstrate a familiarity with human
psychology and to know how to deploy emotion in their speeches {Methods 3334). Students tend to criticize ideas and events before considering issues from
the multiple points of view. This neglect of rhetorical invention hinders the
development of common sense. Vico argues that rhetorical invention should
have priority over philosophical criticism, or rational judgment.
Vico offers many examples of common sense, but one is particulariy relevant
for discussions at}out writing. This definition centers on the distinction between
abstract knowledge and prudence, or wisdom. If a person follows the prevalent
study methods of Vico's time, this person will reduce a large multitude of
physical effects to a single cause. In the domain of prudence, however, a
person will discover the greatest possible number of causes which may have
produced a single event {Method ^ 5). Because context is frequently used to
adjudicate meaning, as a framework to evaluate essays, texts, teaching, and
research, the tenn ironically suggests the limiting of causes that Vico decries. If
judgment precedes invention, then common sense is lost. Vico joins invention
and judgment as common sense: these are the integrations an inventive mind
can make, and these syntheses require an understanding of contexts as
rhetorical inventions, as material situations that we modify with our minds
{Ancient 93).
This generative notion of common sense may be perceived when
rhetoricians use the topics to discover available means of expression in each
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particular setting, and some of the first conjugations of confexf emerge in these
arguments. Cicero uses the character of Antonius to explore this idea at length
in Book 2 of Oe Oratore. Antonius laments near the end of the book how
important Greek philosophers omitted the topics as invention when suggesting
dialectical methods for the citizens of Rome. For example, Diogenes the Stoic
purported to teach oratory and to distinguish truth from error, Antonius writes.
However, this philosopher offers "no directions for discovering the truth, but only
for testing it" (158). Antonius eariier develops the topics to argue instead that
orators should be able to speak on specific and general issues (67). All things
relating to the ways of humankind, everyday life, the political system, and the
common sentiments of humanity, sensu hominum communi, should be
mastered by the orator. Speakers should weave, intexere, these wide issues
skillfully into discourse (68).
Vico updates this argument and a need for common sense in the early
1700s, when the powers of empirical sciences eclipsed ancient theories and
practices of learning. Vico argues for continued classroom use of the
humanistic practices of rhetoric, history, and philology, and he studies ancient
texts to identify those abilities, facultas, necessary for rhetorical invention. He
argues that the most important abilities are memory, imagination, and
perception, and that these faculties are enhanced by the study of geometry.
Ingenium is a faculty enhanced by a study of spatial geometry; ingenium makes
present what is absent, connects what is disconnected, and discloses what is
hidden {Humanistic 42). These strategies construct contexts, and these
constructions are made with style~the tropes that are the "necessary modes of
expression," the "modifications of the mind" that we make to understand
relationships in the worid (Science 409). We refer to situations and discover
relationships in situations with language that is commonly understood, in styles
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that are are apt, dear, and figured. These processes are enhanced with
ingenium.
Vico's common sense discovers relationships within rhetorical situations
before judging these assodations. This common sense relies on the topics to
construe rhetorical relations across diverse communicative settings. "[Tlhe
relationship between speaker and listeners is of the essence." he writes. "In
order to be sure of having touched all the soul strings of his listeners, the orator,
then, should run through the complete set of the /oc/which schematize the
evidence" (Methods 15-16). These relationships are also thoroughly
tropological; Poetic logic, or the contemplation and expression of the forms of all
things, functions on the tropes of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, irony
(Science 400-411). These tropes make relationships in the world; they are an
example of facultas, "a ready disposition for the making" (Ancient 93).
I rely on this understanding of the generative power of topical strategies and
figurative structures to counter dismissals of the topics and tropes as simply
surface style. This diminished idea of style allows writers from varied
disciplines to use the rhetorical topics when constructing their context, while
denying the relevance of rhetoric in these constructions. 1 show In earlier
chapters how this denial suggests that material contexts can be ti-anslated onto
the page as literal places, as situations that are posited as givens and not as
rhetorical inventions. When contexts are seen to be constructed with topical
strategies and with figurative language, this static notion of context is made
more pliant: The topics allow us to meet tiie referential demands of expository
discourse, to define, classify, compare, and relate diverse issues and diverse
situations. Rgurative language provides generative ways to Invent new
relationships in these places with words (see Corbett; D'Angelo; White; Kellner).
Spatial tropes and riietorical topics generate rhetorical situations, or contexts.
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Vico descends into a collective memory, the past, to perceive how language
developed, to discover patterns in probability. This dissertation flows from Vico:
I use an etymology to recover ideas atxsut how to construct contexts. Facultas
and ingenium arise as temis that allow for the invention of ideas, for finding
patterns in probability, the necessary modes of expression, the modifications of
the mind. I use this etymology to offer a triangular invention-how the
interlocking faculties of imagination, perception, and memory may help rhetors
develop eloquence and discover some of the probabilities in life. By using
memory, imagining new relationships, and placing these perceptions in new
arrangements, Vico's triangular invention adds common-sense dimensions to
discussions about contexts.
Vico offers these faculties to consider how contexts are constructed. Vico
blends judgment and invention when lamenting how the topics are dismissed
by the powers of the new sciences. 1 apply the triangular invention as a
resource for the ambiguity that all writers experience when trying to discover
means to reference riietorical

situations and to construct new relationships

across these contexts. These are common sense constructions because we
invent as many causes as possible from one situation or case, not when we
reduce many causes to one single cause. The generative nature of causes
allow us to acknowledge uncertainties that are involved in any particular context
—how referencing common sense dimensions, expressing multiple purposes,
and discovering the available means of persuasion are probable acts sensitive
to situational elements but not determined by static contexts. Students can
discover how the past may inform current perceptions and future imaginings.
They can question how the relationships among these past Issues might be
relocated, or replaced in tiie present
Vico's triangular invention as common sense is also a means to negotiate
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Burke's contextual paradox-how we define things in terms of what they are not
how the intrinsic is defined by the extrinsic. Vico also offers another perspective
on Richard's absent causes, how cx^ntexts are edited and abridged by memory.
I follow Vico's frequent reference to classiCcU writers to show how early uses of
the Latin contextus are related to the triangular dimensions of common sense:
Quintilian uses contextus in three sections of Institutio to address issues of
memory, the imagination, and perception. Quintilian writes how the imagination
is applied with synecdoche so we can glean meaning from what has not
actually been expressed. He also explores how impromptu speaking requires
rhetors to perceive and locate the positions of arguments and deal with each in
its appropriate place. In the last instance. Quintilian also considers how time is
generally considered a cause of forgetfulness. but time can actually be used to
strengthen the memory (8.4.21; 11.2. 2-43).
Before returning to these classical instances of contextus, I first explore the
importance of spatial ti-opes in classical and contemporary discussions about
contexts. I then introduce in more detail Vico's idea of ingenium. Vico's quarrel
with Descartes reactivates Vico's plea that rhetorical invention must be taught if
students are to discover meaning in rhetorical realms, to identify the dimensions
of their memories, perceptions, and imaginations, and how these triangulated
faculties commingle with the ideas and claims of others in communities. These
goals remain salient today because empirical doubt and methodical certainty
can be attractive alternatives when compared to the probable and uncertain
worids of rhetoric. Contexts are common sense constructions when we recall
the figurative nature of tiiese places, how material, cultural, and historical
situations are turned into new situations when we reduce, relate, define, and
compare these places on ttie page.
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Spatial Tropes as Common-Sense Arrangements
Geometric figures and spatial analogies have long been used to represent how
humans invent and arrange meaning. Logicians, mathematicians, and
philosophers have for centuries posited the triangle to associate operations of
the mind with spatial arrangements in the world (see Ong; Struever). Topics, or
the places of arguments, correlate ideas in the memory with inventive strategies
for particular rhetorical tasks in the world. These topical commonplaces, what
Cicero calls "regions" {Topica 2.7-8). enjoyed centuries of use as rhetors
defined, compared, contrasted, and detailed circumstances for each particular
task. Joan Lechner identifies at least 20 definitions of commonplaces in
Renaissance thought. These definitions were based on the imaginary concepts
of the writer's mind that these imaginary places were turned into the
Renaissance tropes of forests, gardens, theaters, and battlefields where rhetors
could "hunt" for arguments and where copious invention is a process that
"covers ground" (136-37).
The topical strategies used to generate these figurative places became less
important during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In one
representative assessment. Samuel Howell writes that topical theories were
generally rejected, made "obsolete," to be used only by "the slow and the dull"
(443). Although metaphor retained its power in theories of language, other
tropes were generally dismissed as superficial ornaments of discourse, and the
geometric figures associated with topics-the triangles, hexagons, circles cited
by Ong—were seen as static, outmoded models for complex inventional
process.
Writers in composition have since the 1960s responded to the needs of an
increasingly diverse student population by encouraging students to locate their
purposes in particular rhetorical contexts-\n situations where they can identify
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and express specific relationships among readers, writers, texts, and issues. A
review of the discourse about contexts in rhetoric and composition shows how
spatial analogies and figures are commonly used to reference these places.
Cubes, pyramids, particles and waves are spatial analogies for how writers
might invent specific arguments and then place these purposes in more general
frameworks for meaning. I add Vico's riietorical apprehension of tiiese places
to highlight the topical and tropical nature of contexts.
Lloyd Bitzer begins tiiese discussions about "rhetorical situations" as specific
places in 1968. He is the first to inquire into the characteristics of "the rhetorical
situation-tiie context in which speakers or writers create rhetorical discourse"
(1). Bitzer does so in part by building from Malinowski's "context of situation" to
define a preliminary model of tiiis place as a "natural context of persons, events,
objects, relations, and an exigence which strongly invites utterance" (5). Many
theorists have questioned the dimensions of tiiese sites before and after Bitzer,
and spatial analogies are offered to suggest how these areas can be
discovered and defined: Ogden and Richards offer tiie reference triangle (11);
Young. Becker, and Pike posit the wave, particle, and field (126); Burke
suggests the pentad (Grammar): Linda Flower presents webs of intention (110);
Bazerman suggests a pyramid (163); and Cheryl Glenn offers a map to explore
rhetorical territories (287). Most recentiy, John Trimbur claims that context \s
the "public sphere" (15).
These spatial analogies are common for discussions at}Out rhetoric and
composition, but what rhetorical sense can be made from these configurations?
I contend that each person should remember to perceive the various
dimensions of a rhetorical context and to not prejudge these places as static
constructions tiiat determine choice. When we imagine tine rhetorical topics as
strategies to generate relationships among and across rhetorical contexts, then
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these places are dynamic sites that require constant discovery and
reevaluation. We can discover, articulate, and create relationships in these
places with rhetorical invention. As students integrate their specific
interpretations of academic experience with other disdplinary demands, topical
invention remains as necessary today as it was nearly four hundred years ago.

Discovering Historical Relationships as Facultas
Vico argues that philology, history, poetics, and rhetoric are essential for study
because these humanistic processes can discover how meaning was made in
the fonmation of public institutions, as well as in fables, myths, and religion.
These etymologies can also inform current perceptions. In The Ancient Wisdom
Of the Italians, Vico considers the term facultas, or faculties. He proceeds to
classify several Kinds of faculties, including imagination and memory, which can
be enhanced by the study of arithmetic and geometry. These subjects of study
are human faculties, "since in them we demonstrate a truth because we make it"
(94). Geometers can understand how these shapes are created because they
make tiiem.
This power of making has important implications for rhetoric, according to
Vico. He descriljes how the rhetorical faculty of Ingenium arises in part from a
study of geometry: "Ingenium ... connects disparate and diverse things. The
Latins called it acute or obtuse, both terms being derived from geometry" (96).
Ingenium has a long history of use and a variety of connotations, ranging from
ingenuity, inventiveness, to mother wit (see Schaeffer). Vico uses ingenium \o
draw together those things and ideas perceived to be located at a distance.
Borrowing from Aristotle's claim that metaphoric thinking allows a perception of
"relationships even in things far apart" (III ii. 6), Vico argues that ingenium can
connect what was previously disconnected and that rhetors can discover new
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relationships in particular communicative settings. These discoveries are "^e"
inventions t)ecause we make them. This is the verum-factum, perhaps Vico's
most frequently cited claim; "We can know the civil world because we have
made it" {Methods S3).
Vico demonstrates the verum-factum with his studies of ancient texts; he
shows how the past influences the present. In The New Science, Vico
descrit}es these inventive faculties as verum-factum in this way: "[l]n the night of
a thick darkness enveloping the earliest antiquity, so remote from ourselves,
there shines the eternal and never falling light of a truth beyond all question;
that the world of civil society has certainly been made by men. and that its
principles are therefore to t}e found within the modifications of our own human
mind" (331). Humans can discover relationships in the public world because
they make these relationships with the modification of their minds.
Geometricians can know spatial figures because they construct them. Tropes
are modifications because these figures relate, reduce, and define in terms of
causes, similarities, and differences.
Vico's references to facultas and geometry are complex, relating as they do
to ancient, medieval, and Renaissance traditions (see Palmer; Verene;
Goetsch). While Pythagorean ideas of spatial forms are ideal representations of
the physical wortd, Vico binds the spatial figures of geometry with the discovery
of arguments in the public world. Vico reminds us that the acute perception
which constructs geometric figures may also sharpen the rhetorical powers
needed in public debate. Ong suggests that medieval quantifications of logic
represent a "silent, spatial universe" ("Ramus" 91). Vico's notions also contrast
with many eighteenth-century ideas of Invention, whereby topics are located in
individual minds (Crowley 68). Vico locates topics in the negotiation among
persons in communities.
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Vico admits that to actually compose a particular public address according to
geometric methods would remove cleverness from the oration. Making spatial
geometric figures alone is not sufficient to inform the decisions and discoveries
that may occur in practical life (Ancient 98-99). However, unlike the analytic,
Cartesian geometry that rids reason of uncertainty and doubt, Vico claims that
spatial, Euclidian geometry can enhance the powers that make these discursive
connections. He refers to three faculties in his Autobiography. Vico calls spatial
geometry a "graphic art which at once invigorates memory.. . refines
imagination . . . and quickens perception" (124). Rhetors use ingenium to
connect past experience with present apprehensions, to conceive new
configurations in rhetorical settings, and to see previously unpercelved
relationships. Topical strategies allow for a discovery of multiple points of view,
and for a reference to the dimensions existing across rhetorical circumstances.
As Vico said in a speech to the University of Naples, ingenium "makes present
to our eyes lands that are very far away... unites those things that are
separated . . . overcomes the inaccessible ... discloses what is hidden"
(Humanistic 42-43). These ideas are reinforced by more recent claims; Some
philosophers of science cite the inventive, heuristic powers of Euclidian
geometry to suggest connections between how spatial figures are made and
how theories are formulated (Sklar 14). Covino notes that geometry illustrates
logical relationships (61).
The imaginative aspects of ingenium and geometry may suggest little
concern for audience. However, Vico did dedicate The Study Methods to
Francis Bacon, who earlier claimed that rhetors apply reason to imagination so
that the will moves us to act (80-81). Moreover, the making of geometric figures
requires imaginative faculties of the mind. The reference triangle put forth by
Ogden and Richards suggests imaginary lines for relationships among writers.
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readers, and topics, and Richards later argues that the imagination is first the
"production of vivid images" {Principles 240). Henry James claims that a
common problem for writers is how to limit the seemingly unlimited relationships
in the world. We need to draw, by "a geometry of [our] own," those symbolic
circles in which relations do appear to stop (5).
Imagination is also the capacity to find connections-tiie topical frames of
definition, comparison, relationships, and circumstances that bind potentially
unlimited terrains of thought. Writers rarely imagine an isolated image; tiiey
also visualize relationships. Students must conceive the rhetorical dimensions
that lie or can be extended among themselves, readers, and topics. Vico's
triangular invention can be an art of mapping some of these probable relations.
So rhetorical relationships must be discovered and produced~not with a
geometrician's compass-but with an imagination that perceives the similar in
the dissimilar and that recalls how the past can connect with the present to meet
the demands of particular situations.
Vico's triangular invention and his concern for common sense that is not
preempted by judgment emerges from his disagreement with the study methods
in the natural sciences- as well as the attitudes about language that arise from
the new sciences. Rene Descartes claimed that humanism in general and
rhetoric in particular are "occupied in making the best of mere verisimilitude"
(54); he claimed that eloquence can be attained by speakers who are ignorant
of the rules of rhetoric (7). Arnauld codified this belief in the Port-Roya! Logic:
he argued in this text that language needed to be fixed, to be rid of ambiguity.
Vico claimed that this concern for fixing language also limits learning, and is
prompted largely by the powers of the new sciences. For this reason, Vico
repeatedly cites the need for the topics as a faculty to build common sense.
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Science and the Invention of the Common Sense
While partidpating in discussions about Cartesian methods at the Academy of
the Investigators in Naples, VIco concedes the methodological powers that the
French philosopher unleashed (Palmer 7). He admits that these procedures
made Descartes and his followers the "grand architects of this limitless fabric of
the world" (Methods 10). However, Vico realizes that the procedures related to
Descartes' methods can prompt students prematurely into criticism, to judge
issues before discovering more about the complexities and uncertainties that
attend to events and problems. This debate provides a framework for Vico's
use of common sense and his triangular invention. Vico's consistent reliance
on the topics also offers perspective on Burke's contextual paradox.
Speaking one-half century after the publication of Amauld's text, Vico
claimed that ambiguity is unavoidable in language but that this uncertainty can
be negotiated with the art of topics. This argument arises from Vico's
comparison of study methods with the ancients. A serious drawback develops
from considering the natural sdences, Vico writes. The telescopes.
microscopes, and other instruments allow scierrtists to discover many natural
processes. However, tiiese inventions can also limit the production of potential
causes, can hinder rhetorical invention as a means to construct common sense.
I think tiiat Vico's quarrel with Descartes continues today. Student writing
must be clear, coherent, and organized. These writers must connect a wide
range of topics from different academic disciplines, and they must posit certain
claims and support their theses with demonstrable proofs. Students' essays
nonetheless must emerge from a diverse mix of perceptions, memories, and
imaginations that they bring to the task. Each writer relies on past experience
and learning when constructing those relationships most appropriate for tiie
particular issue. As students attempt to connect their varied academic topics
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and to engage issues that are discussed in wider communities, topical invention
remains as necessary today as it did nearly four hundred years ago.
The Study Methods was originally composed as inaugural lectures that Vico
gave to faculty and students at the University of Naples. He compares the ways
that students learn various disciplines, in each speech Vico critiques and
credits the modern disciplines of chemistry, physics, and pharmacology, and he
attributes to Descartes the methods for learning these disciplines. Vico recalls
the topical arts instead to argue that rhetorical invention should have priority
over philosophical criticism, or rational judgment. Othenwise, if students judge
before discovering, they are ill-prepared to engage in the life of the community,
to discover wise and prudent ways to speak and write about important issues
(33-34).
Vico was concerned that the powers of science and a reliance on critical
judgment hindered the development of rhetorical Invention. "In our days, we
keep away from the art of inventing arguments," he said. "We hear people
afflnming tiiat, if individuals are critically endowed, it is sufficient to teach them a
certain subject, and they will have the capacity to discover whether there is any
ti'uth In that subject" {Methods 14). Vico admits the power of "critical" or rational
philosophy, but he also argues for the art of topics to discover patterns in
probability. This plea is part of Vico's common-sense philosophy, a complex
tradition of thought. In his most basic definition, Vico writes that common sense
Is "judgment without reflection" {Science 142). Others have offered more
complex characterizations of common sense. John Schaeffer argues that
sensus communis has three main connotations: Plato's doxa of hearsay and
opinion; Aristotie's technical definition, whereby objects are perceived by the
senses simultaneously, then compared and appreciated in their differences; the
Roman ideal of a sense of propriety-the common but unstated mores of a
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community. Schaeffer argues that Vico synthesizes these notions of common
sense (3). Donald Verene suggests that topical methods and common sense
allow glimpses of how thought brings forth fonn (167). Hans-Georg Gadamer
states that common sense arises through living in communities (22). Bill Covino
calls common sense a "complex of shared judgments" (59).
For my purposes, Vico's common sense centers on the ability to speak and
act in public, in domains that are probable, but where decorum and clarity are in
force as well. The indeterminacy of these places is admitted by Vico when he
contrasts humanistic with scientific understandings of the world: "When it comes
to the matter of prudential behavior in life, it is well for us to keep in mind that
human events are dominated by Chance and Choice" {Methods 16). In
contrast, for those whose only concern is abstract truth and the methods of
science. Vico writes that these persons experience great difficulty in achieving
their means, and greater difficulty in attaining their ends. "Frustrated in their
own plans, deceived by the plans of others, they often throw up the game.
Since, then, the course of action in life must consider the importance of the
single everts and their circumstances" (17).
Criticizing the more common methods of teaching, Vico claims that it is
impossible to assess human affairs by the standard of abstract truth. "Satisfied
with abstract truth alone, and not being gifted with common sense, unused to
following probability, those doctrinaires do not bother to find out whether their
opinion is held by the generality and whether the things that are truths to them
are also such to other people. This failure to concern themselves with the
opinions of others has not only been a source of blame, but has proved to be
extremely prejudicial" (17). While Descartes lauds eloquence and poetry, he
believes that both of these arts are the gifts of nature rather than the result of
study; the powers of rhetoric are absent in the developmert of language
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abilities; Those... who most skillfully dispose their thoughts with a view to
render them clear and intelligible, are ... wholly ignorant of the rules of rhetoric"
(7). For Descartes, only scientific demonstration leads to ti^utii. The only
veracity is that about which tiiere can be no doubt; "[RJreason already convinces
me that I should abstain from tiie belief in things which are not entirely certain
and indubitable," he writes. "It will be enough to make me reject them all if I can
firxl in each some ground for doubf (17).
Vico claims tiiat Descartes' ideas rob students of the chance to develop
copious methods of thinking. By focusing on methodical doubt, students are
inappropriately prepared for the practice of eloquence {Methods 13). Vico
counteracts this focus on methodical doubt by developing connections among
common sense, eloquence, and topics. These connections should be
developed during the first years in the classroom: "If in the age of perception,
which is youth, tiiey would devote themselves to Topics, tiie art of discovery that
is the special privilege of the perceptive, they would then be furnished with
matter in order later to form a sound opinion on if {Autobiography ^24).
Because our acquaintance with things must come before judgment of them,
Vico writes, human minds attend to topics before considering criticism: "Topics
[have] the function of making minds inventive, as criticism has that of making
them exacT {Science 498). This idea grows from Vico's notion that
imagination, memory, and perception connect with "primary operations of the
mind, whose regulating art is topics, just as the regulating art of the second
operation of the mind is criticism; and as the latter is the art of judging, so the
former Is the art of inventing" (699). In this, Vico offers a systematic way to
invent rhetorical probabilities; Descartes offers a systematic way to doubt and
do away witii probabilities.
Vico's notion of common sense blends invention and judgment He follows
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Cicero's dismissals of Stoic philosophers whose dialectic "contains no
directions for discovering truth, but only for testing ir (Oe Oratore 2.157). Vico
con'elates Cicero's separate notions of topoi, the loci dialectic!' and the loci
rhetorici, into the inventive art of topics. Others credit the generative power of
this combination. Judgment is delayed as rhetors consider the complex and
sometimes contradictory meaning of arguments, as Fa| writes, and they can
arrive at a more comprehensive knowledge of tiie subject (92). Topics are not
necessarily analytic, beginning with a particular Issue and tiien breaking it
down, but also can be synthetic, starting with elemental particulars and arriving
at relatively new apprehensions (Milbank 275).
Vico argues that rational thinking and judgment should be preceded by the
study of rhetorical invention. If not, students are encouraged to clear their minds
of en'or and probabilities, and will "break into odd and an'ogant behavior" as
adults {Methods 13). Consequentiy, he writes, young people should be
educated in common sense~a faculty that "besides being the criterion of
practical judgment, is also the guiding standard of eloquence" (13). This
eloquence arises when students focus on inventing arguments, when they
"discern the probabilities which surround any ordinary topic" (14). Common
sense develops when students know how to use all of the topics, when they are
able to perceive extemporaneously the elements of persuasion inherent in any
case or question (15). They must investigate the loci of arguments that need to
be considered in each particular case {Science 497). If a speaker visits "all the
'places' distinguished in the Topics with a critical eye... . topics itself will
become criticism" {Ancient 101). Or, in Pompa's translation, "topics themselves
will become critical" (73).
This merging of tiie topical and tiie critical is a riietorical background for
Burke's contextual paradox. When the topics are applied in tandem with critical
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processes, these inventive strategies generate means to judge situations; topics
isecome critical, i assodate this process with Burke t>ecause he develops a
dramatistic metiiod to characterize the scene-act ratio as one of container and
contained; a scene contains an act, and the actions should be fit for the scene
(3). The scene is traditionally defined by substance. Burke enacts an etymology
of substance to show how the term refers to both tiie intrinsic and extrinsic
nature of things. A substance supports or underlies a thing; it is part of that
item's context "And a tiling's context, being outside or beyond the thing, would
be sometiiing that the thing is not (Grammar 23). The topics blend with
criticism when tiie loci are applied for ttie configuration of tilings, events, and
issues in the world.

Vico's Triangular Invention
Much of Vico's complaint with Cartesian methods for learning focuses on the
study of geometry. For Cartesians, the spatial figures of tilangles, hexagons,
and parat)olas are replaced with numbers. This kind of educational training can
influence students to neglect tiie connections that exist between seemingly
diverse academic and civil topics. This substitution makes the powers of
memory "numb," imagination "obscure," perception "sluggish" (Autobiography
124). These connections can be explored by attending more to spatial
geometry. These configurations are in turn correlated witii rhetorical invention
by the rhetorical topics. The probable dimensions that define rhetorical
situations can be made visible when rhetors rely on the powers of memory,
perception, and imagination. Writers recall a topic, or a commonplace; these
places are perceived as starting points for tiie lines of argument and
arrangement that can be imagined to extend outward in new figurative
connections. Students imagine how to structure experience in clear
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paragraphs, to recall the past In relation to present purposes, and to perceive
prose in coherent ways.
Vico admits that topics can lead to falsehood" tsecause of the probabilities in
any given case, but he argues that students should be taught the art of topics at
an early age, so that their common sense can be strengthened and they can
increase their eloquence and prudence: "Let their imagination and memory be
fortified ... let them develop skill in debating on either side of any proposed
argument. Were this done, young students. I think, would become exact in
science, clever in practical matters, fluent in eloquence, imaginative in
understanding poetry or painting, and strong in memorizing" {Method^9).
Vico sees topics as an ancient faculty of knowing, a faculty informed by
perception {Ancient 98). He argues that students, who are "in age of
perception," should concentirate on topics, tiie "art of discovery tiiat is tiie
special privilege of the perceptive" (124). In youth, when "memory is tenacious,
imagination vivid, and invention quick," students can enhance their inventive
powers by studying languages and geometry {Science 159). Vico claims that
students need to perceive the connections among ideas and events located far
apart, to recall how these issues may relate with previous experiences, and to
imagine new arrangements among tiiese elements. Memory, perception, and
imagination help students construct topical arguments by recalling,
apprehending, and envisioning definitions, comparisons, and relationships that
attend to events and ideas.
These are ancient faculties. In The New Science, Vico states that the first
humans used an imaginative genera to which they reduced all the species or all
the particulars that might be located in a specific genus. They made tiie "fable
fit the character and condition" (205); they applied a "sensory topics" by which
they poetically constructed relations between concrete individuals and species
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within particular genera (495). These first humans worked to "hew out topics,"
to place particular things in larger classificatory systems. This topical process
has the "function of making minds inventive" (497, 498). These arguments grow
from Vico's classical sources. Cicero equates topics with regions of the mind,
as well as the areas of argument. "It is easy to find things that are hidden if the
hiding places are pointed out and marked." Cicero writes. "[W]e may define a
topic as the region of an argument" {Topica 2.7-8). Cicero's inventive "regions"
are where we trace out what we hope to discover using the acuteness of
intellect on which invention depends (De Oratore 2.17). Topics help familiarize
the orator with the places in the memory where she can find the arguments and
recognize them instantly; a rhetor sorts knowledge into places of the mind and
draws on this information when the occasion demands (Lechner 150).
Other thinkers in the humanistic tradition likewise perceived the bounds of
time and place as topoi. In the process understanding becomes closely
connected with memory, and topical strategies continue to be illustrated and
represented in terms of spatial analogies (Goetsch 53-57). Geometric
implications attend to these topical processes as well; Spatial analogies for
language and invention have historically been connected with topics.
Discussing scholastic methods of logic that Agricola extended into topical
powers. Ong claims that because our knowledge is derived through the senses,
most cognition is treated by analogy with sensory cognition. In other words,
language works by putting together (composing), folding up, or folding back
upon (implying), setting bounds or limits (defining), and drawing a line around
or sketching (division or description). These topical strategies all rely in varying
degrees on the analogy between a field of intellectual activity and an area that
is apprehended visually (107). How do these spatial conceptions of knowledge
and language connect classical and Vichian concepts of topics, and how do
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these faculties inform the construction of contexts
Because of the uncertainties that frame public discourse and the actions of
people. Vico argues that those who consider topical definitions, circumstances,
and relationships are able to discover tiie probabilities that sun'ound particular
issues. This topical process encourages students not to "step rashly" into
discussion when tiiey are still in the process of discovery (19). Covino uses this
critique to suggest that Cartesian analytics leads students to rely on narrow
procedures for evaluating Ideas but does not develop the ability to generate
new ideas and relationships (59). Likewise, Grassi suggests that it would be
wrong to consider topics as a mere technique of arguments; he uses Vico's
topics to argue that rhetoric is philosophy.
The topics for Vico are inventive metiiods to discover tiie probabilities tiiat
attend to rhetorical situations. Vico exemplifies these powers with his
interconnected presentations of imagination, perception, and memory. These
faculties outline the dimensions of rhetorical situations: Rhetors position
individual things within wider generic categories, define things in the worid by
running over the commonplaces, and perceive cause and effect relationships
{Science 495. 497, 498). Imagination is also tiie capacity to find connections—
the topical frames of definition, comparison, relationships, and circumstances
that bind potentially unlimited terrains of tiiought.

Writers rarely imagine an

isolated image; they also visualize relationships. Students must conceive the
rhetorical dimensions tiiat lie among themselves, readers, and topics. Vico's
triangular invention can be an art of mapping some of these probable relations.

Vico's Tropes as Topical Heuristics
Vico demonstrates rhetorical invention in this complex etymology by connecting
what was previously disconnected, by uniting what was previously disunited.
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These processes necessary for constructing contexts tsecause, as Richards
contends, the powers of memory can influence the perception situations in the
present. Vico's etymology infonns these influences of memory because he
discovers how humans may have related diverse ideas and configured their
interpretations of the world. Vico's treatment of metaphor and other tropes are
basic to these discoveries of meaning. Vico recalls the past to perceive new
links between disparate and diverse things, which he places together with
imaginative, troped examples: The great fragments of antiquity, hitherto
useless to science because they lay begrimed, broken, and scattered, shed
great light when cleaned, pieced together, and restored" (357). These
passages are examples of the figurative language that can construct situations.
Basic to these topical processes are the powers of metaphoric thinking. Near
the start of The New Science, where Vico sets forth the principles of his text, he
writes that any philological study must begin where its topic begins. His method
involves the imaginative connecting of these diverse times and places as
perceptions of the past: "We must... fetch [the topics] from the stones of
Deucalion and Pyrrha, from the rocks of Amphion, from the men who sprang
from the furrows of Cadmus or the hard oak of Vergil" (338). Vico shows how
the eariiest humans situated particular sensations in more general matrices of
thought. The first humans needed to create classificatory concepts for the
particular events and things they observed in the world. They used "imaginative
class concepts ... to reduce all the particular species which resembled them"
(209). These new turns and changing arrangements are found with the use of
figurative language, what White calls the categories of Vico's poetic logic (207).
Tropes are the first references to the world and to other persons in the worid,
Vico writes, and these semantic turnings are important human inventions.
Metaphor "gives sense and passion to insensate things" (404) and allows the
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unfamiliar to be perceived in terms of the familiar. Metaphor "plays the first role
in acute, figurative expression" {Methods 24).
Ancient people used topical powers to relate inanimate things in the world
with the human senses and passions through the powers of tropes, through the
ability to "hew out topics" {Science 405, 495). The first humans assigned
meaning to the powers of nature, to lightning, which they imaginatively called
Jove (379). They associated unknown things in nature to parts of the human
body; The human head for the top of a thing or the beginning of a process; the
heart as the center of issues and events. They imagined the unknown in tenns
of the known. They perceived relations of species and genus, of container and
contained. The first poets used these categories to ascribe names to things, to
label the most particular and sensible ideas. Such processes are the sources
of metaphor, synecdoche, and metonymy {Science 406). Irony emerged later, in
periods of reflection (408). These tropes are not simple surface embellishment,
but are the "necessary modes of expression" that signify abstract forms or
genera that contain their species or relate parts with wholes (409). When tropes
are understood as necessary modes of expression, and not as ingenious
inventions of gifted writers, Vico argues, two historical misconceptions of the
grammarians are corrected: The idea that prose speech is proper, poetry
improper; the notion that prose discourse develops historically before poetic
speech (460).
This "poetic logic" influences rhetorical invention and ttie constiuctions of
context Discovery relies on the power to relate the known to the unknown, to
connect familiar images with unfamiliar images, to position parts of an issue
within wider realms of meaning. These tropical processes have topical
implications because metaphor suggests analogical relations, metonymy points
to the arrangements of circumstances and contiguity, as well as cause-and-
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effect relationships, and synecdoche provides ways to express part-to-whole
relationships. While rhetorical situations are immensely more complex than any
spatial figure and these sites are populated by people who act and interpret in
multiple ways tiiat cannot be reduced to any simple analogy or spatial figure,
these settings must be described in the basic topical terms of definition,
circumstance, and relationship. Rhetorical situations can be considered in
terms of parts and wholes, container and contained, as reductions of the
complex to tine less complex. The multiple dimensions of all rhetorical
situations must be reduced to relatively static realms on the page.
Vico presents the most explicit Idea of triangular Invention near the end of
The New Science: This definition begins with the memory: "Memory thus has
tiiree different aspects; memory when it remembers tilings, Imagination when It
alters or Imitates them, and invention when it gives them a new turn or puts
tiiem Into proper arrangement and relationship" (819). Rhetors bring memory
to every communicative event, and these memories provide a framework, or a
place, where perception and imagination can arrange recollection in new
relationships with changing rhetorical purposes. In other words, VIco's
ti'iangular invention occurs when rhetors can synthesize what might seem
unrelated by bringing the three faculties of memory, imagination, and
perception into a collatxsration with the persons and purposes that are at hand.
Triangular invention is another way to think about the original nature of
language as metaphoric. The spatial relationships can be constructed through
similarity and difference in memories, perceptions, and imaginations to discover
relationships among diverse topics. These relationships are contexts.

Faculties to Triangulate Contexts
Vico relies on classical and humanist traditions when formulating his ideas on
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topics, tropes, and common sense as alternatives to Cartesian criticism and
judgment Vico argues that the tilangular faculties of memory, imagination, and
perception can assist the discovery of probable relationships that comprise
rhetorical situations. These ideas begin in classical rhetoric, and they remain
relevant today: if the topics are dismissed from discussions of context as I
suggest they are in chapter two when Richards relies on anthropologists to
discuss contexts of situation, then these situations become static sites, places
that contain meaning. The topics can generate ways to discover some of the
dimensions of these areas. If the ti'opes are dismissed, then the power to
imagine new relationships in these settings is reduced. Matter is divorced from
form; rhetoric is limited in disciplinary discussions about context.
I apply tiie tilangular

invention as resources for the ambiguity that Burke

admits when developing a Grammar of Motives and that writers encounter when
tirying to negotiate the complexity of rhetorical sitijations-without reducing many
causes to one single cause, as the critical judgment of the Cartesians can
prompt, but by inventing as many causes as possible from one situation or
case-Vico's common sense. This inventiveness of causes allows us to
generate many possible means for a particular context, not to reduce these
causes to one. A closer examination of memory, imagination, and perception
show how these faculties are discussed in tenns of context These ancient uses
are relevant for the complications and paradoxes that Richards and Burke offer.
In one of their many complications of the term, Ogden and Richards contend
that the memory can interfere with the perception of present situations: "the
recurrence of merely a part of tiie context will cause us to react in the way in
which we reacted before" (53). The powers of memory 'stand-in' to influence
how a person can perceive the elements existing in a current situation.
I focus on three Instances of the contextus In Books 10 and 11 of Institutio
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Oratoria to treat this and other complications of context The term appears
sparingly in Institutio, but these uses show how the notion of context has been
aligned with rhetorical powers since the tenm's appearance in Latin. This
alliance is dismissed to some degree when compositionlsts rely on
anthropologists and scholars from other disciplines to discuss the importance of
contexts as situations where meaning is produced and contained.
Rrst, though, it is important to recall some classical examples of the power of
memory-because the memory, like context, is a p/acesconfigured with the
topics and tropes. The ancient Latins considered memory a region where
sense perception is stored, according to Vico. Thinkers from classical times
claim that memory is constructed when rhetors assign particular information to
particular areas of the mind. This faculty also can generate relationships:
"memory also signified the faculty that fashions images.... Therefore, the
Greeks have handed down in their myttis the tradition that the Muses, forms of
imagination, were the daughters of Memory" {Ancient 95-96). Memory makes
room in the mind where invention can t}egin. Cicero demonstrates this power
by recalling the anecdote of SImonides to illustrate this rhetorical art of memory.
This example also Cicero offers examples of the interconnected powers of
memory, perception, and imagination. The most coherent mental pictures are
formed in the mind by images conveyed by sight. Ideas that arrive without visual
form, notions conducted through speech and reflection, will gain additional
coherence with the application of visual images. The powers of memory can
transform these non-visual conceptions, can ascribe "a sort of outline and
image and shape so that we keep hold of as it were by an act of sight that we
can scarcely embrace by an act of thoughf (De Orators 2.357). Situating these
powers in places of the mind, Cicero suggests that an eloquent use of topics
relies on powerful recall. This memory in turn relies on situated powers of
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perception and imagination; "}Ne may grasp ideas by means of images and their
order by means of localities" (359). Quintilian synthesizes ideas of memory,
imagination, and perception, but he gives prominence to the powers of memory,
the "Measure house of eloquence." These powers are strengthened "by
stamping localities on the mind" (11.2.1). These localities can later be revisited
with recall, when tiie stored images are perceived in interconnected
associations: "symbols and objects recall all of the details, for they are linked
together like dancers holding hands" (2).
The notion of memory as place is important for Quintilian's uses of context
He gives an example of how contextus is fundamental for the recall of
information during argument. In deliberative discourse, rhetors must follow the
order of botii tiie subject matter and tiie words. Those in delifc)erati'on must also
remember what has been said by tiieir opponents, and they must not be content
merely with refuting the arguments in the order in which tiiey were advanced.
An effective rhetor must deal with each argumentative point in its appropriate
place, in contextum sequi (XI ii 2).
The classical conception of memory as place and the interanimation of
images in these mental locales also affect the recall of orations and arguments.
Quintilian writes that thoughts do not suggest the same images as material
things; a symbol is specially invented for these thoughts. These symbols, or
particular words, can be recalled by a perception of particular places.
Rhetoricians consequentiy argue that ideas in tiie memory should be
associated with places in the world. If so, we can develop a method to grasp a
whole series of connected words, verborum contextus eadem arte (11.2.24).
Memory also appears in causal implications for classical contexts. Quintilian
writes that we can associate times in history with places in the world, as well as
with places in the mind. "Whatever the cause, things which could not be
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recalled on the spot are easily coordinated the next day. and time itself, which is
generally accounted one of the causes of forgetfulness, actually serves to
strengthen the memory" contexuntur postera die (11.2.43)
Much of the Institutio is an elaborate examination of rhetorical style, and
contextus appears in these passages to suggest how style configures contexts.
One such instance suggests an inventive power of figurative language, how
meaning can be discovered with tropical processes. After discussing different
kinds of metaphors. Quintilian addresses the trope of synecdoche. This trope
allows unstated meaning to be gleaned from something that is assumed which
has not actually been expressed. One word is then discovered from other
words,synecdochen vocant... in contextu sermonis (vi 21). With synecdoche,
a part of speech stands-in for something larger, something not fully defined. We
rely on these ti'opes when a part stands-for a whole, or when a whole stands-for
a part and we use metonymies when we reduce a complex array of
circumstance into a series of details we call contexts, as Hayden White has
argued. Our metaphorical weavings of situations remain ironic fashionings
unless we realize the tropical nature of these constiuctions.
The memory and tiie imagination are intertwined with places in the mind
and in the worid to provide frameworks so that we can perceive some of the
many causes tiiat many be operating in one particular context However, tiiere
are potentially an infinite array of contexts: consequently we must develop
general methods to deal witii these many particularities. Quintilian suggests
one such method to prepare for tiiese many places. An important
characterization of tiiese processes occurs in his discussions of
extemporaneous speaking. Quintilian claims that we can prepare for
impromptu speeches in any place. Rhetorical invention is not bound to
particular times and places; we can practice and prepare our inventions at any
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moment or place, in loci plurimum. Quintiiian puts forth a method to deal with
these multiple situations, for those times when "^e whole aspect of the case
undergoes a sudden change" (3).
Quintiiian offers a theory for these occasions, and tiiis tiieory

depends in part

on perception. Extemporaneous speech is assisted by processes of
premeditation. Quintiiian claims. These processes derive from practice with
writing, and premeditation forms an "intermediate stage between the "labors of
the pen and the more precarious fortunes of improvisation." Rhetors can
arrange the best order of words without actually putting pen to paper, by
considering the /oc/while preparing for a speech or composition. In
premeditation, we can discover a "general texture of our speech," and we can
bring this oration to a stage of completion In our minds, copulat totamque ita
contexit (10.6.1-2). Situational consti'aints may require us to alter the texture'
of these speeches, but a general framework of argument can be rearranged in
impromptu fashion to engage the demands of the moment
These situational issues continue to inform Quintilian's ideas about
improvisation as well as contemporary concerns for contexts of situation.
Improvisation is the highest reward for the study of rhetoric (10.7.1). He values
this ability because there are many occasions when we are unexpectedly asked
to speak. First, the uncertainties of these situations must be apprehended, he
writes. We must first understand the direction the argument will probably take.
Second, we must realize what to search for in each portion of tiie case, to not
get thrown off our purposes (6). The rhetor will also understand how to divide a
speech into appropriate parts "in an orderly, ornate, and fluent manner" and not
produce a random flow of continuous talk, sermonis contextum mirabor (11-13).
This theory for improvisations should then be put into practice, Quintiiian writes.
These applications can occur in many different kinds of places, even when we
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are alone: "such practice is possible at any moment or place that finds us
unoccupied, and is, in some respects, more useful." These ideas are more
useful because we tend to be more inventive about our compositions during
preparation that we are when we actually speaking, when we are in front of an
audience and in "momentary fear of interrupting the continuous flow of our
language," contextum dicendi intermittere (25-26).
Rhetorical contexts can t>e constructed in any place. Quintilian writes. In
Vico's words, inventive persons are those who are able to find a likeness or
ratio between things seemingly different and far removed from one another.
"They can discover some way in which these things are cognate, or who can
leap over the obvious and recall from distant places the connections
appropriate for the things under discussion" {Ancient 102). These discoveries
can occur in all places, in loci plurimum.

Conclusion
Because meaning is context-bound but contexts are boundless, as Jonathan
Culler suggests, we need a means to reduce the dimensions of these immense
places. Vico's triangular invention is one such means. The faculties of
perception, memory, and imagination inform the making of contexts.
Vico descends into collective memory, the past, to perceive how language
developed. Students do similar activities when inventing-they can discover
how the past may inform current perceptions and future imaginings. They can
consider how they might have judged issues and topics in the past, and how the
relationships among these particular issues can be relocated, or contextualized,
in the present.
We can never fully know how perceptions emerge with memory, or how
imagination infonms our apprehensions of communicative settings. Still, as we
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imagine how to situate intentions in particular rhetorical contexts, we consider
how memory might influence our perceptions of these communicative
environments. When looking for the shapes and outlines of arguments and
ideas that may be appropriate for a particular rhetorical task, we can recall from
distant places those topics that might be most apt This three-stage
inventiveness is a recursive way to find lines of arrangement and points of
perception that are informed by the backgrounds of memory.
As I have shown. Vico links this constructed understanding of the civil world
with apprehensions discovered in part through the study of spatial figures.
When these geometric figures are composed for diverse, different, and
complicated problems, Vico writes, they "strengthen the imagination, which is
the eye of mother wit" (104). These processes lead to a synthesizing power that
composes meaning and that integrates the familiar with the unfamiliar. Rhetors
imagine things by alteration and imitation, and then invent new relationships
with alternative turns of thought and speech.
Geometric figures represent three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional
surface. Triangles, cubes, and hexagons hint at the complexities in experience
that can be reduced to paragraphs on the page. They are quantified analogs
for the qualitative experience writers place into print. Ingenium. which is
perhaps not improved by drawing triangles or hexagons, might fcse enhanced
when writers remember that the relationships that comprise rhetorical settings
might be perceived in new ways; the associations among readers, texts, and
topics might be imagined in arrangements that better connect diverse purposes
with diverse readers.
Vico's triangular invention may assist the probable tasks that writers engage
today, as they try to discover how the past relates to the present, how futures
may be shaped and informed by the histories they bring to each moment.
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Many memories, perceptions, and imaginations emerge in these multiple sites.
Writers need to imagine how their intentions may connect, disconnect, or
conflict with the purposes of others, to perceive how they might use and
discover new means of persuasion, and remember the topoi that will help
outline the multiple dimensions of diverse rhetorical situations. Triangular
invention is a way to measure place, figure space, and articulate intent
Common sense apprehensions of contexts admit tiie power to discover new
relations in given situations, to acknowledge tiie power of memory to affect
purpose and perception in the present, and to accept the power of tropes to turn
material settings into places where we can learn.
A triangular invention suggests an image where writers might amplify their
interpretations with turns of phrase, invigorate tiieir apprehensions witii
memory, and alter their perceptions to create the probable places that stretch
out between books and lives. Topics are strategies for invention that allow for
conceptual separation as analysis and for conceptual connection as synthesis.
Each writer must discover new regions, new pathways, as tiiey recall
experiences, imagine new connections with the present, and perceive
alternative sequences in tiie relationships tiiat comprise meaning. These
relationships gain shape with the poetic logic that informs figurative language.
Writers can use relatively straight lines of argument and evidence when
composing for a small readerships of classmates. They might angle off in
different directions for more diverse audiences; tiiey might extend backwards in
time to capture past dimensions of topics that may have been forgotten.
Writers move through topoi to see how matters seemingly most remote may
be bound together. If stijdents join judgment with invention by relying on topics,
they might find additional ways to make meaning in these realms of the
probable, in common-sense constructions that might integrate personal
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situations with disciplinary settings. These contexts are not completely
determined by the writer, nor are writers completely determined by contexts.
We can figure the dimensions of contexts by triangulating experience and
purpose with topical relationships and tropical language.
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